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The Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) is one of four INFN national laboratories. It is the largest underground laboratory in the world for experiments in particle and nuclear astrophysics and it is used as a worldwide facility by scientists (presently 748 in number) from 22 countries. Its location is between the towns of L’Aquila and Teramo, about 120 km from Rome. The underground facilities are located on a side of the ten kilometres long freeway tunnel crossing the Gran Sasso Mountain. They consist of three large experimental halls, each about 100 m long, 20 m wide and 15 m high and service tunnels for a total volume of about 180,000 cubic metres. The average 1400 m rock coverage gives a reduction factor of one million in the cosmic ray flux; moreover the neutron flux is thousand times less than on the surface, thanks to the smallness of the Uranium and Thorium content of the dolomite rocks of the mountain. The extensive air shower experiment (EAS-TOP) at Campo Imperatore completed its data collecting runs in May 2000 and the facility has been decommissioned during the summer. The analysis of the data is still in progress.

The mission of the Laboratory is to host experiments that require a low background environment in the field of astroparticle physics and nuclear astrophysics. The Laboratory hosts experiments in other disciplines too, mainly geology and biology that can profit of its characteristics and of its infrastructures.

Main research topics of the present program are: neutrino physics with neutrinos naturally produced in the Sun, in the Earth atmosphere, in a Supernova and neutrino oscillations with a beam from CERN (CNGS program), search for neutrino mass in neutrino less double beta decays, dark matter search, nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest, high energy cosmic rays and search for exotics (monopoles, wimps, etc.). Solar neutrino physics is one of the main research sector of the laboratory. The GALLEX experiment, completed in 1997, has given fundamental results in particle physics and astrophysics, showing a relevant deficit in the solar neutrino flux at low energy. It is extremely difficult now, after the GALLEX results, to avoid the conclusion that neutrinos oscillate, and as a consequence have non-zero masses. If confirmed, this will be the first evidence of physics beyond the standard theory. GNO has improved the technique to continue the research for a long period, gradually improving the resolution. The data of the first two data collection periods have been published, reducing the systematic uncertainty to 5.4%.

The results of GALLEX and of the other solar neutrino experiments in the world (Homestake, Kamiokande and Superkamiokande, SAGE and SNO) indicate that the flux of electron-neutrino from the Be chain might be substantially different from the predictions.
of the theory and, as a consequence, particularly sensitive to new physics. Borexino is dedicated mainly to the measure of the Be line component of the solar neutrino spectrum. In the year 2001 the construction of the main detector and of its ancillary facilities has been almost completed, the test facility CTF has been used for a series of tests. The beginning of the filling of the detector is now foreseen for the middle of the year 2002. The rigorous analysis of the safety issues has continued. A full HAZOP analysis has been accomplished both for the plants and for the procedures.

LENS is a proposal for a real time, flavour sensitive experiment sensitive down to the fusion neutrinos, aiming to a final clarification of the solar neutrino problem and to the measurement of the oscillation parameters. A series of R&D studies have been performed. Major breakthroughs allow now to design the experiment. The solar models are based on data and extrapolations; in particular the thermonuclear cross sections of the involved reactions are not measured in the relevant energy range but rather extrapolated from higher energies. The direct measurements are made very difficult by the very low values of the cross sections. A pilot experiment, using a 50 kV accelerator, LUNA, was designed primarily to study the reaction $3\text{He}(3\text{He},2p)4\text{He}$ in the energy relevant for the reactions in the sun. The new 400 kV accelerator, installed in 2000 (LUNA2), has been tested finding excellent resolution and stability. During 2001, at the 50 kV facility the $D(p,\gamma)^3\text{He}$ reaction has been investigated down to 2.5 keV, at the 400 keV facility the study of the reaction $^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{16}\text{O}$ has started.

Elementary particles are different from their antiparticles because their charges - not only the electric one, but all of them - are opposite. The standard model assumes that neutrinos have only one charge, the lepton number. But, if this charge is not conserved, neutrinos and antineutrinos can be two states of the same particle. In this case well-specified nuclides would decay through the neutrino-less double beta channel. The Laboratory hosts experiments searching for these very rare decays, employing different and complementary techniques. The Heidelberg-Moscow experiment with a sensitive mass of 11 kg of enriched $^{76}\text{Ge}$ is the most sensitive experiment in the world. It took regularly data during 2001. Recently, Klapdor-Kleigrothaus and collaborators have claimed to have indeed observed the decay $^{76}\text{Ge} \rightarrow ^{76}\text{Se} + 2\ e^-$. If confirmed this would be a revolutionary discovery, but caution is mandatory, due to the extremely difficult nature of the experiment. Criticism to the statistical analysis employed by the author to extract the signal has been also published. The second most sensitive experiment on a different isotope in the world is MIBETA that employs an array of 20 thermal detectors, based on TeO$_2$ crystals (340 g natural tellurium each). During 2001 the set-up was dismounted and remounted after accurate polishing of the surfaces, obtaining a reduction of the background rate by a factor two. CUORICINO uses larger TeO$_2$ bolometers (750 g natural tellurium each). The R&D continued mainly to fix the final detector structure. When completed it will consist of 100 bolometers, a sensitive mass almost an order of magnitude larger than MIBETA. From astronomical observations, we know that about 80% of the matter in the Universe is non baryonic, meaning that is not made of nuclei and electrons as normal matter. It is called dark matter, because it does not emit light, and its nature is unknown. Probably, its constituents are not yet discovered elementary particles that interact only very weakly with the rest.
(they are called WIMPs). They are around us, invisible, waiting to be discovered. The search for WIMPs is very difficult and requires a very low background environment and the development of advanced background reduction techniques. The search is going on in many experiments worldwide. At Gran Sasso three experiments, using different techniques, are active.

DAMA employs NaI crystals to detect the WIMPs by means of the flash of light produced in the detector by an Iodine nucleus recoiling after having been hit by a WIMP, a very rare phenomenon. To distinguish these events from the background, DAMA searches for an annual modulation of the rate, a behaviour that has several aspects that are peculiar of the searched effect and not of the main backgrounds. With its about 100 kg sensitive mass DAMA is the most sensitive experiment world wide. Data corresponding to a two-year continuous run (4-years overall) have been published in January 2000. They show evidence of the annual modulation signal, with all the expected characteristics. Data on further two and half years period have been collected by the end of year 2001. The run will come to an end by summer 2002, when the set up will be dismounted and a new one (LIBRA) with 250 kg sensitive mass assembled.

CRESST searches for WIMPs with a cryogenic technique, looking for a very tiny, temperature increase in the detector, due to the energy deposited by nuclei hit by the WIMPs. To this aim the detector is kept at a very low temperature, 15 mK. Measurements foreseen for the phase 1 were finished in March 2001, meeting the milestones of this phase. The second phase of the experiment was then approved to run till 2005. The experiment was requested by the management to move from hall B to hall A to free the space for one of the experiments on the CNGS. The move was completed by the end of 2001 as scheduled.

The Heidelberg Dark Matter Search (HDMS) uses a special configuration of Ge detectors to search for WIMPs, namely a crystal were the WIMP interaction takes place, fully surrounded by a second crystal that acts as an active screen from the background. After one year of running, the inner detector has been replaced with an enriched $^{73}$Ge crystal, starting data taking with reduced background in August 2000.

The GENIUS project proposes the use of one ton enriched Germanium with a strong reduction of the background for dark matter searches, double beta decay and other searches. As a first step, the small test facility GENIUS-TF with 40 kg of natural Germanium operated in liquid Nitrogen is under installation.

MACRO was a very large multi-purpose experiment, which continuously collected data for several years. The experiment completed its extremely successful life in December 2000. The final analysis has been performed producing results on atmospheric neutrino oscillations, high-energy neutrino astronomy, searches for WIMPs, search for low energy stellar gravitational collapse neutrinos, stringent upper limits on magnetic monopoles flux and primary cosmic rays composition.

LVD has completed the construction of the apparatus with a sensitive mass of 1000 t and improved its efficiency with an up time in 2001 of 99.7%. The experiment would collect a few hundred events from a supernova explosion in the centre of the Galaxy.

One of the major commitments of the Gran Sasso laboratory in the next decennium will be the search of tau neutrino appearance and related topics on an artificial neutrino beam being built at CERN in Geneva, the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) project. The beam will be directed through the Earth crust to two detector located in Gran Sasso
at 732 km distance. Beam and experiments are foreseen to be ready in 2005.

ICARUS is a general-purpose detector, with a broad physics programme, not limited to the CNGS project. It was proposed in 1985 based on the novel concept of the liquid Argon time-projection chamber. A first important step was the construction of a 3 t prototype that was used for the necessary R&D program, completed in 1993. The following years have been spent to develop the techniques suitable for industrial production of large-scale detectors. A first 600 t module, proposed in 1995 and approved and funded in 1996, has been successfully operated in Pavia in the summer 2001. The proposal of a larger detector system composed of a number of similar modules has been submitted.

Tau neutrinos resulting from oscillations of the muon neutrino of the beam will be searched by OPERA looking for the tau leptons they produce. This search requires both micrometer scale resolution, obtained with modern emulsion techniques and large sensitive mass (2000 t) obtained with Pb sheets interleaved by emulsion layers. During 2001 the OPERA proposal, approved by the INFN and by CERN, was defined in it must important aspects. GIGS is a laser interferometer for geophysical purposes operating since 1994. The main results obtained so far are: 1) the recording of co-seismic steps during local earthquakes in 1994, 2) the recording of swarms of slow earthquakes, more than 180 in total, after 1997. A new scale law between the seismic moment and the rise time of the slow quakes has been established. A very interesting statistical, not causal, correlation between slow and normal quake sequences has been observed. During 1999 the group further analysed the 1997 data; till October 1999 the spectrometer worked in an equal arm configuration. In 1999 a new interferometer was built and from October 1999 two independent interferometers are at work.

The PULEX-2 is a biology experiment exploits the unique low radiation characteristics of the Laboratory. Mammalian cells were cultured in parallel at LNGS underground laboratory, were a cell culture facility has been set up on purpose, and at the ISS in Rome, in the presence of standard background.

During 2001 the Gran Sasso laboratory became one of the large European infrastructures as a “Low background facility for Particle Physics, Astrophysics, Nuclear Physics and Biology” (HPRI - CT- 2001-00149) in the action “Access to Research Infrastructures”. This EU activity aims to maximise the impact of research infrastructures, facilities that provide essential services to Europe’s research community in industry and academia.

All the services and the personnel of the lab have been engaged in the planning within sight of the next phases of activity ranging from the decommissioning of some large experiments, to the preparation of the infrastructures needed for the next experiments and to the rigorous definition of the safety rules, procedures and infrastructures.

Another European contract (HPRP-CT-2001-00018), prepared and run in collaboration with the large European particle laboratories, CERN and DESY, aims to evaluate the effectiveness of their outreach actions.

The geographical location (inside the National Park of Gran Sasso - Monti della Laga) and the special operating conditions (underground, near a highway tunnel and in close proximity to water basins) demand that special attention is paid to the safety and environmental aspects of their activities.

We have introduced also an Environmental Management System (EMS) complying with the UNI - EN - ISO 14001 standard, in order to make the organisation more modern and
efficient, to assure the conformity to current laws, and to achieve a continuous improvement of the environment performance.

The system is verified by an independent auditing authority, which constantly checks the conformity to the standard, in order to assure the management, and all the various involved parties (local authorities, citizens, members of the staff, collaborators and research institutes) of the adequacy of the Environmental Policy, the operating conditions, procedures, and checks.

Gran Sasso, April 2002.

The Director of the Laboratory
Prof. Alessandro Bettini
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Abstract

The Borexino construction is getting at its final stage. This report summarizes the present status of the installation of the detector in the LNGS and the main operations achieved during 2001; the expected potential of Borexino in the present scenario of the neutrino oscillations physics is briefly reminded.

1 The experiment: goals and achievements

Borexino is the first experiment planned to measure in real time the reactions induced by the low energy (hundreds of KeV) solar neutrinos. The main experimental goal is the study of the 0.862 MeV $^7$Be solar neutrino line through the detection of the $\nu$-e scattering. The measurement of the event rate induced by neutrinos originated by this source is still now a key point both from the point of view of the standard solar model confirmation (the apparent lack of the flux of $^7$Be $\nu$ was a tricky problem originated by the comparison of different experimental results) and in the experimental proof of the neutrino flavor oscillations hypothesis (the possible region of the characteristic parameters, suggested by the present experiments, has to be definitively fixed).

![Schematic view of the Borexino detector.](image)

In the detectable $^7$Be $\nu$ elastic scattering, the maximum energy of the recoiling electron is 664 KeV and a reasonable experimental threshold is assumed at 250 KeV, (corresponding to a $\nu$ energy of about 400 KeV). This low energy region, envisaged by the experiment,
is completely overlapping with that one of the natural radioactivity products of disintegration, which are present in any environment and in any material: this is the main problem that the Borexino project had to face.

As a consequence an intense R&D program has been carried out in the last ten years to develop methods for selecting very low radioactivity materials or to purify them. An effort in this field has matched an equally hard research in the field of the detection systems and measurements of ultralow radioactivity levels.

Figure 2: The Water Tank

Deep developments have been attained in the purification methods of liquid aromatic compounds, as distillation, water extraction, stripping with ultrapure N₂, solid gel column (Si gel, Al gel). Moreover, the Borexino Collaboration developed new detectors and new methods for the measurements of ultra-low radioactivity, in addition to use the more classic systems. In particular, a detector at ton level, the Counting Test Facility (CTF), has been constructed on purpose and installed in the underground Laboratory at Gran Sasso. In all these fields many records have been achieved, and the results obtained satisfied the mandatory step previously fixed in order to assure the feasibility of Borexino. Many of the radiopurity goals had been obtained using plants constructed and installed for the CTF, and consequently adopted in the Borexino auxiliary plants; some other results have been achieved in the Borexino plants, already installed and tested.

The CTF was in addition an important bench mark for testing and studying various solutions for the Borexino detector [1] [2] [3] [4]. It is now running again after an upgrading campaign.
2 The Detector

Borexino (fig. 1) is an unsegmented liquid detector featuring 300 tons of well shielded ultrapure scintillator viewed by 2200 photomultipliers. The detector core is a transparent spherical vessel (Nylon inner vessel, 100µm thick), 8.5 m of diameter, filled with 300 tons of liquid scintillator and surrounded by 1000 tons of high-purity buffer liquid. The scintillator mixture is PC and PPO (1.5 g/l) as a fluor, the buffer liquid is pure PC (with the addition of the light quencher DMP). The photomultipliers are supported by the stainless steel sphere (SSS), which also separates the inner part of the detector from the external shielding, provided by 2400 tons of pure water (water buffer). An additional containment vessel (Nylon film radon barrier) is interposed between the scintillator Nylon sphere and the photomultipliers, with the goal of reducing radon diffusion towards the internal part of the detector.

![Figure 3: The stainless steel sphere as seen from the water tank](image)

The outer water shield, contained in the Water Tank (WT) is instrumented with 200 outward-pointing photomultipliers serving as a veto for penetrating muons, the only significant remaining cosmic ray background at the Gran Sasso depth (about 3800 meters of water equivalent). Inside the stainless steel sphere, 1800 photomultipliers are equipped with light concentrators so that they can see light coming only from the Nylon Sphere region, while the remaining 400 PMT’s are sensitive to light originated in the whole volume of the SSS. This design greatly increases the capability of the system to identify muons crossing the PC buffer but not the scintillator. The Borexino design is based on the concept of a graded shield of progressively lower intrinsic radioactivity as one
approaches the sensitive volume of the detector; this culminates in the use of 200 tons of the low background scintillator to shield the 100 tons innermost Fiducial Volume. In these conditions, the ultimate background will be dominated by the intrinsic contamination of the scintillator, while all backgrounds from the construction materials and external shieldings are almost negligible compared to the signal. Borexino also features several external systems and plants conceived to purify water, nitrogen and scintillator, and clean rooms to keep clean conditions during the installation of the detector.

3 Status of the Experiment

The completion of Borexino has now reached its final stage. The installation of the structural part of the detector (water tank, stainless-steel sphere) (fig. 2,3) has been completed, and service systems (as air control in the sphere, clean-rooms, etc.) are running in standard conditions.

All cables have been positioned from the PMTs to the electronics Front-End. The phototubes (manufactured by ETL with a special glass of low radioactivity) have been completely assembled, sealed, coupled with the optical concentrators, and finally tested; the installation of about 95% of them has been performed at the expected rate of 300 PMTs/month: for technical reasons, the last 5% will be mounted on the SSS after the Nylon vessels insertion. A new material, of very low contamination, has been selected for the manufacturing of the lastly procured 1000 concentrators. (fig. 4)
The detector calibrations will be performed by different systems: continuous monitoring of the PMTs by means of a system of optical fibers guiding a laser light; tests with various radio-sources within the inner vessel, systematic tests of the optical properties of the buffer PC via laser light. The equipments for the calibrations are practically ready: the optical fibers have been installed concurrently with the PMTs, and different tests have been made at the final stage of this mounting.

The read-out electronics, already completed and installed in the Counting Room during the previous year, is now in tuning phase. During the year 2001 a large part of the hardware/software integration has been performed and also some preliminary joint test of the electronic/PMTs has been carried out. In the DAQ system, the analyzer code, the Data Base structure and a graphical command interface are almost completed.

The selection of the kind of Nylon to be used in the vessels (inner containment vessel and radon barrier) manufacturing has required a big effort. A systematic check of the mechanical, optical, chemical quality of different kinds of this material, and particularly careful measurements of the Rn emanation from thin layers of various samples, was carried out. The construction of these vessels has been completed inside a large clean room. Special care has been devoted to the leak check of these vessels before their shipment to LNGS, scheduled on March 2002 (fig. 5).

![Figure 5: The nylon vessels, mounted for a pressure test](image)

The auxiliary plants are in a good stage of completion:
- the Storage Area, already installed, has been thoroughly cleaned and leak-checked, and now is partially in operation for CTF3;
- the solid Si-gel column and the scintillator handling for CTF and for Borexino is running (Module 0): the final column is expected in few months;
the distillation, water extraction, $N_2$ stripping systems have been built and are almost ready for operations;
the interconnection among the various purification systems, Storage Area, Borexino and CTF detectors has been installed and cleaned;
the filling stations systems are under construction and part of them has been installed;
the PPO and DMP handling systems are almost finalized;
the $N_2$ distribution plant, both for the normal Nitrogen and for high purity line (less than 1$\mu$Bq/m$^3$) are normally functioning;
in addition the exhaust system has been completed.

The supplier of the scintillator solvent Pseudocumene (PC) is Enichem, which produces it at Sarroch (Sardinia). The procurement of this PC has started in 2001. A special loading station, constructed on site, and four high quality shipping tanks are used for this purpose. The optical properties of the PC are tested in Sarroch each time, before its loading and delivering to Gran Sasso.

The PPO has been already procured and stored underground and the producer of the DMP quencher has been selected.

The offline codes cover a full simulation of the signal and background events, the tracking and reconstruction of them. Their origin are the codes already developed for the CTF1 data analysis, that are working since few years. A continuous activity of upgrading and development has been performed in their various aspects. The analysis of the CTF3 data can offer the possibility of testing parts of the new performance and reliability of these codes, explicitly developed for CTF. For the event tracking, the code Geant4, developed by CERN, has been adapted both to the CTF3 and Borexino needs. The organisation of the storage, handling, distribution and analysis of the data that will be collected during the Borexino running is in progress.

The upgraded version of CTF (CTF3), has been running since few months (fig. 6). The program of the measurements is fixed as follows: any batch of scintillator, as received
from Sarroch, will be tested; separate tests will follow after storage and circulation in the Storage Area, and after handling in the purification systems. Consequently, the Borexino inner vessel will be filled with a scintillator tested at the requested radiopurity level.

Since the beginning of the project realization, the Borexino Collaboration has faced the safety matter in all its aspects with great rigour. In this frame, all the plants have been analyzed for their intrinsic safety and are equipped with various fire extinguishing plants and alarms. A full HAZOP analysis has been accomplished for the plants and for the procedures adopted in the various operations.

The final filling of Borexino is scheduled in the summer 2002, and the starting run by the end of 2002.

Figure 7: Allowed regions in the $\Delta m^2$-$\tan^2 \omega$ parameter space for the LMA and LOW solutions: the Borexino rate fits

4 Solar neutrino physics: potential of Borexino

The evidence for an active, non-electronic $\nu$ component in the samples of the solar neutrino reactions, detected both by SKamiokande and SNO experiments, and the combination of all the results obtained until now, strongly favours the LMA (Large Mixing Angle) and LOW (Low probability, Low mass) regions for the $\tan^2 \omega$ and $\delta m^2$ parameter of the $\nu$-oscillation model.

The rates expected in Borexino are respectively 30 counts/day in the LMA solution, and 23 events/day in the LOW solution, to be compared to an expected background of
roughly 15 events/day. These values refer to the energy of electron scattered by $^7\text{Be} \nu$ ranging from .25 to .8 MeV, which is the experimental range where the neutrinos coming from $^7\text{Be}$ source are detectable in Borexino, and to the 100 ton Fiducial Volume region (fig. 7). The good capacity of Borexino of detecting seasonal variations is overall important to tag the solar origin of the detected neutrinos: their flux variation due to the eccentricity of the Earth orbit is about 7%, with a typical $1/R^2$ behaviour (the Borexino sensitivity to this effect is 5 σ of C.L. in 3 years of data taking).

Moreover, an additional seasonal variation should be dramatically exhibited by Borexino in the Vacuum Oscillation hypothesis: the lack of this effect should strengthen the cancellation of this solution, as it is now disfavoured.

Borexino will offer a very good sensitivity to the Day/Night difference in the event rates, effect which is enhanced in the LOW solution just in the $^7\text{Be} \nu$ energy region (fig.8).

![Figure 8: Day-night effect expected in Borexino (LOW solution)](image)

Finally, the direct measurement of the reactions induced by neutrinos arisen in the $^7\text{Be}$ source inside the Sun will be the unique last tessera needed to close the Standard Solar Model experimental proof.
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Abstract

We present the status as of 2001 for the CRESST (Cryogenic Rare Event Search using Superconducting Thermometers) experiment for the direct detection of WIMP dark matter. Measurements for the Phase I of CRESST were finished in March 2001. We met the projected milestones for phase I of CRESST and have been approved at the scientific committee meeting of March 2001 for the second phase of CRESST, up to the year 2005. The move of the experiment from Hall B to Hall A requested by the management was finished on time at the end of 2001.

1 Introduction

The goal of the CRESST project is the direct detection of elementary particle dark matter and the elucidation of its nature. The search for Dark Matter and the understanding of its nature remains one of the central and most fascinating problems of our time in physics, astronomy and cosmology. There is strong evidence for it on all scales, ranging from dwarf galaxies, through spiral galaxies like our own, to large scale structures [1].
Particle physics provides some well motivated candidates of which the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the favourite one. The extension of the standard model of elementary particles physics to the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) offers the LSP as a Dark Matter candidate in the form of a neutralino. It is a superposition of neutral particles arising in the theory, fulfilling all necessary requirements like e.g. stability and weak interaction cross sections with 'ordinary' baryonic matter. Indeed, supersymmetric models contain many parameters and many assumptions and by relaxing few simplifying assumptions one can find candidates for particle dark matter in a wide mass range [2]. Generically, particle dark matter candidates, being neutral, stable and weakly interacting, are called WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles) and are to be distinguished from proposals involving very light quanta such as axions. WIMPs are expected to interact with baryonic matter by elastic scattering on nuclei and all direct detection experiments have focused on this possibility.

Conventional methods for direct detection rely on the ionization or scintillation caused by the recoiling nucleus. This leads to certain limitations connected with the relatively high energy involved in producing an ionization and with the sharply decreasing efficiency of ionization by slow nuclei. Cryogenic detectors use much lower energy excitations, such as phonons, and while conventional methods are probably close to their limits, cryogenic technology can still make great improvements. Since the principal physical effect of a WIMP nuclear recoil is the generation of phonons, cryogenic calorimeters are well suited for WIMP detection.

The detectors developed by the CRESST collaboration consist of a dielectric target–crystal with a small superconducting film evaporated onto the surface. When this film is held at a temperature in the middle of its superconducting-to-normal conducting phase transition, it functions as a highly sensitive thermometer. The detectors presently employed in Gran Sasso use tungsten films and sapphire absorbers, running at a temperature of 15 mK [3, 4]. The technique can also be applied to a variety of other materials [5]. The small change in temperature of the superconducting film resulting from an energy deposit in the target leads to a relatively large change in the film’s resistance. This change in resistance is then measured with a SQUID.

2 Status of CRESST

At the end of 2000 and subsequently in the first months of 2001 we conducted several test measurements to examine possible systematic uncertainties of the setup before the final data analysis. Results for the first phase of CRESST were obtained and published at that time. In the following we summarise these results and finally report briefly about the move of the experiment and the current status of CRESST as of the end of 2001.

2.1 CRESST detectors

An example of a detector used for CRESST I can be inspected in Fig. 1. The detector used for dark matter limits had a tungsten thermometer of size 3mm×5mm. The electrical and thermal connections are shown in Fig. 1. Thermal contact between the holder and the
detector was provided by gold wires of 25\(\mu\)m diameter bonded to the copper holder and to a gold contact pad in the middle of the tungsten thermometer. The copper holder was thermally connected via the cold finger to the mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator, which was stabilised to a temperature of 6 mK. The electrical connection to the detector was made by superconducting aluminium wires bonded to aluminium pads on each end of the thermometer and to isolated contact pads on the holder. To avoid radioactive solder joints, the superconducting wires from there to the external readout circuit were screwed to the contact pads. The thermometer resistance is measured by passing a constant current \(I_0\) through the readout circuit, in which the thermometer is in parallel to a small resistor and the input coil of a DC–SQUID. A rise in the thermometer resistance is then measured via the current rise through the SQUID input coil.

In a separate circuit, a heater to control the temperature of the detector is provided by a 5mm long, 25\(\mu\)m diameter gold wire which is bonded to the gold pad in the centre of the tungsten thermometer and to two small aluminium contact pads on the sapphire crystal on either side of the thermometer. External connections to the two small aluminium pads are used to apply a controlled voltage across this gold wire. The thermometer temperature is kept constant between pulses by using the baseline of the SQUID output voltage as the temperature indicator and then regulating the voltage to the heater using a proportional integral algorithm. The heater was also used to inject short heat pulses to monitor the long-term stability of the energy calibration and for measuring the trigger efficiency close to threshold.

For the actual data taking we monitored the detectors by injecting a heater pulse every 30 s during measurement as well as calibrations runs. The height of the pulses was varied in order to cover the whole dynamic range, with many pulses in the low-energy region. Therefore we obtain a monitor of the stability of the detectors, an extrapolation of the energy calibration over the whole dynamic range and a measure of the trigger efficiency as a function of the deposited energy.
Figure 2: The measured pulse-height of detector #8 as a function of time during the dark matter run for the heater pulses of energy 0.58, 1.04, 2.04 and 4.08 keV. The detector is seen to be stable to within the resolution. The fitted lines were used to calculate the response function at the time of event pulses.

2.2 Measurements and results

The individual detectors varied in their response, with detector #8 (numbered by order of fabrication) having the lowest threshold and thus giving the best dark matter limits. The trigger efficiency of this detector was measured to be 100% down to an energy of 580 eV throughout the data used to extract the final dark matter limits. The stability of detector #8 during the dark matter run can be seen in Fig. 2 where the response to heater pulses is shown.

The reliability of the energy calibration method down to low energies was checked with a dedicated run, where a low activity $^{57}$Co source was mounted inside the cryostat directly facing the crystals. Besides the 122 keV and 136 keV $\gamma$ emission lines, this source gave a 14.4 keV line and a 6.4 keV Fe X-ray line. The source was chosen to be very weak to reduce the chance of contamination. Therefore a one week run gave only a small number of counts in the 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV lines. After applying the standard calibration method, which involves extrapolation from the 122 keV line to low energies, the measured energies for the 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV lines were found to be $15.16 \pm 0.09$ keV and $6.70 \pm 0.07$ keV, respectively (fit errors correspond to 90% CL). Hence our calibration procedure puts the 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV lines 5.3% and 5.4% too high. Since the lower energies most affect our dark matter limits, this tendency to shift events up in energy tends to put our limits on the conservative side.

The data used to set dark matter limit results come from a total run time of 138.8 h, of which 0.6 h is dead time following triggers. To avoid reliance on the detailed behaviour
of the trigger efficiency at low-energies, a software threshold of 600 eV was used instead of the 580 eV 100% efficiency threshold measured. There were 374 events between threshold and 20 keV. Events in coincidence in two or more detectors cannot be due to WIMP interactions, and so can be discarded. This cut removed 73 events. Considering that only two detectors were active in this particular run, and that only one out of six sides faces the other crystal, the coincidence rate of almost 20% is surprisingly high. This suggests an immediate possibility to improve raw backgrounds by coincidence tagging with a more suitable arrangement of crystals. A final pulse shape examination of the remaining 301 events suggested another cut, namely removing spurious events with anomalous pulse shapes probably due to mechanical vibrations or electronic noise, and left 265 events. These are shown in Fig. 3. Finally, in the energy range from 15 keV to 25 keV the rate is $(0.73 \pm 0.22)$ counts/kg/day/keV and drops to about 0.3 counts/kg/day/keV at 100 keV.

As final results we present the WIMP limits obtained in Figs. 4, 5. A detailed description of data taking and treatment as well as an extensive discussion of our method for obtaining WIMP limits has been published in [6].

### 2.3 Move from Hall B to Hall A

The move of CRESST from Hall B to Hall A proceeded as planned and was finished in December 2001. Obviously, no measurements were taken during the move. In order to finish in time, the experiment has been moved 'as is', i.e. no significant improvements or upgrades were attempted. Rather the effort has concentrated on reaching the same level of performance as before the move. All planned upgrades have thus been shifted to after a first test of the experiment after the move. The upgrade for the second phase of CRESST implies tests of its own. Therefore it appears more efficient to start these from
Figure 4: Equivalent WIMP-proton cross section limits (90% CL.) for spin–dependent interaction as a function of WIMP mass, from a 1.51 kg day exposure of a 262g sapphire detector. For comparison we show limits from the EDELWEISS dark matter search with cryogenic sapphire detectors [7], from DAMA with NaI detectors using pulse-shape discrimination [8] and from the UK dark matter search with NaI detectors [9].

a known level of performance of CRESST I.

However, it is anticipated that establishing the former CRESST I performance will not take long, due to the great precautions taken during the move. In addition, the necessary developments for the upgrade have proceeded as far as possible in parallel: these include the extension to a seventy channel SQUID-readout system (Oxford), development of a CaWO$_4$ detector ensemble (holder, scintillating CaWO$_4$ crystal and light detector), infrastructure for detector production (Munich) and the additional neutron shield (Munich).

2.4 Summary

The status of CRESST at the end of 2001 therefore can be summarised as follows: the measurements for the first phase of CRESST have been finished and analysed. The move to Hall A is completed. The setup for first tests of performance after the move is prepared. Sapphire detectors from CRESST I are mounted in the coldbox for tests. As a starter for CRESST II, we have also mounted a first CaWO$_4$ detector assembly (common holder for the scintillating crystal and light detector). The first cool-down at the new location is expected to start early in 2002.
Figure 5: Equivalent WIMP–nucleon cross section limits (90% CL.) for spin–independent interaction as a function of the WIMP mass from a 1.51 kg day exposure of a 262g sapphire detector. For comparison DAMA NaI limits with pulse-shape discrimination [8], CDMS limits with statistical subtraction of the neutron background [10], limits from the UK coll. [9] and from the EDELWEISS coll. [11] are also shown together with the allowed 3σ CL for a WIMP r.m.s. velocity of 270 km/s from the DAMA annual modulation data [12].
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Abstract

DAMA is searching for rare processes by developing and using several kinds of radiopure scintillators. The main running set-ups are: i) the \(\simeq 100\) kg NaI(Tl) set-up; ii) the \(\simeq 6.5\) kg (\(\simeq 2\) l volume) liquid Xenon (LXe) pure scintillator; iii) the R&D installation for tests and small scale experiments. Moreover, in the framework of devoted R&D for higher radiopure detectors and PMTs, sample measurements are regularly performed with the low background Ge detector of the DAMA experiment and at Ispra. Works to increase the exposed mass up to \(\simeq 250\) kg of NaI(Tl) (LIBRA set-up) are in progress.

1 Introduction

DAMA is devoted to the search for rare processes by developing and using low radioactivity scintillators. Its main aim is the search for relic particles (WIMPs: Weakly Interacting Massive Particles) embedded in the galactic halo, whose existence has been pointed out both by experimental observations and by theoretical considerations. Thus, our solar
system, which is moving with respect to the galactic system, is continuously hit by a WIMP "wind". The quantitative study of this "wind" allows both to obtain information on the Universe evolution and to investigate Physics beyond the Standard Model. The WIMPs are mainly searched for by elastic scattering on target nuclei, which constitute a scintillation detector; for this purpose, radiopure NaI(Tl), liquid Xenon and CaF$_2$(Eu) detectors are developed and used (main recent references are given in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and in the 2001 publication list quoted in the following). In particular, the $\simeq 100$ kg NaI(Tl) set-up has been realized to investigate the so-called WIMP "annual modulation signature". This experiment, in fact, can effectively exploit such a signature because of its well known technology, of its high intrinsic radiopurity, of its mass and of its suitable control of the operational parameters. The relevance of performing experiments with a proper clear model independent signature is evident.

An R&D activity to develop higher radiopure detectors is continuously carried out toward the creation of ultimate radiopure detectors as well as studies on their possible new applications (main references are given in [15] and in the 2001 publication list quoted in the following). As a result of one of these efforts, the exposed target-detector mass of the NaI(Tl) set-up is in progress to be enlarged up to $\simeq 250$ kg. The installation of this set-up is planned at fall 2002.

Finally, profiting of the radiopurity achieved in the whole set-ups, several searches for other rare processes are also performed, such as for: i) $\beta\beta$ decay processes; ii) charge-non-conserving (CNC) processes; iii) Pauli exclusion principle (PEP) violating processes; iv) nucleon instability; v) exotics; etc. Also in these cases competitive results have been obtained so far (main recent references are given in [16] and in the 2001 publication list quoted in the following).

The main DAMA activities are summarized and briefly commented in the following.

2 The $\simeq 100$ kg highly radiopure NaI(Tl) set-up

The main goal of the $\simeq 100$ kg NaI(Tl) set-up is the search for WIMPs by the annual modulation signature (see [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12] and publication list in 2001); in addition, as mentioned above, it allows also to investigate other rare processes [16]. This set-up and its performances have been described in details in ref. [7]; since then several upgradings have been carried out. In particular, in summer 2000 the electronic chain and data acquisition system have been completely upgraded, while during August 2001 the new HV power supply system and the new preamplifiers prepared for the foregoing LIBRA set-up have been installed. Soon after, the data taking of a new annual cycle has been started. Various kind of data analyses have been continued; some of them have been published during 2001.
2.1 On the WIMP annual modulation signature

The $\approx 100$ kg NaI(Tl) set-up has been realized to investigate the so-called WIMP “annual modulation signature”. In fact, since the Earth rotates around the Sun, which is moving with respect to the galactic system, it would be crossed by a larger WIMP flux in June (when its rotational velocity is summed to the one of the solar system with respect to the Galaxy) and by a smaller one in December (when the two velocities are subtracted). The fractional difference between the maximum and the minimum of the rate is expected to be $\lesssim 7\%$. The annual modulation signature is very distinctive; in fact, a WIMP-induced seasonal effect must simultaneously satisfy many requirements: the rate must contain a component modulated according to a cosine function (1) with one year period (2) and a phase that peaks around $\approx 2^{nd}$ June (3); this modulation must be found in a well-defined low energy range, where WIMP induced recoils can be present (4); it must apply to those events in which just one detector of many actually “fires”, since the WIMP multi-scattering probability is negligible (5); the modulation amplitude in the region of maximal sensitivity must be $\lesssim 7\%$ (6). Thus, only systematic effects also able to simultaneously satisfy these 6 requirements could mimic this signature; on the contrary of what is claimed by some parts [17], no one able to do it has been found or suggested by anyone so far (for details see [12], where also absence of modulation in the background has been demonstrated). This can be easily understood considering the relevant number of peculiarities which have to be simultaneously satisfied.

In particular, we remind that the data collected in four annual cycles, DAMA/NaI-1 to DAMA/NaI-4 (total statistics 57986 kg·day) have been released up to now. They show a clear ($\approx 4 \sigma$ C.L.) presence of modulation with the proper distinctive features expected for a WIMP induced effect all simultaneously satisfied by the data over four independent experiments of one year each one. As mentioned above, a deep investigation has not offered any possible known systematics or side process able to mimic a WIMP induced seasonal effect and, thus, to account for the DAMA observed effect (see e.g. [11, 12] and references in 2001). In conclusion, the model independent approach, together with the absence of possible systematics or side processes able to mimic such a signature, suggests the presence of a WIMP contribution to the measured rate independently on the nature and coupling with ordinary matter of the involved WIMP particle [12].

To investigate the nature and coupling with ordinary matter of the possible WIMP candidate, an effective energy and time correlation analysis has to be performed within given model frameworks. We remind that a model framework is identified not only by general astrophysical, nuclear and particle physics assumptions, but also by the specific set of values used for all the parameters needed in the model itself and in related quantities (for example WIMP local velocity, $v_0$, form factor parameters, etc.) which are indeed affected by significant uncertainties. Obviously, varying the parameters values within their allowed intervals as well as varying any of the astrophysical, particle and nuclear physics assumptions, will consequently vary the allowed region (the same is for excluded limits). In the cumulative model dependent analyses of the data of the four annual cycles we have properly accounted also for the physical constraint arising from the upper limit on recoils we measured in ref. [5] (DAMA/NaI-0 running period) $^1$.

---

$^1$It is worth to note that the simultaneous use of a discrimination technique and of the annual modu-
As regards possible model dependent cumulative analyses of the four annual cycles data, as first a particular model framework for a purely spin-independent (SI) coupled candidate, which equally couples to proton and neutron, has been considered in ref. [11]. There the existing uncertainties e.g. on the $v_0$ value have been included in the analysis. Obviously, in different model frameworks the expectations vary and, therefore, also the best fit values of the free parameters; for example, in the model framework of ref. [11] a WIMP mass $m_W = (72^{+18}_{-16})$ GeV and a SI cross section on nucleon ($\sigma_{SI}$) times the local density in 0.3 GeV cm$^{-3}$ unit ($\xi$): $\xi\sigma_{SI} = (5.7 \pm 1.1) \times 10^{-6}$ pb correspond to the best fit position when $v_0 = 170$ km/s, while $m_W = (43^{+12}_{-9})$ GeV and $\xi\sigma_{SI} = (5.4 \pm 1.0) \times 10^{-6}$ pb are found when $v_0 = 220$ km/s. For simplicity the effect of the inclusion of known uncertainties on the parameters is expressed by giving as cumulative allowed region the superimposition of all the allowed ones and, thus, one cannot refer to a corresponding single set of best fit values (see e.g. [10, 11]).

Let us now comment that no other experiment can at present investigate the WIMP annual modulation signature with a sensitivity similar as the $\simeq 100$ kg highly radiopure DAMA NaI(Tl) set-up. Thus, only model dependent comparisons can be pursued with other experiments using different techniques and different target nuclei which should require a conservative attitude. For example, the claim for contradiction made by CDMS-I within a particular model framework for a purely SI coupled candidate was arbitrary both for experimental and theoretical reasons as we have pointed out e.g. in the Proc. of the XX Texas conf. (see reference list in 2001). Similar considerations can also be applied to the EDELWEISS experiment, while – at a larger extent – the results of indirect searches (as e.g. those from Superkamiokande) have large uncertainties due to the used assumptions in the evaluation of the signal, to the modelling of all the background processes, to their subtraction, to the model dependent comparison, etc. In addition, often the comparison is not pursued by considering the final allowed region quoted in ref. [11] for purely spin-independent coupled WIMPs.

In conclusion, the case of a purely spin-independent coupled WIMP candidate in the model framework of ref. [11] supports allowed WIMP masses up to 105 GeV (1 $\sigma$ C.L.) and even up to 132 GeV (1 $\sigma$ C.L.) if possible dark halo rotation is included. Further extension of the allowed region both in mass and cross section are obtained when including e.g. the uncertainties on some other parameters or different halo modelling. Theoretical implications of these results in terms of a neutralino with dominant SI interaction and mass above 30 GeV have been discussed in ref. [18, 19], while the case for an heavy neutrino of the fourth family has been considered in ref. [20].
Since the $^{23}$Na and $^{127}$I nuclei are sensitive to both SI and SD couplings – on the contrary e.g. of $^{nat}$Ge and $^{nat}$Si which are sensitive mainly to WIMPs with SI coupling (only 7.8% is non-zero spin isotope in $^{nat}$Ge and only 4.7% of $^{29}$Si in $^{nat}$Si) – the analysis of the data has been extended considering the more general case of a WIMP having not only a spin-independent, but also a spin-dependent (SD) coupling different from zero, as it is also possible e.g. for the neutralino. In this case, an allowed volume in the four-dimensional space ($\xi \sigma_{SI}, \xi \sigma_{SD}, m_W, \theta$) is obtained. Here, $\sigma_{SD}$ is the point-like SD WIMP cross section on nucleon and $tg \theta$ is the ratio between the effective SD coupling constants on neutrons, $a_n$, and on proton, $a_p$; therefore, $\theta$ can assume values between 0 and $\pi$ depending on the SD coupling. In this analysis the uncertainties on $v_0$ have been included; moreover, the uncertainties on the nuclear radius and the nuclear surface thickness parameter in the SI form factor, on the $b$ parameter in the used SD form factor and on the measured quenching factors [5] have also been considered. This analysis (described in details in the paper quoted in the reference list of 2001 and already summarized in the LNGS report 2000) has shown that the DAMA data of the four annual cycles can also be compatible with a mixed scenario where both $\xi \sigma_{SI}$ and $\xi \sigma_{SD}$ are different from zero. Further investigations are possible to account for other known parameters uncertainties and for possible different model assumptions; as an example, we recall that for the SD form factor an universal formulation is not possible since the internal degrees of the WIMP particle model (e.g. supersymmetry in case of neutralino) cannot be completely separated from the nuclear ones. Thus, other formulations are possible for SD form factors and can be considered with evident implications on the obtained allowed volume and best fit values of the free parameters.

Further efforts carried out during 2001 on this subject regards several topics: i) further upgrading of the set-up (see above); ii) data taking of further annual cycles; iii) investigation of other possible model frameworks; iv) preparation of the new $\approx 250$ kg NaI(Tl) set-up, LIBRA.

In particular, in addition to the mixed SI/SD model framework, another model dependent scenario has been exploited. In fact, the model independent annual modulation effect observed by DAMA during four annual cycles has been analysed in terms of a particle Dark Matter candidate with preferred inelastic scattering [21]. As discussed in ref. [21], the inelastic Dark Matter could arise from a massive complex scalar split into two approximately degenerate real scalars or from a Dirac fermion split into two approximately degenerate Majorana fermions, namely $\chi_+$ and $\chi_-$, with a $\delta$ mass splitting. In particular, a specific model featuring a real component of the sneutrino, in which the mass splitting naturally arises, has been given in ref. [21]. It has been shown that for the $\chi_-$ inelastic scattering on target nuclei a kinematical constraint exists which favours heavy nuclei (such as $^{127}$I) with respect to lighter ones (such as e.g. $^{nat}$Ge) as target-detectors media. This kinematical constraint becomes increasingly severe as the nucleus mass, $m_N$, is decreased [21]. Moreover, this model scenario gives rise – with respect to the case of WIMP elastically scattering – to an enhanced modulated component, $S_m$, with respect to the unmodulated one, $S_0$, and to largely different behaviours with energy for both $S_0$ and $S_m$ (both show a higher mean value) [21]. A dedicated cumulative energy and time correlation analysis of the DAMA experimental data has been carried out (see in the
reference list 2001) in a model framework, where aspects other than the interaction type have been handled as in the SI/SD mixed coupling case.

In this inelastic Dark Matter scenario an allowed volume in the space ($\xi \sigma_p, \delta, m_W$) is obtained. For simplicity, Fig. 1 shows slices of such an allowed volume at some given WIMP masses (3 $\sigma$ C.L.). It can be noted that when $m_W \gg m_N$, the expected differential energy spectrum is trivially dependent on $m_W$ and in particular it is proportional to the ratio between $\xi \sigma_p$ and $m_W$; this particular case is summarized in the last plot of Fig. 1. The allowed regions reported there have been obtained by the superposition of those obtained when varying the values of the previously mentioned parameters according to their uncertainties. This also gives as a consequence that the cross section value at given $\delta$ can span there over several orders of magnitude. The upper border of each region is reached when the minimal velocity, which WIMP must have to scatter off inelastically, approaches the maximum WIMP velocity in the Earth frame for each considered model framework (in particular, for each $v_0$ value). Note that, as also mentioned above, each set of values (within those allowed by the associated uncertainties) for the previously mentioned parameters gives rise to a different expectation, thus to different best fit values. As an example we mention that when fixing the other parameters as in the above mentioned case, the best-fit values for a WIMP mass of 70 GeV are: i) $\xi \sigma_p = 2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ pb and $\delta = 115$ keV when $v_0 = 170$ km/s, ii) $\xi \sigma_p = 6.3 \times 10^{-4}$ pb and $\delta = 122$ keV when $v_0 = 220$ km/s.

Finally, we note that significant enlargement of the given allowed regions should be expected when including complete effects of model (and related experimental and theoretical parameters) uncertainties, varying consequently the best fit positions.
In conclusion the DAMA annual modulation data of four annual cycles have been analysed by energy and time correlation analysis in terms of purely SI, purely SD, mixed SI/SD, “preferred” inelastic WIMP scattering model frameworks. Moreover, possible different halo models can be also considered; a work on this subject has been carried out by some of us and will be discussed in the LNGS report 2002.

Finally, to effectively discriminate among the different possible model dependent scenarios further investigations are in progress. In particular, the data of the 5th and 6th annual cycles are at hand, while the set-up is running to collect the data of a 7th annual cycle. Moreover, the LIBRA (Large sodium Iodine Bulk for RAre processes) set-up is under construction to increase the experimental sensitivity.

2.2 Search for solar axions

During 2001 the results of a search for possible signal due to Primakoff conversion of solar axions into photons in NaI(Tl) have been published. The used statistics, collected by the ≃ 100 kg NaI(Tl) set-up, is 53437 kg · day.

Various experimental and theoretical considerations have restricted at present the axion mass to the range $10^{-6} \text{eV} \lesssim m_a \lesssim 10^{-2} \text{eV}$ and $m_a \sim \text{eV}$. It has also been noted that axions with a similar mass could be candidate as a possible component of the Dark Matter in the Universe.

In particular, axions can efficiently be produced in the interior of the Sun by Primakoff conversion of the blackbody photons in the fluctuating electric field of the plasma. The outgoing axion flux has an average energy, $E_a$, of about 4 keV since the temperature in the Sun core is $T \sim 10^7 \text{K}$. Assuming absence of direct coupling between the axion and the leptons (hadronic axion) and including helium and metal diffusion in the solar model, the flux of solar axions can be written as [22, 23]:

$$\frac{d\Phi}{dE_a} = \sqrt{\lambda} \Phi_0 \left( \frac{E_a/E_0}{e^{E_a/E_0} - 1} \right)^3$$

(1)

where $\lambda=(g_{a\gamma\gamma}/10^8 \text{GeV}^{-1})^4$ is a suitable dimensionless coupling, $\Phi_0=5.95 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ and $E_0=1.103 \text{ keV}$.

Solar axions can produce detectable X–rays in crystal detectors via a coherent effect when the Bragg condition is fulfilled (depending on the direction of the incoming axion flux with respect to the planes of the crystal lattice) giving a strong enhancement of the possible signal. Following this approach, a distinctive signature for solar axion can be searched for by comparing the experimental counting rate with the rate expected by taking into account the position of the Sun in the sky during the data taking [24, 25, 26]. We note that positive results or bounds on $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ obtained by this approach are independent on $m_a$ and, therefore, overcome the limitations of some other techniques which are instead restricted to a limited mass range [27, 28].

The expected rate for solar axion in a crystalline detector is directly proportional to the adimensional constant $\lambda$. Two coordinates were introduced: $\theta_z$, angle between the vector pointing to the Sun and one crystallographic axis (here the growth symmetry axis, gsa), and $\phi_{ax}$, angle between the horizontal plane and the plane containing both the Sun and gsa. To be the most conservative on the used crystals features (that is considering only
a symmetry around $gsa$), in the present analysis the expected counting rate has been calculated by averaging over the $\phi_{az}$ coordinate. This average reduces the amplitudes expected for the typical structures of the coherent solar axion conversion in the crystals, lowering at the same time the sensitivity achievable here with respect to the case when three crystalline axes orientations are available.

In Fig. 2a) the expected counting rate for solar axions in NaI(Tl) when $\lambda = 1$ – averaged over the whole solid angle – is shown as a function of the detected energy. Since the mean value of the expected counting rate in energy intervals above 10 keV is significantly lower than at low energy, in the analysis the energy range 2 keV (software energy threshold of our experiment) to 10 keV has been considered. In Fig. 2b) the counting rate (averaged over $\phi_{az}$) expected in the detectors is shown as a function of $\theta_z$ considering 2 keV energy bins. The data have been analysed as a function of $\theta_z$ instead of the time since the expected counting rate shows a clear periodicity as a function of $\theta_z$ and not of the time (the path of the Sun in the sky differs from day to day).

A preliminary simple approach – which does not exploit the time dependence of the possible solar axion signal – is based on the comparison of the expected rate averaged over the whole solid angle [Fig. 2a]] with the measured one. Notwithstanding its simplicity, this method can give the right scale of the sensitivity of the experiment. In the present case we obtain: $\lambda < 2 \times 10^{-2}$ (90% C.L.), and, consequently: $g_{a\gamma\gamma} < 4 \times 10^{-9}\text{GeV}^{-1}$ (90% C.L.).

To investigate with high sensitivity the possible presence of a solar axion signal or to achieve upper limit on $\lambda$ (and, consequently, on $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$), we exploit the time dependence of the solar axion signal. Since - for manufacturing and/or assembling reasons - the $gsa$’s of the nine crystals can be either parallel to one of the two small sides ($2^9$ possibilities)
or all parallel to the longest side (1 possibility), we have repeated the calculation of $\lambda$ for all the possible configurations; all the determinations were compatible with the absence of signal. Considering the most conservative configuration, we quote for $\lambda$ the value $(4.3 \pm 3.1) \times 10^{-4}$. According to standard procedure [29], this result gives an upper limit on the coupling of axions to photons: $\lambda \leq 8.4 \times 10^{-4}$ (90% C.L.), which corresponds to the limit: $g_{a\gamma\gamma} \leq 1.7 \times 10^{-9} \text{GeV}^{-1}$ (90% C.L.). In Fig. 3 the region in the plane $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ versus $m_a$ excluded at 90% C. L. by this experiment is shown. The obtained limit

![Figure 3: Exclusion plot for $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ versus $m_a$.](image)

on $\lambda$ is about one order of magnitude more stringent than the one set by the SOLAX and COSME collaborations [26, 25], while the limit on the coupling constant $g_{a\gamma\gamma}$ has been improved by a factor 1.6 with respect to these experiments. The obtained result is at present the best direct limit on solar axions conversion in crystals and for axion masses larger than $\approx 0.1$ eV is better also than the limit set by the Tokyo helioscope. In conclusion, this experiment has explored the axion mass window $m_a \sim \text{eV}$ still open in the KSVZ model (where $g_{a\gamma\gamma} = 3.7 \times 10^{-10} \text{GeV}^{-1} \frac{m_a}{\text{eV}}$) and has allowed to exclude KSVZ axions for $m_a > 4.6$ eV at 90% C.L.

3 The LXe set-up

During the year 2001 some upgrading of the set-up has been performed. In particular: i) a general maintenance of the vacuum and cooling system has been carried out to improve its performances; ii) the monitoring system of the cryogenic and working parameters has been improved for on-line remote control and set of general alarms; iii) the electronic chain has been modified in order to collect both low energy signals and high energy signals on Transient Digitizers adding a passive power splitter before the preamplifiers.
During 2001, the ≃ 6.5 kg liquid Xenon set-up of the DAMA experiment has taken data filled with Xenon enriched at 68.8% in $^{136}\text{Xe}$. Thus, measurements to investigate $\beta\beta$ processes in $^{136}\text{Xe}$ and in $^{134}\text{Xe}$ have been performed. In addition at ENEA-Frascati further measurements on recoil over electron light response ratio for Xe in pure liquid Xenon scintillator have been realised and published.

Moreover, in this period a paper describing the DAMA LXe set-up in some details has also been published.

### 3.1 Further measurement of the recoil over electron light ratio for Xe in pure liquid Xenon scintillator

When the low energy data are analysed in terms of WIMP-nucleus scattering, it is necessary to evaluate the energy of the recoil nucleus in keV from its value known in keV electron equivalent (keV e.e.) as given by $\gamma$ source calibrations. For this purpose it is necessary to determine the ratio ($r$) of the measured amount of light from a recoil nucleus to the amount of light from an electron of the same kinetic energy.

In 1992 our group considered the Lindhard theory [30] to evaluate a preliminary estimate of $r$ [31], but it is unsuitable for this purpose since it does not account for all the processes which occur in pure LXe scintillation, such as for example the recombination effect. In particular, for comparison, we remind that the $\alpha$/electron light ratio is very high in pure LXe scintillators: ≃ 1.2 [32, 33], and that estimates by considering Xenon data [33, 34, 35] supports a recoil/electron light ratio not worse than ≃ 0.5 [36] in the energy region of interest for WIMP search. Afterwards, our group has realized dedicated neutron calibrations [3]. These measurements were performed by a dedicated 40 cc detector, since the use of a neutron source is forbidden in a low background installation by the consequent activation of the irradiated materials. The measurements of $r$ have been carried out both by the method of ref. [5, 37] with an Americium-Boron (Am-B) neutron source and by detecting scattered neutrons at two fixed angles using the ≃ 14 MeV ENEA-Frascati neutron generator[38]. We obtained: i) in the first case, $r = 0.65 \pm 0.10$; ii) in the second case, $r = 0.49 \pm 0.04$ (stat) $\pm 0.06$ (sys) and $r = 0.42 \pm 0.03$ (stat) $\pm 0.06$ (sys) [3]. Since the determinations substantially agreed within the errors, the overall mean value and the half dispersion was calculated: 0.55 ± 0.11 and, then, the lower value 0.44 was cautiously considered in the evaluation of WIMP results from our experiment [3, 4]. For details see ref. [3]. The same neutron measurements also allowed a quantitative investigation of the possibility of a pulse shape discrimination between electromagnetic background and Xenon recoils, after preliminary studies on the different decay times between $\alpha$ and electron pulses. Results are reported in ref. [3].

To obtain the $r$ value by detecting scattered neutrons at fixed angles also in the energy region previously investigated by means of the Am-B neutron source [3], data have been collected at the end of 2000 with the 40 cc LXe dedicated set-up at the ENEA-Frascati neutron generator by employing 2.5 MeV neutrons. In these measurements the ENEA-Frascati Neutron Generator [38] exploits the fusion reaction $^2\text{H} + ^2\text{H} \rightarrow n + ^3\text{He}$ to produce almost monoenergetic neutrons of about 2.5 MeV. The maximum intensity of neutrons during the data tacking was ≃ 4.0 $\cdot$ 10$^8$ n/s over the whole solid angle. The reaction presents an anisotropy in the laboratory frame (about 18% forward). The LXe detector
is positioned at 90° with respect to the beam axis, about 3 m far. In this configuration
the neutrons impinging on the detector have a mean energy of 2.52 MeV with an about
3% r.m.s. spread. The neutron yield is monitored by integral fission chambers, BF₃
counters, NE213 scintillator and primarily by a Silicon Surface Detector (SSD) to tag the
³He particles produced by the fusion reaction.

The used set-up includes a 40 cc stainless steel vessel filled with natural Xe gas (99.998
% purity by Messer Griesheim). It has a MgF₂ optical window coupled to an EMI photo-
multiplier (PMT) with MgF₂ window too (quantum efficiency ≃ 32%). No other material
than the LXe is present inside the 40 cc stainless steel vessel. This vessel is insulated by an
external stainless steel vacuum vessel (with an Aluminum window) and maintained at the
working temperature by a cold finger in a LN₂ bath with heater/temperature controller. A
≃ 10⁻⁶ mbar vacuum is required for the vacuum/filling/purification/recovery line and for
inner vessel, while a ≃ 10⁻³ mbar vacuum is instead sufficient for the external insulation
vessel. As regards the purification system it is realized by a home-made getter – firstly ac-
tivated at ≃ 400 °C – which allows outlet impurities < 1 ppb for any component: O₂, N₂,
CO, etc. [39]. It is followed by a cold Nitrogen trap, working at ≃ 190 K, to further purify
the Xe from possible Rn, H₂O and other impurities that condense at this temperature
and it is used during the full procedure of gas filling and liquefaction. The stainless steel
bottle of Xenon is inserted in a stainless steel dewar. When the recovery procedure of the
used Xenon starts, this dewar is filled with liquid Nitrogen and the Xenon is gradually
stored back in the bottle while heating the liquid Xenon vessel. A low noise preamplifier
is connected to the PMT as in the measurements performed by the set-up operating deep
underground and the pulse shape of each event is recorded by a LeCroy Transient Digit-
tizer over 1000 ns. The energy calibrations in keV electron equivalent are performed with
a¹⁰⁹Cd source (22 and 88 keV line) placed in the sensitive volume. Moreover, during the
data taking, external ⁶⁰Co source is also used for calibrations. The scattered neutrons
are tagged by using two 3” thick by 3” diameter NE213 detectors, surrounded by > 20
cm thick paraffin shield. To discriminate the scattered neutrons in NE213 against γ-rays
the well known pulse shape identification of the neutrons has been used. In particular
the known "head/tail" method [40] has been employed. The measurements have been
performed at the four neutron scattering angles. See the reference quoted in the 2001
reference list for details.

As an example Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of the measured scintillation light for each event
normalized to the expected kinetic recoil energy (≃ 2.5 MeV neutrons and scattering angle
145°). As it can be easily inferred by this figure the recoil/electron light ratio is about
0.4. In particular, from the collected data, the following r values are obtained (0.41 ± 0.17), (0.46 ± 0.09), (0.37 ± 0.10) and (0.43 ± 0.08) at the mean recoil energy of 35 keV,
49 keV, 62 keV and 69 keV, respectively. The quoted errors include also the contribution
from systematics due to calibration uncertainties in the given experimental situation, to
geometry uncertainties and to neutron energy degrading in the thickness of the crossed
vessels before entering the sensitive LXe volume.

In Fig. 5 the measured behaviour of r with the Xe nucleus recoil energy is shown; the
r values measured in ref. [3] are also reported. As it can be seen, the present r
determinations substantially agree with those of ref. [3]. The larger value found in the
case of Am-B source data, which is averaged over a larger energy bin, could suggest a
Figure 4: Scintillation light spectrum normalized to the expected kinetic energy of recoils measured by the pure LXe scintillator for neutron energy around 2.5 MeV.

Figure 5: Measured behaviour of \( r \) with recoil energy: i) present experiment (filled circles); ii) values measured in ref. [3] (open circles: 14 MeV neutrons; open triangle: broadened Am-B neutrons). See text for comment.

behaviour with the recoil energy similar to those observed for other scintillators e.g. in ref. [41, 42, 43, 44]. The overall averaged value is: \( r = 0.46 \pm 0.10 \); this is in good agreement with the cautious value 0.44 used so far in our data analysis on WIMP search [3, 4].

For the sake of completeness, we mention that recoil/electron light ratios \( \approx 0.2 \) are
quoted in ref. [45] \(^2\). However, we remark that: i) significant differences are often present in different experimental determinations of recoil/electron response for the same nuclei in detectors much more similar than those mentioned here; ii) in operating conditions, various specific experimental features (such as e.g. the initial purity of the used Xenon gas, the inner surface treatment, the reached vacuum before filling, the used purification line components and the degassing/release characteristics of all the materials of- and inside- the inner vessel, etc.) can give rise to the presence of different trace contaminants in different LXe set-ups which can differently affect the measured recoil/electron light ratio, similarly as different dopant concentrations in doped scintillators.

3.2 Search for \(\beta\beta\) decay in \(^{136}\)Xe

The \(\simeq 6.5\) kg liquid Xenon set-up of the DAMA experiment has been filled by Xenon enriched with 68.8% \(^{136}\)Xe and data have been collected over a period of 6843.8 hours. The energy spectrum measured in the energy region 0.8 – 10 MeV is shown in Fig. 6. Since the experiment uses 6.5 kg of Xenon enriched at 68.8% [46] in \(^{136}\)Xe, the collected useful statistics for the \(^{136}\)Xe isotope is \(3.49 \text{ kg } \times \text{y.}\)

![Figure 6: Experimental energy distribution (6843.8 hours). The energy bin is 50 keV.](image)

The \(^{136}\)Xe isotope is an excellent candidate to investigate \(\beta\beta\) decay processes. In fact, the \(\beta\) decay to \(^{136}\)Cs is kinematically forbidden; the natural abundance of the \(^{136}\)Xe is appreciable \((8.9 \pm 0.1)\%\) and enrichments are possible to obtain suitable sensitivity. Moreover, the mass difference between the \(^{136}\)Xe and the daughter nucleus, \(^{136}\)Ba, is large: \((2.467 \pm 0.007)\) MeV; this implies a large available phase space and, therefore, a large decay rate. This \(\beta\beta\) decay can occur through the processes: i) \(^{136}\)Xe \(\rightarrow^{136}\) Ba + 2e\(^-\); ii) \(^{136}\)Xe \(\rightarrow^{136}\) Ba + 2e\(^-\) + 2\(\bar{\nu}_e\); iii) \(^{136}\)Xe \(\rightarrow^{136}\) Ba + 2e\(^-\) + M, where M indicates the

\(^2\)Similar results were preliminary released by H. Wang in 1996 at IDM96 and this motivated an additional care also in our measurements 1998 [3].
Majoron. The response functions of the detector for the different $\beta\beta$ decay modes in $^{136}$Xe were simulated by using EGS4 [47] and an event generator code [48]. Five possible processes have been simulated: i) $\beta\beta \, 2\nu \,(0^+ \to 0^+)$; ii) $\beta\beta \, 2\nu \,(0^+ \to 2^+)$; iii) $\beta\beta \, 0\nu \,(0^+ \to 0^+)$; iv) $\beta\beta \, 0\nu \,(0^+ \to 2^+)$; v) $\beta\beta \, 0\nu M \,(0^+ \to 0^+)$. The $\beta\beta 0\nu$ decay modes have energy distributions almost completely contained in the considered energy window 0.8 – 3.25 MeV. The half-life limits for these channels have been obtained in two ways. Firstly, they have been evaluated by using the so-called "one $\sigma$ approach": the excluded number of events for the considered decay channel is estimated as the square root of the number of background events in the given energy interval with an empirical formula, obtaining for all the $\beta\beta$ channels results consistent with the absence of a signal. In this way we obtain: i) $T_{1/2} > 6.6 \cdot 10^{23}$ y (68% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ decay mode; ii) $T_{1/2} > 4.1 \cdot 10^{23}$ y (68% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 2^+)$ decay mode; iii) $T_{1/2} > 3.1 \cdot 10^{23}$ y (68% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu M(0^+ \to 0^+)$ decay mode. Secondly, for each decay channel the number of events which could be ascribed to the considered decay mode has been determined by using the standard least squares method and by following the widely used procedure to fit the behaviour of the background in the considered energy interval with an empirical formula, obtaining for all the $\beta\beta$ channels results consistent with the absence of a signal. In this way we obtain: i) $T_{1/2} > 7.0 \cdot 10^{23}$ y (90% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ decay mode; ii) $T_{1/2} > 4.2 \cdot 10^{23}$ y (90% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 2^+)$ decay mode; iii) $T_{1/2} > 8.9 \cdot 10^{22}$ y (90% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu M(0^+ \to 0^+)$ decay mode.

For details see the reference given in the reference list of 2001. We note that the result for the decay channel $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ has been obtained under the assumption that the right-handed currents can be neglected.

From these results upper limits on the effective neutrino mass, $\langle m_\nu \rangle$, and on the effective coupling constant Majoron-neutrino, $\langle g_M \rangle$ can be derived. Since these limits depend on the evaluation of the nuclear matrix elements, they have been calculated for various theoretical models [49, 50, 51, 52] as reported in Table 1. In addition, the result for the $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ decay mode $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ can be extended to the more general case of the effective coupling constants $\langle \lambda \rangle$ (between right-handed leptonic and right-handed hadronic current) and $\langle \eta \rangle$ (between right-handed leptonic and left-handed hadronic current) different from zero. In Fig. 7 we plot the ellipsoid in the space $(\langle \lambda \rangle, \langle \eta \rangle, \langle m_\nu \rangle)$ obtained from the present experimental data by considering the model by Muto et al. [52]. In this calculation the energy and angular distributions of the two outgoing electrons are (for simplicity) assumed to be the same as for the case $\langle \lambda \rangle = \langle \eta \rangle = 0$; this implies an uncertainty of about 5% in the ellipsoid evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suhonen et al. [49]</th>
<th>Engel et al. [50]</th>
<th>Tomoda [51]</th>
<th>Muto et al. [52]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\langle m_\nu \rangle$ (eV)</td>
<td>$\langle g_M \rangle$ $(10^{-5})$</td>
<td>$\langle m_\nu \rangle$ (eV)</td>
<td>$\langle g_M \rangle$ $(10^{-5})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1.8</td>
<td>&lt;5.9</td>
<td>&lt;2.2</td>
<td>&lt;7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Upper limits on $\langle m_\nu \rangle$ and $\langle g_M \rangle$ achieved at 90% C.L. by the present experiment for the four different theoretical models of Ref. [49, 50, 51, 52].

decay mode $\beta\beta \, 0\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ can be extended to the more general case of the effective coupling constants $\langle \lambda \rangle$ (between right-handed leptonic and right-handed hadronic current) and $\langle \eta \rangle$ (between right-handed leptonic and left-handed hadronic current) different from zero. In Fig. 7 we plot the ellipsoid in the space $(\langle \lambda \rangle, \langle \eta \rangle, \langle m_\nu \rangle)$ obtained from the present experimental data by considering the model by Muto et al. [52]. In this calculation the energy and angular distributions of the two outgoing electrons are (for simplicity) assumed to be the same as for the case $\langle \lambda \rangle = \langle \eta \rangle = 0$; this implies an uncertainty of about 5% in the ellipsoid evaluation.

We have also investigate the $\beta\beta \, 2\nu$ decay mode in $^{136}$Xe: $\beta\beta \, 2\nu(0^+ \to 0^+)$ and $\beta\beta \, 2\nu(0^+ \to 2^+)$. The efficiencies of these processes in the considered energy window are small; the energy distributions are smeared over a wider energy interval and the positions...
of the maximum values are - contrary to the $\beta\beta0\nu$ modes - practically outside or at the lowest energy limit in the considered energy window. Thus, to obtain the safest lower limits on the half-life of these $\beta\beta2\nu$ decay modes, they have been evaluated by setting the simple condition that a signal cannot exceed the measured differential counting rate. This gives rise to more modest but safer results; they have been obtained in two ways. Firstly, we consider the simple approach (which has been widely used e.g. also for the evaluation of exclusion limits in particle Dark Matter searches): the signal cannot exceed the experimental number of counts plus $n \times \sigma$ (where $n$ gives the C.L.) in any energy interval, obtaining: i) $T_{1/2} > 1.0 \cdot 10^{22}y$ (90\% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta2\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 0^+)$ process; ii) $T_{1/2} > 0.9 \cdot 10^{22}y$ (90\% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta2\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 2^+)$ decay mode. Notwithstanding its simplicity, this method gives the right scale of the sensitivity of the experiment. Secondly, a more accurate and general standard procedure (widely used in literature to compare two distributions) has been considered by using the maximum likelihood function. In this way, we obtain: i) $T_{1/2} > 1.1 \cdot 10^{22}y$ (90\% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta2\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 0^+)$ process; ii) $T_{1/2} > 1.0 \cdot 10^{22}y$ (90\% C.L.) for the $\beta\beta2\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 2^+)$ decay mode.

In conclusion, new experimental limits have been obtained for the considered $\beta\beta$ decay processes in $^{136}$Xe, improving the limits previously available by factors ranging between 1.5 and 65. Furthermore, upper bounds on the effective neutrino mass have been obtained by considering various theoretical models for the evaluation of the elements of the nuclear matrix; they vary between 1.5 eV and 2.2 eV (90\% C.L.). Finally, in the framework of the same models we have also obtained upper limits on the effective coupling constant Majoron - neutrino; they range in the interval: $4.8 \cdot 10^{-5}$ and $7.1 \cdot 10^{-5}$ (90\% C.L.).

Further data taking is in progress and various other data analyses on rare processes are under consideration.
4 R&D installation

The set-up named "R&D" is used for prototype tests and small scale experiments. During year 2001 new measurements with CaF$_2$(Eu) detectors have been performed in order to investigate the ordinary highly forbidden $\beta$ decay, the $\beta\beta 0\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 2^+)$ decay and the $\beta\beta 2\nu(0^+ \rightarrow 2^+)$ in $^{48}$Ca. In addition also a data taking with a CeF$_3$ scintillator has been carried out. Data analyses are in progress.

5 The low background DAMA Ge

Various R&D developments to improve low background set-ups and scintillators as well as new developments for higher radiopure PMTs are carried out. The related sample measurements are regularly carried out with the DAMA low background Ge detector running deep underground in the low background facility of the Gran Sasso Laboratory since many years.

6 Conclusions

The $\simeq 100$ kg NaI(Tl) set-up is investigating for a 7$^{th}$ annual cycle the WIMP annual modulation signature. The data of the 5$^{th}$ and 6$^{th}$ annual cycle are under analysis and further investigations on model dependent analyses are also in progress. In addition, works are in progress to build the $\simeq 250$ kg NaI(Tl) LIBRA set-up.

The LXe set-up is running filled with Xenon enriched in $^{136}$Xe.

The R&D set-up is running by using a BaF$_2$ scintillator.

The low background Ge is continuing the sample measurements.

Further data analyses to investigate various rare processes are continuing.
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Abstract

The aim of the EAS-TOP experiment is the study of cosmic ray physics in the energy range between the direct measurements and the “giant” air shower arrays \((E_0 = 10^{13} \div 10^{16} \text{ eV})\). The array, located at Campo Imperatore, 2000 m a.s.l., 30\(^0\) with respect to the vertical of the underground Gran Sasso Laboratories, has been in operation, in different configurations, between January 1989 and May 2000. Results have been reported on different items of cosmic ray physics: (i) the primary spectrum in the energy range overlapping the direct measurements, (ii) the characteristics of the knee in different EAS components, (iii) the spectrum and primary composition in the knee energy region \((E_0 = 10^{15} \div 10^{16} \text{ eV})\), (iv) EAS phenomenology, (v) anisotropies, (vi) gamma ray sources, (vii) the origin of penetrating showers, and (viii) some aspects of high energy interactions relevant for the interpretation of EAS data \((p – \text{air} \text{ cross section}, \text{large } p_t \text{ events}, \text{reliability of high energy interaction models})\).

1 Introduction

The construction of the experimental knowledge of the physics of cosmic radiation requires the study of different aspects, such as the primary spectra and composition, the anisotropies, the primary gamma and neutrino radiations. Moreover, at energies beyond
$10^{14}$ eV, measurements cannot be direct anymore: they have to be performed through the detection of the components of Extensive Air Showers (EAS), in a region in which the information on hadron interactions ($p-p$, $p-N$) from accelerator measurements is still not complete.

Figure 1: Aerial view of part of the EAS-TOP array during winter time. The e.m. modules are visible out of the snow; the muon detector is located inside the shed on top of the picture.

The EAS-TOP experiment has thus been planned for the study of the different aspects of cosmic ray physics in the energy range $E_0 = 10^{13} \div 10^{16}$ eV, between the direct measurements and the “giant” EAS arrays. This range includes the region of the “knee” of the primary spectrum ($E_0 = 10^{15} \div 10^{16}$ eV), whose understanding can provide a clue to the origin of galactic cosmic radiation. Such investigation requires the detection of different EAS components (e.m., hadron, Cherenkov light, GeV and TeV muons), which are essential to test the main features of hadronic interactions at ultra high energies, relevant for the extrapolation of the models elaborated from the accelerator data. On the other side, the lower energy range ($E_0 = 10^{13} \div 10^{14}$ eV) overlaps the direct measurements, and provides therefore a test of the methodologies used in EAS analysis, and new information in the region in which the balloon and satellite experiments lose statistics and the energy determination becomes non-calorimetric. In both energy ranges, the EAS-TOP location, above the underground Gran Sasso laboratories, with the unique possibility of surface and deep underground measurements, gives the possibility of exploiting the TeV muon number. This indeed represents a new important observable providing: a) the high energy secondary content produced above the central region in the analysis at the knee, and b) the selection of primaries based on their energy/nucleon and the reconstruction of the EAS geometry at the lower energies.
The surface-underground connection provides furthermore new data for the interpretation of the deep underground measurements, the understanding of the background and the calculation of event rates.

2 The detectors

Figure 2: The EAS-TOP array. The shaded area shows the core location region used for the $N_e$ spectrum measurement.

Figure 3: The EAS-TOP array location with respect to the underground Gran Sasso laboratories.

The basic detector configuration, shown in figs. 1-3, together with the array location with respect to the underground Gran Sasso Laboratories, consisted of:

- the e.m. detector: 35 modules of scintillators, 10 m$^2$ each, fully efficient for $N_e > 10^5$, for the measurement of the shower size ($N_e$), the core location and the arrival direction;
- the muon-hadron detector: 140 m$^2$ calorimeter with 9 layers of 13 cm iron absorbers and Iarocci tubes as active elements, operating in ”quasi proportional” mode for hadron calorimetry at $E_h > 50$ GeV, and in streamer mode for muon counting at $E_\mu > 1$ GeV;
- the Cherenkov light detector: 8 telescopes with tracking capabilities loading 0.5 m$^2$ area light collectors equipped with imaging devices (96 pixels each with resolution $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ sr) and wide angle optics (7 photomultipliers for a total field of view of 0.16 sr);
- three radio antennas for EAS radio emission measurements;
- moreover, it operated in coincidence with the underground MACRO and LVD muon detectors ($E_\mu > 1.3$ TeV; full area $A_{\mu}^{\text{TeV}} \approx 1000$ m$^2$).

The array has been implemented in the course of time: a) to improve the response to very inclined showers, with vertical scintillators in eight modules, and two vertical walls made of streamer tubes at the North and South sides of the calorimeter; b) for muon counting, with 130 m$^2$ scintillator detectors distributed in the field, shielded with 30 cm
iron absorber; c) for muon timing, with 40 m² RPC positioned below the bottom layer of the calorimeter \(^1\); d) for C.l. observation at high energies, with five QUASAR-370 photomultipliers, in cooperation with the TUNKA group of Institute for Nuclear Physics of Moscow State University \(^2\).

The experiment results from a collaboration between INFN and CNR (Istituto di Cosmo-Geofisica, Torino).

To illustrate the characteristics of the detectors, some of their resolutions are shown in figs. 4-7 and described in the relative captions (figs. 4 and 5 for the e.m. detector, fig. 6 for the imaging Cherenkov, fig. 7 for the hadron calorimeter).

![Figure 4: Accuracy ($\Delta N_e/N_e$) in the determination of the shower size vs $N_e$. For zenith angles $\theta$ between 0° and 40° no dependence of the reconstruction accuracy on zenith angle is observed.](image)

![Figure 5: The "moon shadow", represented as the fractional difference between the number of counts recorded inside a cone of aperture $\alpha$ around the center of the moon and those measured in two reference regions. The resulting angular resolution is 0.85° for all internal triggers, and 0.5° for $N_e > 10^5$.](image)

### 3 Results

The main results reported by EAS-TOP are summarized in the following.

\(^1\)Collaboration with: M. Ambrosio, C. Aramo, G. Battistoni, R. Fonte, A. Grillo.

\(^2\)Collaboration with: E.E. Korosteleva, L.A. Kuzmichen, B.K. Lubsandorjeev, V.V. Prosin.; work supported by INTAS under grant 96-0526 (coordinator A.M. Hillas).
3.1 The connection with the direct experiments

3.1.1 The hadron spectrum

The hadron spectrum in the atmosphere retains significant information on the primary energy/nucleon spectrum, which is dominated by the proton component. The explored primary energy range overlaps the direct measurements in a region in which their statistics becomes poor and whose knowledge is relevant for the interpretation of deep underground data. Hadron measurements are performed through the calorimeter by selecting large energy losses by means of a set of scintillators located below the second absorber layer; each of them is discriminated at the level of 30 particles, corresponding to an energy threshold $E_{th}^h \approx 30$ GeV. The total charge induced on the pads reading the proportional chambers of the 8 inner planes over an area of 1.3 m$^2$ is measured and converted to the equivalent number of vertical particles ($N_{vp}$) by means of calibration runs (periodically performed using single muon triggers). The conversion from $N_{vp}$ to hadron energy is obtained through a simulation based on the Geant code, that includes the response of the chambers (see fig. 8). The chamber response itself has been calibrated in a beam test at CERN up to a particle density corresponding to 700 GeV hadron energy in the actual calorimeter configuration. The measured hadron flux at the atmospheric depth $x=820$ gcm$^{-2}$, between 30 GeV and 30 TeV, shown in fig. 9, is well represented by a single power law:

$$S(E_h) = (2.25 \pm 0.21 \pm 0.34^{sys}) \times 10^{-7} \left( \frac{E_h}{1000 \text{ GeV}} \right)^{-2.79 \pm 0.05} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1} \text{GeV}^{-1}.$$

The systematic uncertainties amount to 14% energy dependent (included in fig. 9 and in the fit), and 15% energy independent (i.e. resulting in a possible systematic shift). The code used to describe the cosmic ray interaction and propagation in the atmosphere (CORSIKA/QGSJET) has been tested by comparing its predictions to the measured ratio of hadron fluxes between sea level (KASCADE, 1000 gcm$^{-2}$) and mountain altitude (EAS-
Figure 8: Total number of induced equivalent particles in the calorimeter versus hadron energy.

Figure 9: The measured hadron flux at 820 gcm$^{-2}$.

Figure 10: Ratio of the experimentally measured hadron fluxes by KASCADE and EAS-TOP (full squares) compared to the expectation from the proton-helium primary spectra by JACEE (circles) and RUNJOB (squares).

Figure 11: The primary all nucleon spectrum (times $E^{2.8}$) as derived from hadron data. Results from other experiments are shown for comparison.
TOP, 820 gcm$^{-2}$). Primary protons and helium nuclei were generated in quasi vertical direction ($\theta \leq 5^\circ$) with energy spectra according to JACEE and RUNJOB, calculating the expected hadron fluxes at each given observation level. The comparison between the calculated and measured ratios is shown in fig. 10: the experimental ratio is reproduced at better than 20 % by the simulation, independently on the used primary spectrum, in the considered energy range. The model can thus be reliably used to calculate the hadron propagation in the same energy range between the top of the atmosphere and the EAS-TOP observation level.

Assuming that all recorded hadrons are produced by primary protons, the primary “all nucleon” spectrum is obtained. It is in good agreement with the direct measurements (see fig. 11), and can be represented by a single power law:

$$S(E_0) = (0.126 \pm 0.019 \pm 0.019^{sys}) 10^{-3} \left( \frac{E_0}{1000} \right)^{-2.80^{+0.06}_{-0.08}} \text{m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\text{sr}^{-1}\text{GeV}^{-1}.$$

By subtracting the helium contribution as measured from the direct experiments and taking into account its uncertainty, the primary proton spectrum has been obtained. It amounts to about 80% of the reported all nucleon flux and results also in good agreement with the JACEE and RUNJOB data.

3.1.2 The Cherenkov light and high energy muon data

The EAS-TOP and underground (MACRO, LVD) arrays offer a unique opportunity to study the energy range $10 \div 100$ TeV by selecting the primaries through their energy/nucleon by means of the TeV muon information (that further allows the reconstruction of the EAS core geometry), and by measuring the lateral distribution and spectrum of Cherenkov light (related to the total primary energy) with the surface telescopes. Due to the shower selection through the high energy muons ($E_\mu > 1.3$ TeV, i.e. primary energy $E_0 > 1.3$ TeV/nucleon), in the energy range $10$ TeV $< E_0 < 40$ TeV the selected primaries are mainly protons, while for $40$ TeV $< E_0 < 100$ TeV they include both $p$ and $\alpha$ particles.

We discuss here the combined EAS-TOP and MACRO analysis. The lateral distribution is constructed using the constant intensity cut technique: integral photon spectra corresponding to muon directions identifying shower cores falling inside 6 coronae around the Cherenkov telescopes ($r \in [0,20], [20,35], [35,50], [125,145], [145,165], [165,185]$ m) have been considered. The number of photons corresponding to the same rate in each corona are used to construct the lateral distribution. Frequencies are selected according to expression:

$$f(E > E_0) = \int_{E_0}^{\infty} \frac{dN_p}{dE} \cdot p^\mu_p(E) dE + \int_{E'_0}^{\infty} \frac{dN_{He}}{dE'} \cdot p^\mu_{He}(E') dE'$$

where $E_0$ and $E'_0$ represent respectively the proton and helium energies giving similar lateral distributions. $\frac{dN_p}{dE}$ and $\frac{dN_{He}}{dE'}$ are the differential primary spectra: the JACEE and RUNJOB data have been used, with CORSIKA-QGSJET as interaction-propagation code in the atmosphere. As it can be seen from fig. 12, the experimental points match very well the simulated ones according to the JACEE proton and helium spectra, while the agreement is worse when frequencies are calculated using the RUNJOB data (fig. 13). This has to be ascribed to the lower contribution of the $\alpha$ component in the RUNJOB spectra, leading to a lower total intensity for the lightest components.
Figure 12: Measured C.l. lateral distributions compared with simulated ones (290
< λ < 630 nm) using the JACEE spectra.

Figure 13: Same as fig. 12 using the RUNJOB spectra.

The errors on the x axis represent the widths of the coronae (uncertainties on the individual core locations), while, on the y axis, statistical and systematic errors are summed up in quadrature. The systematic error is of the order of 20% and its effect could result in a possible scaling of all curves without changing their shape. The shape of the l.d.f. reflects the rate of energy release in the atmosphere (i.e. the properties of the interaction, the primaries being dominated by the lightest components due to the TeV muon trigger requirement) while the absolute scale is mostly related to the event rate, i.e. the primary p and α spectra. The agreement of both of them (see fig. 12) shows both the adequacy of the CORSIKA-QGSJET code in describing the cascades in this energy range, and of the JACEE data in the 20 ÷ 120 TeV region.

3.2 The knee region

3.2.1 The e.m. and muon size spectra

The discovery of the "knee" (about 40 years ago) was followed by a long debate, whether its origin should be ascribed to "astrophysical" or "hadron physics" reasons. Therefore the first goal of the present generation of experiments has been the best definition of the characteristics of the knee as observed in different EAS components also to verify their compatibility inside the known hadron interaction properties.

The measured shower size and muon size spectra around the knee are shown in figs. 14 and 15. The break in the $N_e$ spectra results rather "sharp", the change in slope being limited in a region of $\Delta \log(N_e) \approx 0.1$, i.e. inside about 30% variation of $N_e$ (the sharpness of the break of the $N_\mu$ spectrum is softened by the poissonian fluctuation of the number of detected muons). The best estimate of the knee energy is (2.7; 3.4; 4.1) PeV for proton,
Figure 14: Differential shower size spectra measured at different zenith angles (i.e. atmospheric depths), showing the knee position, and its shift with zenith angle.

Figure 15: Differential muon number spectra measured in two different intervals of zenith angles (i.e. atmospheric depths).

Figure 16: The all particle energy spectrum obtained from the EAS-TOP shower size data, compared with the results of other experiments operating outside the atmosphere or at ground level.

Figure 17: Experimental muon number spectrum compared with the expectations from individual primaries, whose energy spectra reproduce the $N_e$ one in the region of the knee. The upper and lower limits resulting from 10% systematic uncertainty in the muon number are also shown for the experimental data (empty stars).
helium and CNO primaries respectively; the all particle energy spectrum (obtained with the hypothesis of increasing primary mass, and HDPMJET hadron interaction code) is shown in fig. 16.

We remind here the observation (reported by EAS-TOP first) of the dependence of the shower size value at the knee ($N^k_e$) on the atmospheric depth (i.e. zenith angle), of the consistent relation between the $N_e$ and $N_\mu$ spectra below and above the knee (see tabs. 1 and 2), of the knee in the muon number ($N^k_\mu$), and of the constant intensities above the knee observed at different angles for both components, proving that the observed spectral break is a real effect characterized by given primary mass and energy, without the observation of any anomaly requiring changing properties of the hadron interaction.

From the comparison of the $N_e$ and $N_\mu$ size spectra a first information on the bending component at the knee can be obtained. Indeed, due to the observations of the bending of both the $N_e$ and $N_\mu$ spectra and their good consistency, the hypothesis that around the knee we observe the spectra of the same (unique) component is quite reasonable. Therefore, we can construct primary energy spectra for the different components reproducing the $N_e$ spectrum, and from them obtain the associated $N_\mu$ size spectra. The results are shown in fig. 17: the experimental data coincide quite well with the expectations from helium primaries. CORSIKA/QGSJET is used for simulations: proton and nitrogen primaries are compatible with the data, if 10% systematic uncertainties are assumed.

3.2.2 The composition from the e.m. and GeV muon data

The composition analysis is performed for vertical showers ($1.00 < \sec \theta < 1.05$) in the range of size $5.4 < \log(N_e) < 6.6$, i.e. just across the knee ($\log(N_e) \simeq 6.13$). The parameters used in the analysis are the shower size $N_e$ and the muon number observed in the muon detector at core distances $180 \div 210$ m ($N_{\mu 200}$) providing the muon den-
The observed average $<\rho_\mu>$ vs $N_e$ relation is compared in fig. 18 with the expectations from individual components obtained with simulations based on CORSIKA/QGSJET. The experimental data drift, with increasing shower size, from the average primary mass of helium to the nitrogen one in the simulated data. Different interaction models (always in the CORSIKA frame) lead to similar results. In fig. 19 the experimental data are compared with the expectations from the extrapolation of the direct measured fluxes at 1 TeV with: a) same spectral indexes ($\gamma = 2.75$), and b) a steeper proton spectrum ($\gamma_p = 2.79$), against $\gamma_n = 2.65$ for all heavier nuclei. This shows both the good agreement at the lower energies with the direct data, and the insufficiency of such extrapolation to explain the increasing slope of the $N_\mu - N_e$ relation.

The evolution of the abundances of the individual components has been studied by fitting the experimental $N_{\mu_{200}}$ distributions, measured in different ranges of shower sizes ($\Delta Log(N_e) = 0.2$), with simulated distributions. A satisfactory description of the experimental data has been obtained with a three component composition: light, intermediate and heavy. The light component is constructed with a mixture of 50% proton and 50% helium, the intermediate is represented by N and the heavy by Fe. The relative abundances of the three elements in each range of $N_e$ are obtained directly from the fits to the $N_{\mu_{200}}$ distribution (see e.g. fig. 20).

The relative abundances in the six ranges of shower sizes are given in fig. 21, in which the decreasing weight of the light component is observed. From these abundances, using the experimental size spectrum, and converting to energy with the same simulation, the energy spectrum of each component is derived (see fig. 22). The evolution of $<log A>$ vs energy obtained from these spectra is plotted in fig. 23. The three analysis (comparison of

---

Table 1: Parameters of the $N_e$ spectra in different intervals of zenith angles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta$ sec $\theta$</th>
<th>$\gamma_1$</th>
<th>$\gamma_2$</th>
<th>$I(&gt;N_{ek}) \times 10^4$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Log($N_{ek}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 – 1.05</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6.09 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05 – 1.10</td>
<td>2.55 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.93 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.02 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10 – 1.15</td>
<td>2.55 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.85 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.97 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15 – 1.20</td>
<td>2.55 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.81 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.93 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20 – 1.25</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.91 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.3</td>
<td>5.95 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 – 1.30</td>
<td>2.55 ± 0.07</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.6</td>
<td>5.63 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameters of the $N_{\mu}$ spectra in different intervals of zenith angles (the analysis is performed in terms of $\rho_\mu^{150}$; here $N_{\mu}$ is given for easier comparison, by using the average l.d.f.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta$ sec $\theta$</th>
<th>$\gamma_1$</th>
<th>$\gamma_2$</th>
<th>$I(&gt;N_{\mu k}) \times 10^4$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Log($N_{\mu k}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 – 1.05</td>
<td>3.18 ± 0.07</td>
<td>3.44 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1.32 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.66 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05 – 1.10</td>
<td>3.23 ± 0.15</td>
<td>3.40 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.62 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10 – 1.15</td>
<td>3.20 ± 0.07</td>
<td>3.34 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.09 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.65 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15 – 1.20</td>
<td>3.12 ± 0.10</td>
<td>3.45 ± 0.15</td>
<td>1.28 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.60 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the spectra of the e.m. and muon size numbers, evolution of the average $N_\mu - N_e$ relation, slopes of the light, medium and heavy contributions) lead to a composition becoming heavier at the knee due to a break in the spectrum of a light component.

3.2.3 The composition from the e.m. and TeV muon data

A similar analysis has been performed by fitting, in different intervals of shower sizes, the muon size distribution observed deep underground by MACRO. The results concerning the
spectra of the light and heavy components, and the evolution of the average logarithmic mass are shown in figs. 24 and 25. They are in good agreement with the ones obtained with GeV muons concerning the origin of the knee as a break in the light component and the related increase of the average mass of the primaries. The difference in rapidity region of production of the secondaries is $\Delta y \approx 4$, the TeV muons being produced about one rapidity unit beyond the central region. This demonstrates the good consistency of the CORSIKA-QGSJET model in describing the data in these energy and kinematic regions.

The consistency of the identification of different primaries through the GeV and TeV muons has been checked by selecting, among events observed in coincidence with LVD, “very heavy” and “light” enriched primary beams respectively through: (a) large $N_\mu^{TeV}$ muon numbers for $N_e > 2 \cdot 10^5$ (which have low probability of being due to fluctuations of light primaries), and (b) large muon energy losses: $\Delta E_\mu/\Delta L > 4$ MeV/cm in the LVD counters crossed by the track (i.e. high energy/nucleon) for $N_e < 2.10^5$. The $N_e - N_\mu^{GeV}$ relations at the surface are shown for all events, and for the selected ones in figs. 26 and 27, respectively. The selected events fall on clearly identified and distinct regions of the chosen parameters, as expected from the simulation code.

### 3.2.4 Cherenkov light measurements in the knee region

A wide angle Cherenkov light detector, based on five QUASAR-370 photomultipliers installed on five telescopes, has been operating for 154 hours in good atmospheric conditions at energy threshold $E_{th}^C \approx 300$ TeV. The surface of each photomultiplier is 0.1 m², and the full opening angle $45^\circ$.

The e.m. detector data are used to localize the core position also for the Cherenkov light (C.l.) reconstruction. The common analysis is performed on the basis of shower size
Figure 26: Experimental $N_{\mu}^{GeV}$ vs. $N_e$ data. The average predictions of the simulation for Fe (dashed) and proton primaries (solid line) are also shown.

Figure 27: $N_{\mu}^{GeV}$ vs. $N_e$ for selected 'very heavy' and 'light' primaries obtained by applying cuts (a) (circles) and (b) (squares) (see text). For simulated data see fig. 26 (EAS-TOP and LVD data).

Figure 28: Dependence of the average value of $X_{\text{max}}$ on primary energy compared with the expectations from CORSIKA/QGSJET.

Figure 29: EAS absorption curve (individual points and average) obtained from the combined Cherenkov and e.m. data, compared with the expectations from CORSIKA/QGSJET.
(N_e), arrival zenith angle (θ), C.l. photon density at 100 m from the core (Q_{100}), and slope of the C.l. lateral distribution (R_0). As interesting examples of the data obtained from the correlated analysis, the average depth of shower maximum X_{max} as a function of primary energy, and the absorption curve of the shower size of showers of energies E_0 > 10^{3.4} TeV are shown in figs. 28 and 29, respectively.

Primary energy is obtained from Q_{100}:
\[ \log_{10} E_0 = 0.9 \cdot \log_{10} Q_{100} + 2.13 + (\sec \theta - 0.8)^2 \]
with E_0 measured in TeV, and Q_{100} in \([\text{ph} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2} \cdot \text{eV}^{-1}]\). Q_{100} and R_0 are obtained through the fit to the C.l. lateral distribution:
\[ Q(R) = Q_{100} \cdot \exp((100 - R)/R_0). \]

The depth of shower maximum X_{max}[\text{g/cm}^2] is obtained from the distance to the EAS maximum ΔX[\text{g/cm}^2] measured through R_0[m]:
\[ ΔX = 672 - 400 \cdot (\log R_0 - 2.74)^2 \]
\[ X_{max} = X_0 \cdot \sec \theta - ΔX \]
The experimental data are compared with events simulated with the CORSIKA-QGSJET code. From such comparison it results that the model provides a good description of the experimental data, concerning also the longitudinal development which was not tested through other data. The changing elongation rate (i.e. slope of X_{max} vs. E_0) above the knee is in agreement with the expectations from a primary composition becoming heavier, although the statistics is not sufficient for an independent conclusion from this measurement.

3.3 The anisotropies

The anisotropy data (and their evolution with energy) carry information on the propagation properties of the primary particles in the interstellar medium; in particular they can validate the astrophysical explanation of the knee. The measurement has been performed with 4-fold coincidences, at average primary energy E_0 ≈ 2.10^{14} eV, with a total of 1.3 \times 10^9 events. For the vertical sample (θ < 20°) the counting rate vs. the local sidereal time in 20° time intervals is shown in fig. 30, where the first harmonic (significance 5.9 s.d.) over the fluctuations in the individual channels is clearly seen.

The best fit of the vertical and inclined data gives, as first harmonic of the sidereal anisotropy (at the equatorial plane):
\[ A_{sid,δ=0°} = (3.73 \pm 0.57) \cdot 10^{-4}, \quad \varphi_{sid} = 1.82 \pm 0.49 \text{ h lst}, \text{ with significance 6.5 s.d..} \]
The consistency of the data is proved by:

i) the absence of significant anisotropies in antisidereal time (maximum amplitude 2.2 s.d., i.e. much lower than the observed solar and sidereal amplitudes);

ii) the consistency of the phases of the solar and sidereal anisotropies observed in the East and West directions;

iii) the observation of the expected dependence of the amplitude of the anisotropy over the declination (δ): A \propto \cos(δ);

iv) the correct rotation of the solar vector during the year, as expected from the combination of the measured solar and sidereal anisotropies;

v) the observation of the expected solar anisotropy due to the motion of revolution of the Earth around the Sun, with significance 7.4 s.d.: A_{sol,δ=0°} = (4.06 \pm 0.55) \cdot 10^{-4}, and
\[ \varphi_{\text{sol}} = 4.92 \pm 0.5 \text{ h}; \] the expected values, due to the Compton-Getting effect, being \(4.7 \cdot 10^{-4}\) and 6.0 h.

The EAS-TOP measurement is shown in fig. 31 together with the lower energy data, showing that the amplitude and phase of the anisotropy are quite constant over the whole energy range (\(A_{\text{sid}} \approx (5 \div 10) \times 10^{-4}\), and \(\varphi_{\text{sid}} \approx 1 \text{ h lst}\)).

From the “astronomical” point of view such direction has no evident interpretation:
the main indication with this respect can be inferred from fig. 32, where the variations of the counting rate are shown vs. the average pointing of the telescope in galactic coordinates, resulting in a lack of events from the direction of the higher galactic latitudes. On other side, the constancy and phase of the first harmonic versus primary energy would lead, as most likely interpretation, either to a convective mechanism or to a Compton effect due to the motion of the Solar System with speed $v > 25$ km/s with respect to the cosmic ray rest system. A possible interpretation of the knee (in agreement with the increasing of the average mass number of the primaries in this energy range) was proposed long time ago by Peters and Zatsepin, and is based on the diffusion of higher rapidity primaries out of the Galaxy. A diffusion model has been developed at lower energies to explain the $p$ flux, the $e^+$ to $e^-$ and the secondary to primary ratios and their energy dependence. The general parameters of the model (diffusion coefficient $D(R) \approx 10^{28} \cdot R^{0.3}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, R in GV) predict an anisotropy dependence on primary energy $A \propto E_0^{0.3}$, which is not observed up to $2 \cdot 10^{14}$ eV.

### 3.4 Gamma-ray astronomy

#### 3.4.1 Candidate sources and diffuse emission

The search for $\gamma$-ray emission at the highest energies, whose propagation is not strongly affected by the infrared or cosmic background cutoff (i.e. $E_\gamma \leq 10^{14}$ eV), is still the main tool for the identification of cosmic ray sources in the Galaxy or in the nearby Universe. A systematic search for $\gamma$-ray sources has therefore been undertaken, looking for different candidates: Pulsars, SNRs, X-ray binaries, the BL Lac objects (Mrk421, Mrk501, recently detected at TeV energies), for steady and transient emissions, and over a whole survey of the visible sky. No D.C. emission has been detected; the exact values of the energy thresholds and the obtained upper limits depend on the source declination. As examples, the 90% c.l. limits obtained from the Crab Nebula are $\Phi(>20$ TeV) $< 2.6 \cdot 10^{-13}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, and $\Phi(>100$ TeV) $< 3.9 \cdot 10^{-14}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. The Crab Nebula remains the only object from which a significant transient effect has been observed on February 23, 1989, in coincidence with the Baksan and Kolar Gold Field arrays. No transient effect has been observed from any direction of the sky (also in coincidence with other arrays as Baksan$^3$), and the experimental distributions over 10 years of data taking reproduce the statistical expectations up to the largest fluctuation level (5 s.d.), thus showing the stability of the detector.

The obtained upper limits from SNRs, as $\gamma$ Cyg, IC443, Monoceros, together with the EGRET data, indicate a spectral index $\gamma > 2.2$, thus not supporting a $\pi^0$ decay (produced by cosmic ray proton interactions) origin of the gamma radiation, and therefore still not providing a direct proof of c.r. acceleration in SNRs.

We report here the application of the technique to the study of EHE cosmic rays. 47 EHE events above $4 \cdot 10^{19}$ eV (i.e. GKZ cutoff) have been observed by the AGASA experiment. A clustering effect has been probably detected, into one triplet and three doublets. The corresponding directions have been searched for UHE $\gamma$-ray emission in SNRs.

---

$^3$Collaboration with: V.V. Alekseenko and the Baksan Collaboration; work supported by INTAS under grant 93-303 (coordinator J. Osborne).
Figure 33: Expected intensity of \( \gamma \)-rays from Blasi, 1999, for \( m_X = 10^{14} \) GeV (thick lines) and \( m_X = 10^{13} \) GeV (thin lines). The solid lines refer to SUSY-QCD fragmentation function and the dashed lines to ordinary QCD one. Crosses, triangles and diamonds indicate experimental upper limits to diffuse emission. Full dot and arrow represent the result of the present analysis.

two data sets (fourfold: L.E. triggers, and sevenfold internal events: H.E. triggers). From none of them a significant excess is observed: 90\% c.l. upper limits to the flux for each observed position are \( \Phi_{\gamma,1} (> 25 \text{ TeV}) < (1.1 - 2.4) \cdot 10^{-13} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \), and, for the sum of all of them, \( \Phi_{\gamma,\Sigma} (> 25 \text{ TeV}) < 8.5 \cdot 10^{-14} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \). The lack of a \( \gamma \)-ray signal provides constraints to the mechanisms of acceleration of EHE cosmic rays, both in the frame of “bottom-up” models and of “top-down” ones.

Concerning the latter, we consider the model of Blasi, 1999, in which the flux of UHE \( \gamma \)-rays is calculated from the decay of super-heavy relic particles clustered in the galactic halo. If these particles cluster at the positions corresponding to the arrival directions of cosmic rays with energy \( E_0 > 4 \cdot 10^{19} \text{ eV} \), the diffuse intensity \( I_\gamma \) would be concentrated in point-like \( \gamma \)-ray sources. We convert the upper limit \( \Phi_{\Sigma} \) to \( I_\gamma \) through expression:

\[
I_\gamma = \Phi_{\Sigma} \cdot \frac{1}{4\pi} \cdot \frac{9}{4\pi} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}.
\]

The limit obtained through L.E. triggers (not affected by absorption on low energy photons in space) is shown in fig. 33, compared with Blasi calculations. In this frame, X-masses \( m_X > 10^{14} \) GeV are excluded for ordinary QCD fragmentation function in hadron production.

Concerning conventional EHE cosmic ray acceleration, the clustering effect suggests the possibility of “nearby” sources (\( D < 30 \) Mpc). Cosmic ray interactions in the source produce a \( \gamma \)-ray flux (at \( E_0 \approx 100 \) TeV; \( \frac{I_{\gamma}}{I_p} \approx 6 \cdot 10^{-4} \times x \), where \( x \) in g cm\(^{-2}\) is the target thickness). For our case, using as \( I_p \) the extrapolation back to the 100 TeV region of the suggested and measured power law spectrum (\( \gamma = 3 \)), for the 3 events (over 47) of the AGASA triplet, we obtain \( \frac{I_{\gamma}}{I_p} < 3.3 \cdot 10^{-7} \), i.e. \( x_{\text{source}} < 5 \cdot 10^{-4} \) g cm\(^{-2}\). Concerning photons, from \( \pi_0 \) photoproduction we obtain: \( x_{\text{photon}} < 1.5 \cdot 10^{23} \) ph cm\(^{-2}\) for \( E_{ph} \approx \) KeV. The upper limit on matter column density sets a constraint to the dimension (\( d \)) of the proposed sources: \( d < 1 \) Mpc also for intergalactic matter density (excluding e.g. acceleration in sites as the core of Virgo cluster).
An upper limit to the flux of Ultra High Energy (UHE) γ-rays in the primary cosmic radiation has been obtained by selecting Extensive Air Showers with low muon content. For EAS electron sizes \( N_e > 6.3 \cdot 10^5 \), no showers are observed with core located inside the fiducial area and no muons recorded in the 140 m\(^2\) muon detector, during a live time of 8440 h. The 90% c.l. upper limit to the relative intensity of γ-ray with respect to cosmic ray (c.r.) primaries is \( I_\gamma/I_{c.r.} < 7.3 \cdot 10^{-5} \) at primary energy \( E_0 \geq 1 \cdot 10^{15} \) eV (i.e. \( I_\gamma(> 1 \cdot 10^{15} \text{ eV }) < 1 \cdot 10^{-14} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1} \)), a limit which is much lower than reported in previous measurements.

### 3.4.2 Transients and Gamma Ray Bursts

![Figure 34: Distribution of the excesses, in unit of standard deviations, observed in coincidence with 292 BATSE GRBs.](image1)

![Figure 35: Distribution of the excesses of duration \( \Delta t = 1 \) s in units of standard deviations, obtained in the "all sky" survey.](image2)

Systematic searches for gamma-ray bursts, both correlated and uncorrelated with satellite observations, have been performed at different energy thresholds and with different techniques. At energy \( E > 10 \text{ GeV} \) from the study of the single particle counting rate in the e.m. detector, no candidate has been observed in coincidence with 292 BATSE GRBs and the typical upper limits obtained on the energy fluence are \( F(10 \text{ GeV} \div 1 \text{ TeV}) \sim (10^{-4} \div 10^{-5}) \text{ erg cm}^{-2} \) for the events with zenith angle \( \theta < 30^\circ \) (fig. 34). A single statistical significant excess (10.6 standard deviation, see fig. 35) has been observed on 1992 July 15 at 13:22:26 UT. Assuming this excess as due to a gamma-ray burst with zenith angle \( \theta = 30^\circ \), the corresponding 10 GeV \( \div 1 \text{ TeV} \) energy fluence is \( 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ erg cm}^{-2} \) (satellite detector data being not available for a coincidence analysis).

A method for searching for γ-ray bursts at VHE has been developed by looking for short duration time variations in the counting rate of corresponding wide angle C.L. detectors, at trigger threshold \( N_{\text{p}a}^\text{th} = 200 \) photoelectrons/PM corresponding to \( E_0^\text{th} \approx 10 \text{ TeV} \). No significant excess has been observed too (the largest one having a probability \( p \approx 20\% \) of being produced by statistical fluctuations).
Figure 36: GRBs: detections and upper limits to the energy fluences reported by different experiments: (a) WHIPPLE; (b) MILAGRITO during GRB 970417a; (c) EAS-TOP scintillator array (single particles) during 45 BATSE bursts; (d,e) BATSE and EGRET, respectively, during GRB 940217; (f) EAS-TOP (EAS) during 56 BATSE bursts; (g) EAS-TOP Cherenkov; (h) HEGRA.

Figure 37: The July 11 event: a) increase of the single particle counting rate of a low threshold detector; b) the same for an higher threshold detector; c) the EAS counting rate.

The obtained upper limits are reported in fig. 36, including also the results from other experiments.

3.5 Atmospheric effects

Some episodes in which perturbed atmospheric conditions affect the cosmic ray counting rate at ground level have been observed. The effect appears as an increase in the single particle counting rate of about (5 - 15 %) correlated with rainfalls, and is larger for detectors with lower energy thresholds \( (E_{th} \approx 3 \text{ MeV}) \). This is interpreted as due to the decay of Radon daughters contained in radioactive aerosol transported to the ground by the rain. Moreover, during some of such episodes, characterized by the presence of thunderstorms and lightning activity, significant excesses in the air shower counting rate have been observed. Such effect implies the acceleration of air shower particles by the electric field associated with charged thunderclouds above the detector site. The time evolution of one of such events, in EAS and in detectors with different energy thresholds,
is shown in fig. 37\(^4\).

### 3.6 High energy interactions

Cosmic rays represent still the source of the highest energy particles available for the study of hadron interactions. In our energy region most significant information can be obtained for the case of proton-nucleus ("p-air") interactions. We will discuss here two of such measurements.

#### 3.6.1 The p−air total cross-section

The method is based on the selection of showers with given primary energy \((E_1 < E_0 < E_2)\) according to the detected muon number \(N_\mu(E_0, r, E_\mu > 1 \text{ GeV})\). Primary proton showers near maximum development are selected according to their location in the upper bound of the \((N_e)\) distribution \((N_e > N_e^1)\). The attenuation length of \(p\)-primaries in atmosphere \((\Lambda_{\text{obs}})\) is measured from the frequency attenuation rate of such showers vs. zenith angle:

\[
f(\theta) = \Gamma(\theta) f(0) \exp[-x_0(\sec \theta - 1)/\Lambda_{\text{obs}}],
\]

where \(\Gamma(\theta)\) is the calculated acceptance. The obtained values of \(\Lambda_{\text{obs}}\) \((\Lambda_{\text{obs}} = 75 \pm 7 \text{ g/cm}^2,\) possibly underestimated of about 10\% in case of heavier nuclei contamination) is in better agreement with models predicting longer absorption lengths such as HDPM and VENUS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\log N_e^\text{cut})</th>
<th>HDPM</th>
<th>VENUS</th>
<th>DPMJET</th>
<th>QGSJET</th>
<th>SIBYLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>419 ± 50</td>
<td>381 ± 52</td>
<td>380 ± 42</td>
<td>407 ± 44</td>
<td>524 ± 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>381 ± 52</td>
<td>343 ± 44</td>
<td>373 ± 46</td>
<td>440 ± 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>369 ± 60</td>
<td>358 ± 52</td>
<td>358 ± 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the simulation, the obtained attenuation length \(\Lambda_{\text{obs}}^{\text{sim}}\), compared to the interaction mean free path \(\lambda_{p\text{-air}}^{\text{sim}}\), provides the factor \(k = \Lambda_{\text{obs}}^{\text{sim}}/\lambda_{p\text{-air}}^{\text{sim}}\). This factor includes shower fluctuations, detectors response and some features of the interaction model. The values of \(k\) are similar and stable for all considered models: \(k^{\text{typ}} \approx 1.1\) for \(N_e^1\) cut high enough to select \(p\)-showers near maximum development (i.e. \(N_e = 10^{6.1} - 10^{6.2}\), see tab. 3).

From \(\lambda_{p\text{-air}} = \Lambda_{\text{obs}}/k\) the measurement of \(\lambda_{p\text{-air}}\) and consequently of \(\sigma_{p\text{-air}}\) (mb) = 2.41 \times 10^4/\lambda_{p\text{-air}}\) is obtained. Results are reported in tab. 3, where the log \(N_e^\text{cut} = 6.2\) cut should be considered, due to the convergence of \(k\) values and smaller contamination of heavier nuclei. Differences between \(\sigma_{p\text{-air}}\) values derived from each interaction model are well inside the statistical uncertainties. A helium contamination (considering equal \(p\) and He fluxes at \(E_0 \approx 10^{15} \text{ eV}\)) would result in the reduction of the \(\sigma_{p\text{-air}}\) values of about

\(^4\)The data have been analyzed in conjunction with a parallel measurement performed with a NaI detector, lead by M. Brunetti, D. Cattani, S. Cecchini, M. Galli, G. Giovanni, A. Pagliarini.
10%. The obtained range for \( \sigma_{\text{p-\text{air}}} = (300 \div 400) \text{mb} \) is lower than previously reported in air shower measurements, that have to be treated as upper limits.

### 3.6.2 Large-pt physics

Multicore Extensive Air Showers have been recorded in the upper layer of the EAS-TOP calorimeter (unshielded; examples of a single core and a multicore event are shown in figs. 38 and 39).

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 38:** A single core EAS: the reconstructed lateral distribution function and the core region as observed by the upper unshielded layer of the calorimeter.

![Graph](image2)

**Figure 39:** A multicore EAS: the reconstructed lateral distribution function of the main shower and the central region are shown.

![Graph](image3)

**Figure 40:** Measured \( p_t \) rate in multicore EAS compared with the expected one from the \( p - \bar{p} \) collider cross section data.

![Graph](image4)

**Figure 41:** The EAS-TOP measurement of the \( \alpha \) parameter compared with existing data at fixed target experiments. The dashed box indicates, in the range \( 10 \leq p_t \leq 20 \text{ GeV/c} \), the mean value of \( \alpha \) with its uncertainty.
From such data, the cross section for large $p_t$ jet production for transverse momentum $10 \leq p_t \leq 20$ GeV/c and rapidity $1.6 \leq \eta \leq 2.6$ in $p-N$ ($p-\bar{p}$) interactions is studied. The projectiles are the leading particles interacting at atmospheric depths between 250 and 480 g cm$^{-2}$, the CMS energy of interaction being $\sqrt{s} \approx 500$ GeV. The slope of the $p_t$ distribution agrees with the expected one from the $p-\bar{p}$ collider data at the same CMS energy (fig. 40). The measured jet production cross section in $p-N$ interactions with respect to $p-\bar{p}$ interactions is $(d\sigma/dp_t)^{jet}_{pN}/(d\sigma/dp_t)^{jet}_{p\bar{p}} \cdot A^\alpha$, the measured value of $\alpha$ being $\alpha = 1.56 \pm 0.07$ for $A = 14.7$ (average mass number of air nuclei). Such value agrees with the one obtained in $p-nucleus$ accelerator measurements at $\sqrt{s} \simeq 30$ GeV in the same range of transverse momentum and rapidity (see fig. 41). No indication of increasing value of $\alpha$ with energy (i.e. of the entity of the “Cronin effect”) is found.

3.6.3 Penetrating showers

The detection of EAS at very large zenith angles (HAS) can be a tool for the search of UHE penetrating particles and neutrinos from cosmic ray sources. Indeed, events at large zenith angles have been observed, but never fully explained.

In the EAS-TOP data, at zenith angles $\theta > 65^\circ$, an excess of events (HAS) is observed above the rate of EAS as expected from their attenuation length in the atmosphere (see fig. 42).

![Figure 42: The zenith angle distribution of a sample of EAS as measured by the EAS-TOP e.m. array.](image)

![Figure 43: Particle density as measured by the scintillator and tracking detectors. 1 s.d. error boxes are shown. $\rho_\mu$ is "saturated" at 0.7 m$^{-2}$. Empty (full) symbols represent events at 1 (4) vertical m.i.p. level. The $\rho_\mu = 0.1 \rho_{ch}$ line is also shown: hadron and neutrino initiated showers are expected to populate the region at the right of such line.](image)
The physical nature of the anomalous arrival directions of HAS is confirmed by the absence of events from the direction of the sky shaded by the top of the mountain on which the array is located, and by the dependence of the barometric effect on zenith angle: such an effect indicates the presence of a "non-attenuated" EAS component amounting to about 30% of the total EAS flux at 70°, and dominating at larger zenith angles.

A clue to the understanding of such events is provided by their muon content: in 575 common observation days of the e.m. and muon detectors, 37 events have been recorded with $\theta \geq 75^\circ$. Very few of such showers have a negligible content of muons i.e. could be $\mu$-poor as expected for $\mu$ induced showers in the atmosphere. The 2 over 37 events with no muon in the $\mu$-detector correspond to events with rather small energy losses in the scintillators, compatible with the absence of muons in the tracking module respectively at 1. and 3.5 s.d.. For all other events, the muon density $(\rho_\mu \approx \bar{n}_\mu/A_\mu \approx 0.3 \text{ muons m}^{-2})$ is comparable with the total density of charged particles measured by the scintillator modules (the comparison is done by using the data of scintillators located at the same distance as the muon detector from the module with the highest recorded number of particles, assumed as approximate shower core location). The charged particle density, as measured by the scintillator detector $(\Delta E/\Delta E_{\text{m.i.p.}})$, and the muon density measured by the tracking detector at the same core distances are compared in fig. 43: all experimental points lay inside a $\pm 2$ s.d. interval around the 1 to 1 correlation line. This is expected from "pure" muon showers, indicating a marginal content of electrons.

In parallel, an experiment has been performed to detect "Horizontal muon bundles" (HMB) $(N_\mu \geq 3$ and $\theta \geq 75^\circ$ events, selected through the trigger provided by the "vertical walls" on the South and North sides of the muon-hadron detector), that have been recorded at a rate of 8.4 events day$^{-1}$. These events can be easily interpreted as EAS originated at large distances in the atmosphere, in which the e.m. component has been completely absorbed and the remnant muons are observed. It has been shown that, as the muon multiplicity increases, the two classes of events (HAS and HMB) coincide: the muon content of scintillator triggered events (showing that the muon density includes the total density of the ionizing components), and the rate of muon bundle triggers (corresponding to the scintillator ones for large enough muon densities) lead to the conclusion that HAS are largely dominated by muon showers. The e.m. component in such case is essentially due to local muon interactions with small energy losses (delta rays, direct pairs). The expected rate of such events has been calculated by using a simulation code to propagate very inclined Extensive Air Showers in the atmosphere (CORSIKA-QGSJET). Inside the uncertainties on the primary spectrum and composition, the experimental event rate and multiplicity distribution can thus be fairly well explained. It appears that events with detected muon multiplicities $N_\mu \geq 10$ are due to primaries with typical energy $E_0 \approx 10^{17}$ eV, detected at core distances $r \approx 500$ m, the total muon number for such events being $N_\mu \geq 10^4$.

UHE cosmic neutrinos produce showers with muon content "lower" or "similar" to ordinary cosmic ray showers. In fig. 43 a $\rho_\mu = 0.1\rho_{\mu+e}$ line is drawn, as an upper limit to the muon content of neutrino induced showers. Also in fig. 43 the muon density vs. (muon+electron) density is shown for events with energy losses triggering the scintillators above the 1 effective particle level at $\theta \geq 75^\circ$. For none of such events the quoted limit is exceeded, i.e. the e.m. component is never 10 times larger than the muon one, as would be
expected for neutrino induced events. From such upper limit in the 575 days of common operation of the muon and e.m. detectors, an upper limit to the diffuse neutrino intensity (at 90 % c.l.) is derived for \( E_\nu \approx 10^5 \text{ GeV} \): 

\[
\frac{dI_\nu}{dE_\nu} < 8.5 \times 10^{-14} \left( \frac{10^5}{E_\nu} \right)^2 \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1} \text{GeV}^{-1}
\]

and for resonant events (for \( E_{\bar{\nu}e} = 6.4 \cdot 10^6 \text{ GeV} \)):

\[
\frac{dI_{\bar{\nu}e}}{dE_{\bar{\nu}e}} < 4.3 \times 10^{-18} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1} \text{GeV}^{-1}.
\]

## 4 Conclusions

The general conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- the transition from the direct measurements to the EAS experiments is well understood; the proton spectrum obtained from the hadron measurements agrees with both the JACEE and RUNJOB ones, while the total light component (p + He) flux (from TeV muons and C.l. data) is in better agreement with the higher values reported by JACEE (that we remind imply a primary flux dominated by helium above \( 10^{14} \text{ eV} \));

- a consistent picture of the knee is obtained in e.m. and muon (GeV and TeV) components: the break in the spectrum is rather sharp, in better agreement with a source effect rather than a propagation one; the break is observed in the spectrum of a light component with no break in the heaviest one (Fe), whose detection requires a measurement extending up to above \( 10^{17} \text{ eV} \) (under the hypothesis, compatible with the data, of a rigidity dependent break for the different components);

- data from different observables (e.m. measurements, hadrons, GeV and TeV muons, Cherenkov light) show good agreement and prove the adequacy of the hadron interaction model used (CORSIKA/QGSJET) up to the knee energies;

- the sidereal anisotropy has been measured at mean primary energy \( E_0 = 2 \cdot 10^{14} \) eV: up to such energy no energy dependent effect, as would be expected from diffusion processes, is observed;

- \( \gamma \)-ray astronomy data do not reveal any signal at energies above the "e.m. origin" range: there is therefore still no direct evidence of acceleration in SNRs, as well as from the UHE clusters directions;

- the search for \( \gamma \)-ray transients proves the excellent stability of the detector: two candidate episodes have been observed in 10 years of data taking, from the Crab Nebula at \( E_0 \approx 100 \text{ TeV} \) in coincidence with the Baksan and KGF arrays on February 23, 1989, and in the single particle counting rate on July 15, 1992;

- increases in the EAS counting rates have been detected during thunderstorms (associated with high values of the atmospheric electric field); the effect is quite significant and needs to be investigated in connection with the next generation of experiments looking for rare extremely high energy events;

- measurements of high energy hadron physics have been performed, such as of the \( p - \text{air} \) cross section and the cross section for large \( p_t \) jet production in \( p - \text{air} \) interactions; this, together with the explanation of the nature of penetrating showers, has solved two old puzzles in Extensive Air Shower physics, i.e. the "multicore" and the "horizontal" air shower phenomena.
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Abstract

The new project GENIUS will cover a wide range of the parameter space of predictions of SUSY for neutralinos as cold dark matter. Further it has the potential to be a real-time detector for low-energy (\textit{pp} and \textit{7Be}) solar neutrinos. A GENIUS Test Facility has just been funded and will come into operation in Gran Sasso by end of 2002.

1 GENIUS and Low-Energy Solar Neutrinos

Concerning solar neutrino physics, the total \textit{pp} neutrino flux has not been measured and also no real-time information is available for the latter.

GENIUS which has been proposed for solar \( \nu \) detection in 1999 [3, 6], could measure the full \textit{pp} (and \textit{7Be}) neutrino flux in real time (Fig. 1).

The main idea of GENIUS, originally proposed for double beta and dark matter search [6] is to achieve an extremely low radioactive background (factor of \( > 1000 \) smaller than in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment) by using 'naked' detectors in liquid nitrogen.

While for cold dark matter search 100 kg of natural Ge detectors are sufficient, GENIUS as a solar neutrino detector would contain 1-10 tons of enriched \( \textit{70Ge} \) or \( \textit{73Ge} \).

That Ge detectors in liquid nitrogen operate excellently, has been demonstrated in the Heidelberg low-level laboratory [9, 2] and the overall feasibility of the project has been shown in [6, 9, 7, 8].

The potential of GENIUS to measure the spectrum of low-energy solar neutrinos in real time has been studied by [3, 6, 8]. The detection reaction is elastic neutrino-electron scattering \( \nu + e^- \rightarrow \nu + e^- \).
Figure 1: The sensitivity (thresholds) of different running and projected solar neutrino detectors (see [15] and our home-page: http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/non_acc/).

Figure 2: Total background in a 13 m liquid nitrogen tank for detectors produced under the special given conditions (tritium neglected) (see [8]).

The maximum electron recoil energy is 261 keV for the pp neutrinos and 665 keV for the $^7\text{Be}$ neutrinos. The recoil electrons can be detected through their ionization in a HP Ge detector with an energy resolution of 0.3%. GENIUS can measure only (like BOREXINO, and others) but with much better energy resolution) the energy distribution of the recoiling electrons, and not directly determine the energy of the incoming neutrinos. The dominant part of the signal in GENIUS is produced by pp neutrinos (66%) and $^7\text{Be}$ neutrinos (33%). The detection rates for the pp and $^7\text{Be}$ fluxes are according to the Standard Solar Model [17] $R_{\text{pp}} = 35 \text{ SNU} = 1.8 \text{ events/day ton}$ (18 events/day 10 tons) and $R_{^7\text{Be}} = 13 \text{ SNU} = 0.6 \text{ events/day ton}$ (6 events/day 10 tons) (1 SNU = $10^{-36}$/s target atom).

To measure the low-energy solar $\nu$ flux with a signal to background ratio of 3:1, the required background rate is about $1 \times 10^{-3}$ events/kg y keV in this energy range. This is about a factor of 10 smaller than what is required for the application of GENIUS for cold dark matter search. This can be achieved if the liquid nitrogen shielding is increased to
Figure 3: Simulated spectrum of low-energy solar neutrinos (according to SSM) for the GENIUS detector (1 tonne of Ge) (from [4], and estimated background).

at least 13 m in diameter and production of the Ge detectors is performed underground (see [3, 8], and Fig. 2).

Another source of background is coming from $2\nu\beta\beta$ decay of $^{76}\text{Ge}$, which is contained in natural Ge with 7.8%. Using enriched $^{70}\text{Ge}$ or $^{73}\text{Ge}$ (>85%) as detector material, the abundance of the $\beta\beta$ emitter can be reduced up to a factor of 1500. In this case the $pp$-signal will not be disturbed by $2\nu\beta\beta$ decay (see [8] and Fig. 2).

The expected spectrum of the low-energy signal in the SSM is shown in Fig. 3.

After the unfavouring of the SMA solution by Superkamiokande, it is important to differentiate between the LMA and the LOW solution. Here due to its relatively high counting rate, GENIUS will be able to test in particular the LOW solution of the solar $\nu$ problem by the expected day/night variation of the flux (see [7, 8]).

2 GENIUS and Cold Dark Matter Search

GENIUS would already in a first step, with 100 kg of natural Ge detectors, cover a significant part of the MSSM parameter space for prediction of neutralinos as cold dark matter (Fig. 4) (see, e.g. [10, 11, 12, 1]). For this purpose the background in the energy range $<100$ keV has to be reduced to $10^{-2}$ (events/kg y keV). At this level solar neutrinos as source of background are still negligible (see Fig. 2). Fig. 4 shows together with the expected sensitivity of GENIUS, for this background, predictions for neutralinos as dark matter by two models, one basing on supergravity [12], another basing on the MSSM with more relaxed unification conditions [10, 11].

The sensitivity of GENIUS for Dark Matter corresponds to that obtainable with a 1 km$^3$ AMANDA detector for indirect detection (neutrinos from annihilation of neutralinos captured at the Sun) (see [13]). Interestingly both experiments would probe different neutralino compositions: GENIUS mainly gaugino-dominated neutralinos, AMANDA mainly neutralinos with comparable gaugino and Higgsino components (see Fig. 38 in [13]). It should be stressed that, together with DAMA, GENIUS will be for the foreseeable future
Figure 4: WIMP-nucleon cross section limits in pb for scalar interactions as function of the WIMP mass in GeV. Shown are contour lines of present experimental limits (solid lines) and of projected experiments (dashed lines). Also shown is the region of evidence published by DAMA. The theoretical expectations are shown by two scatter plots, - for accelerating and for non-accelerating Universe (from [10, 11]) and by the grey region (from [12]). Only GENIUS will be able to probe the shown range also by the signature from seasonal modulations.

the only future Dark Matter experiment, which would be able to positively identify a dark matter signal by the seasonal modulation signature.

3 GENIUS-TF

As a first step of GENIUS, a small test facility, GENIUS-TF, is at present under installation in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory [14]. With about 40 kg of natural Ge detectors operated in liquid nitrogen, GENIUS-TF (see Fig. 5) could test the DAMA seasonal modulation signature for dark matter. No other experiment running, or projected at present, will have this potential [5]. Up to summer 2001, already six 2.5 kg Germanium detectors with an extreme low-level threshold of \( \sim \)500 eV have been produced.
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Figure 5: Conceptual design of the Genius TF. Up to 14 detectors will be housed in the inner detector chamber, filled with liquid nitrogen. As a first shield 5 cm of zone refined Germanium, or extremely low-level copper will be used. Behind the 20 cm of polystyrene isolation another 35 cm of low level lead and a 15 cm borated polyethylene shield will complete the setup.
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Abstract

GNO (Gallium Neutrino Observatory) is monitoring the low energy solar neutrino flux with a 30 tons gallium detector at LNGS. During the year 2001, 13 solar runs and 4 blank runs have been successfully done; in total 43 solar runs (corresponding to $\approx 1230$ days of live time) have been accumulated since spring 1998 when GNO started the data taking. Data from the first 35 solar runs (1015 days of live time) have been evaluated and results were released at the TAUP2001 conference: the neutrino interaction rate measured by GNO as from solar runs SR1-SR35 is: $67.7 \pm 7.2$ (stat.)$\pm 3.2$ (sys.) SNU. The combined result from both GNO and GALLEX together is $73.3 \pm 4.7$ (stat.)$\pm 4.0$ (sys.) SNU. In this report we describe the various activities carried on during 2001, and the R&D in progress.

1 Introduction

The gallium solar neutrino experiment at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso detects solar neutrinos via the reaction $^{71}\text{Ga} (\nu_e, e^-)^{71}\text{Ge}$, which has a threshold of 233 keV. The detector is sensitive mainly to pp-neutrinos (53% of the interaction rate according to the standard solar model [1]), with smaller contributions from $^7\text{Be} \nu$ (27%), $^8\text{B} \nu$ (12%), and CNO $\nu$ (8%).

The target consists of 101 tons of a GaCl$_3$ solution in water and HCl, containing 30.3 tons of natural gallium; this amount corresponds to $\sim 10^{29}^{71}\text{Ga}$ nuclei.

The $^{71}\text{Ge}$ atoms produced by solar neutrinos (at a rate of about 0.6 per day, one half of the amount predicted by solar models) are extracted from the gallium tank every 4 weeks [2] and introduced in low-background gas proportional counters [3] as germane gas (GeH$_4$). The decay of $^{71}\text{Ge}$ (e.c., $\tau=16.5$ days) produces a signal in the counters consisting of a point-like ionization at 10.4 keV, or 1.1 keV. The signal is recorded by fast digitizers in order to allow background reduction by pulse shape analysis. The solar neutrino interaction rate on $^{71}\text{Ga}$ is deduced from the number of $^{71}\text{Ge}$ atoms observed. For a complete description of the experimental procedure see [4].

The gallium detector was operated between 1991 and 1997 by the GALLEX collaboration: 65 ‘solar runs’ were performed. The solar neutrino capture rate on $^{71}\text{Ga}$ was measured with a global uncertainty of 10% as: $77.5 \pm 6.2$ (stat.) $^{+4.3}_{-4.7}$ (sys.) SNU$^1$ (1$\sigma$) [4]. This result has important physical implications both for astrophysics and for particle physics (for discussion see for example [5]).

After maintenance of the chemical plants and renovation of the DAQ and electronics, a new series of measurements was started in April 1998, within the GNO (Gallium Neutrino Observatory) project [6]. The experiment is presently running with 30 tons of gallium (GNO30). The goals of GNO are:

- measurement of the interaction rate of low energy solar neutrinos on gallium, with an accuracy of 4-5% (half of the error achieved in GALLEX);
- monitoring of the neutrino flux over a complete solar cycle.

The result from the first three years of running of GNO, although compatible with the GALLEX result, is even lower: $67.7 \pm 7.2$ (stat) $\pm 3.2$ (syst) The central value is lower

$^1$1 SNU (Solar Neutrino Unit) = $10^{-36}$ captures per second and per absorber nucleus.
than the rate expected from pp neutrinos only which, for a large class of solar models, is independent from the details of the models themselves. Therefore the gallium results strongly support and confirm that the solution of the solar neutrino problem must be found in the $\nu$ physics domain, i.e. in the flavor mixing. After the SNO results [7], which demonstrate (at present at level of 3.1 $\sigma$) that active neutrinos other than $\nu_e$ reach the Earth, the knowledge of the interaction rate with a low energy threshold is essential to define the mixing mechanism and the oscillation parameters. When the $^7$Be interaction rate will be measured by Borexino, the entire set of data on rates and on other effects (day-night, seasonal, energy spectrum distortion) will be available, together with data from accelerators and reactors, it will be possible to define with good accuracy the pattern of $\nu$ mixing.

Finally let us remark that next generation real-time experiments able to lower the threshold to cover the pp energy region are still in a R&D phase and are not expected to start observations at least in the next 5 years (for a review see for example [23]).

In section 2 we describe the GNO solar neutrino observations performed until now (1015 days of live time). In section 3 we report the experimental activity carried on during 2001. In section 4 we describe several items of the R&D activity in progress.

## 2 Solar neutrino observations

### 2.1 Run schedule

GNO started solar neutrino observations in May 1998. 13 solar runs and 4 blank runs were successfully performed in the year 2001, as listed in Table 1. A similar list of previous extractions can be found in the LNGS annual report for 2000 [13]. At the beginning of January 2002, counting was completed for 38 solar runs and 7 blanks; other 5 solar runs and 2 blanks are still counting.

### 2.2 Data analysis

As mentioned in sect.1, the extracted Ge is inserted, as $GeH_4$, in proportional counters; genuine $^{71}$Ge decays give a characteristic signal on the fast digitizer with a fast rise time, because they produce a point-like ionization in the counting gas: the recorded pulses are fast compared to most background events. Pulses with amplitudes compatible with L and K captures (corresponding respectively to 1.1 and 10.4 keV) are selected according to their shape; for the pulse shape discrimination we used until now a one parameter cut. We consider the rise-time (RT) from 8% to 60% of the pulse amplitude; RT is required to be less than 40-45 ns, depending on the specific counter and gas mixture. The cut has a high efficiency for $^{71}$Ge signals ($\geq 95\%$) and rejects most background. The time momenta distribution of the pulses is then analyzed via maximum likelihood analysis.

### 2.3 Results

Data from the first 35 GNO solar runs (extractions performed from May 1998 until May 2001) have been evaluated and results have been presented at the TAUP 2001 conference.
Table 1: Summary of GNO runs performed between January 2001 and December 2001. For each extraction the following data are reported: extraction label; DAQ label (SR=Solar Run, BL=Blank); extraction date, referred to the end of the extraction; exposure time in days; counter type and number used for $^{71}$Ge counting (Fe=Iron cathode, Si=Silicon cathode, FC=Iron shaped cathode, SC=Silicon shaped cathode); counting time (status at 10-Jan-2002); chemical yield (tank to counter), measured by non-radioactive Ge carrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction label</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Exposure (days)</th>
<th>Counter</th>
<th>Counting time (days) (10-Jan-2002)</th>
<th>Chemical yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EX40</td>
<td>SR31</td>
<td>10-jan-01</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>FC-126</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX41</td>
<td>SR32</td>
<td>07-feb-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SC-139</td>
<td>165.6</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX42</td>
<td>SR33</td>
<td>07-mar-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Si-106</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX43</td>
<td>BL6</td>
<td>08-mar-01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Si-108</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX44</td>
<td>SR34</td>
<td>04-apr-01</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>FC-093</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX45</td>
<td>SR35</td>
<td>03-may-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SC-138</td>
<td>166.8</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX46</td>
<td>SR36</td>
<td>30-may-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Fe-039</td>
<td>160.9</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX47</td>
<td>BL7</td>
<td>31-may-01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SC-156</td>
<td>160.9</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX48</td>
<td>SR37</td>
<td>27-jun-01</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>FC-126</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX49</td>
<td>SR38</td>
<td>25-jul-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SC-151</td>
<td>166.8</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX50</td>
<td>SR39</td>
<td>22-aug-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SC-150</td>
<td>140(*)</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX51</td>
<td>SR40</td>
<td>19-sep-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Fe-112</td>
<td>112(*)</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX52</td>
<td>BL8</td>
<td>20-sep-01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Si-119</td>
<td>111(*)</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX53</td>
<td>SR41</td>
<td>17-oct-01</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>SC-139</td>
<td>85(*)</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX54</td>
<td>SR42</td>
<td>14-nov-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Si-108</td>
<td>57(*)</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX55</td>
<td>SR43</td>
<td>12-dec-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SC-138</td>
<td>28(*)</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX56</td>
<td>BL9</td>
<td>13-dec-01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fe-039</td>
<td>27(*)</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) counters still counting (at 10-jan-2002)

[8]. A total of 172 decaying $^{71}$Ge atoms were identified from the 1015 days of exposure in solar runs SR1-SR35. The corresponding $\nu$ interaction rate is 67.7 ±7.2 (stat.)±3.2 (sys.) SNU [8]. The combined result for GALLEX and GNO (65+35=100 solar runs, corresponding to 1594+1015=2609 days of live time) is 73.3 ±4.7 (stat.)±4.0 (sys.) SNU [8]. Results from the single GNO solar runs are reported in Table 2. For further information on the GNO results, their interpretation, data analysis, and for a discussion of the systematics of the experiment see references [8] and [10].

3 Experimental activity during 2001

3.1 Extraction system and synthesis line

During 2001 the following activities were performed at the extraction and synthesis plants: - 17 extractions (13 solar runs and 4 blanks) were successfully performed (see Table 1);
Table 2: Measured solar neutrino capture rate (SNU) in the GNO solar runs SR1-SR35. For details on the distribution of single run results and their interpretations, and time-dependent analyses of the signal we refer to ref. [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction label</th>
<th>DAQ label</th>
<th>Counter</th>
<th>Counting time (d)</th>
<th>Excess counts</th>
<th>Backgr. (cpd)</th>
<th>SNU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GNO-I solar runs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX003</td>
<td>SR01</td>
<td>sc138</td>
<td>179.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>73±45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX004</td>
<td>SR02</td>
<td>fc118</td>
<td>173.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>49±34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX005</td>
<td>SR03(*)</td>
<td>si114</td>
<td>162.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>91±62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX006</td>
<td>SR04</td>
<td>si113</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>66±50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX007</td>
<td>SR05(*)</td>
<td>fe093</td>
<td>137.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0±40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX008</td>
<td>SR06</td>
<td>si108</td>
<td>166.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>36±37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX009</td>
<td>SR07</td>
<td>sc136</td>
<td>180.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>122±46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX101</td>
<td>SR08</td>
<td>fc102</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0±36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX104</td>
<td>SR09</td>
<td>sc135</td>
<td>194.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>96±52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX105</td>
<td>SR10</td>
<td>sc139</td>
<td>187.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>129±43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX106</td>
<td>SR11</td>
<td>fe039</td>
<td>180.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>55±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX107</td>
<td>SR12</td>
<td>fe043</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>17±45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR13</td>
<td>sc136</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>87±51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX109</td>
<td>SR14</td>
<td>fe093</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>117±56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR15</td>
<td>fc102</td>
<td>165.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>51±40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR16</td>
<td>si113</td>
<td>165.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>47±37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR17</td>
<td>sc139</td>
<td>166.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>37±33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR18</td>
<td>fe039</td>
<td>166.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>55±32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX108</td>
<td>SR19</td>
<td>si106</td>
<td>165.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>69±39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GNO-II solar runs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX024</td>
<td>SR20</td>
<td>sc108</td>
<td>164.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>77±39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX025</td>
<td>SR21</td>
<td>fc093</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>29±33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX026</td>
<td>SR22</td>
<td>fc174</td>
<td>166.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>3±36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX028</td>
<td>SR23</td>
<td>sc136</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>143±47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX029</td>
<td>SR24</td>
<td>fe039</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>81±39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX032</td>
<td>SR25</td>
<td>si106</td>
<td>166.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>69±46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX033</td>
<td>SR26</td>
<td>sc138</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>89±48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX034</td>
<td>SR27</td>
<td>si108</td>
<td>166.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>47±32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX036</td>
<td>SR28</td>
<td>fc174</td>
<td>166.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>60±42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX037</td>
<td>SR29</td>
<td>fc102</td>
<td>167.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0±36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX038</td>
<td>SR30</td>
<td>sc136</td>
<td>166.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>119±44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX040</td>
<td>SR31</td>
<td>fc126</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>103±49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX041</td>
<td>SR32</td>
<td>sc139</td>
<td>165.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>88±34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX042</td>
<td>SR33</td>
<td>si106</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>51±36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX044</td>
<td>SR34</td>
<td>fe093</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>121±53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX045</td>
<td>SR35</td>
<td>sc138</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>45±36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) No RT cuts applied
Table 3: Carrier solutions concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Date of preparation</th>
<th>N. pair</th>
<th>Conc(<em>{new}) ± Conc(</em>{old})</th>
<th>∆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ge 70</td>
<td>31-08-95</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.99191 ± 0.0084</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge 72</td>
<td>18-10-97</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.9918 ± 0.0100</td>
<td>1.0141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge 74</td>
<td>19-10-97</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.99034 ± 0.0067</td>
<td>1.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge 76</td>
<td>29-02-93</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.96143 ± 0.0075</td>
<td>0.976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a new precise characterization of the extraction plant and of the kinetics of Ge desorption was performed [9] in order to further optimize the desorption and concentration times. Results on desorption time profile confirm old measurement done at the beginning of GALLEX, and moreover indicates that a speed up of 1 h (over 2 h) in the concentration phase of is feasible keeping the same yield.
- maintenance of the building safety equipment: building ventilation system, tank leak sensor, HCl leak detector;
- maintenance of gallium tank, absorber plant, auxiliary plants;
- maintenance of the main building, containing the gallium tank: care of the structure, of the electrical plant, water distribution piping, etc.

3.2 Atomic absorption analysis

In year 2001 we performed 2 extensive campaigns of atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) measurements (march and september) to redetermine carrier solution concentration. Table 3 reports the newly determined values as well as the old ones adopted up to now. As the accuracy has improved compared to old measurements, the newly determined concentration values will be adopted in the determination of extraction yields after a third series of measurements planned for february 2002. Moreover AAS has been carried on at LNGS to control the extraction yield; Table 4 lists the yields as directly determined by calibrated volumes at the Baratron pump after the synthesis, and the AAS yield determination. We can notice that the two results are in very good agreement better then expected from the evaluated accuracy of the two methods (≈ 1.5 % for the volume determination, and ≈ 2.0 % for the AAS).

3.3 Electronics and DAQ system

The improvement on the electronics set-up as compared with the GALLEX one was described in the previous LNGS annual reports [11] and [12]. During 2001 the counting system was upgraded with a new digitizer (TDS2). Each event from proportional counters is now digitized on three different time scales: TDF (time window: 409.6 ns); TDS1 (time window: 819.2 µs); TDS2 (time window: 8.192 µs). Fast decays from point-like ionization are selected using the TDF pulse (figure 2 (a) and (b), as described in sections 2 and 3.6);
Table 4: Tank to counter yields measured by volume standards and by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) in the first 52 GNO extractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extr</th>
<th>AAS</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Extr</th>
<th>AAS</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Extr</th>
<th>AAS</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Extr</th>
<th>AAS</th>
<th>Bar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ex01</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>ex14</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>ex27</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>ex40</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex02</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>ex15</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>ex28</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>ex41</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex03</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>ex16</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>ex29</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>ex42</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex04</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>ex17</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>ex30</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>ex43</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>95.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex05</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>ex18</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>ex31</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>ex44</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>93.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex06</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>ex19</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>ex32</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>ex45</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex07</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>ex20</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>ex33</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>ex46</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex08</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>ex21</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>ex34</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>ex47</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex09</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>ex22</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>ex35</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>ex48</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex10</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>ex23</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>ex36</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>ex49</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex11</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>ex24</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>ex37</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>ex50</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex12</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>ex25</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>ex38</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>ex51</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>96.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex13</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>ex26</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>ex39</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>ex52</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TDS1 is used to flag Bi-Po events within a Rn chain (figure 2 (e)), see section 3.5; TDS2 was introduced to reject with high efficiency electronic noise with a simple pulse shape analysis. This is evident when one compares the TDS2 pulses in figure 2 (a) and (b) (from ionization events) with the pulses (c) and (d) (produced by electronic noise).

### 3.4 $^{69}$Ge and $^{71}$Ge calibrations

One of the most important goals for GNO is to substantially reduce the systematic error that affected the final GALLEX result; we faced in 2001 this problem starting an intense activity for the determination of the counting efficiency of individual counters at 1% level. In fact, the major component ($\approx 4\%$) of the systematic error comes from the actual knowledge of this parameter. For the absolute calibration we fill the counter with $^{69}$Ge activity ($\approx 50$ Hz); $^{69}$Ge decays ($t_{1/2} = 39$ h) through E.C. to $^{69}$Ga emitting a 1.106 MeV $\gamma$ ray with a B.R of 27% which escapes from the counter, given its small volume; the x-rays and Auger electrons from the prompt rearrangement of $^{69}$Ga atom is of course the same as for $^{71}$Ga produced in $^{71}$Ge E.C. Then the counter is inserted in a well shaped NaI detector having $4\pi$ geometry; the ratio between the number of events detected in coincidence by (NaI AND counter) and the number of events detected by NaI gives directly the efficiency of the counter. Table 5 lists the counting efficiency for the calibrated counters; the 5 counters calibrated in 2001 (june and december) are distinguished by a $^+$. In former time (GALLEX) the counting efficiency $\epsilon$ was determined for a few counters filled with a calibrated $^{71}$Ge activity and extrapolating on other counters of the same type using individual total volume and longitudinal multiplication curves. At present we have 8 absolute calibrated counters that counted 21 GNO runs and 41 GALLEX runs.

$^{69}$Ge measurements are performed at MPI in Heidelberg, as we always adopted a safe
Figure 1: Examples of pulses digitized by the GNO DAQ system. (a) Fast ionization pulse inside the K energy window; (b) Fast ionization pulse inside the L energy window; (c) Noise pulse in the K energy region; (d) Noise pulse in the L energy region; (e) Bi-Po event. For comments see text. )
Table 5: Counting efficiencies for absolutely calibrated counters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counter</th>
<th>Counting efficiency (%)</th>
<th>GNO</th>
<th>GALLEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Solar r.</td>
<td>Blank r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe43*</td>
<td>69Ge cal. old determ.</td>
<td>76.7±2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC93+</td>
<td>79.9±0.7 80.0±4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe39*</td>
<td>76.4±2.1 81.4±4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC102+</td>
<td>78.9±0.9 81.4±4.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si106+</td>
<td>74.8±1.0 77.1±4.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC174+</td>
<td>78.8±0.6 81.7±4.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si119*</td>
<td>77.2±2.1 82.3±4.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC136+</td>
<td>80.9±0.7 82.3±4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe103</td>
<td>81.4±4.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Counters calibrated in 2001 with 69Ge; * Counters calibrated in former time with 71Ge.

Policy of never manipulate any significant Ge activity at LNGS. When the 71Ge activity, produced together with the 69Ge, is at a level of 1 Hz, the counter is brought to LNGS and 71Ge spectra are collected to be used as reference pulses for the neural network analysis. Then the counter goes back to Heidelberg where it is emptied and then back again to LNGS to measure the background for a couple of months. Each counter filled with Ge activity is removed from the pool of counters to be used for solar runs for about 5-6 months and it is reintroduced only when the background is compatible with the required standard. Ge activity is produced at the CN accelerator at INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro; ≈ 0.4 g of nat GaO2 are irradiated with 7 MeV protons, to produce the reaction 69,71Ga(p, n)69,71Ge. After 20 minutes of irradiation at 20nA proton current we obtain enough activity to transport the irradiated GaO2 to Heidelberg and then perform the absolute calibration of 2-3 counters with the same batch.

3.5 Radon test

The experience with GALLEX has shown that a few Rn atoms are sometimes introduced in the counters during the synthesis and counter filling operations. The decays of Rn and its daughters can produce events which simulate real 71Ge events, and are concentrated in the first days of counting (the half-life of 222Rn is 3.83 days). A ‘Rn cut’ is introduced in the data analysis, by defining a dead time for each detected Rn decay chain (see [25] for details). The efficiency of this cut was evaluated in GALLEX to be (91±5)% [15], and the uncertainty on that number represents a relevant component of the systematic error in the experiment (≈ 1.5%, see [10]). We started a Rn test to further improve the characterization and understanding of Rn events, and to decrease the systematic uncertainty due to the Rn cut. Rn atoms are emanated by a Ra source and diffuse through a capillary and a valve into the active volume of a proportional counter. The
optimal Rn decay rate for a good measurement is of the order of 4-5 Rn chains per day, as one has the need to have a low activity (in order not to overlap different chains) and the requirement to collect a sufficiently large statistic. This rate was reached after a careful fine tuning of source strength and opening of the valve. The measurement was carried on from 20-May-99 to 8-Mar-01 (1.8 years counting time). The decay of the Rn atoms and its daughters was recorded with the same counter filling, electronics and DAQ used for standard runs. The analysis of the data acquired allows a good understanding of the Rn chain events (see [13]). After this long measurement we closed the emanation valve and started to measure the intrinsic background of the counter; this is presently ongoing (220 days counting time). With the presently available data the estimate of the Rn cut inefficiency is $(1.7 \pm 4.7)\%$, and agrees well with the previous GALLEX estimates $(9 \pm 5)\%$. We plan to continue the background measurement in order to accumulate 1.5 years of counting time, which will allow a determination of the inefficiency with an accuracy $\leq 4\%$.

### 3.6 Pulse shape analysis

Data analysis is carried on with the energy-rise-time method described in section 2; a more sophisticated pulse-shape (PS) analysis based on fitting the whole pulse rather than the rise-time (RT) only is now developed. Each pulse is fitted with the typical point-like ionization pulse (reconstructed from the X-ray counter calibration, see [12]) convoluted with a charge collection function and with the electronic response function. The width of the collection function is proportional to the spreading of the primary charge inside the counter gas. Cuts can be defined on several parameters of the charge collection function, which are evaluated from the fit of the pulses themselves.

In this PS analysis, the same energy cut as E-RT analysis is maintained. Once the PS parameters have been evaluated, the acceptance or rejection of an event is made by a neural network (NN). The NN algorithm, which has been implemented as a software code, uses the PS parameters as inputs and gives a unique (continuum) value $R \in [0, 1]$ as output. A cut $R_{\text{cut}}$ on this output can be fixed (i.e. $R_{\text{cut}} = 0.5$), so that a pulse is accepted as a $^{71}$Ge decay if its PS fitted parameters give a NN output $R$ greater than $R_{\text{cut}}$. The NN-based analysis provides several advantages when compared to standard RT analysis:

- in the calculation of the output $R$, the input parameters receive different weights, according to their actual discrimination powers. This means that the less significant parameters do not affect very much the final results.

- the NN learns to compute the function $R(\text{inputs})$ through representative examples (both from $^{71}$Ge and background calibrations). It is not necessary to provide general selection criteria (as usually happens) but only a suitable sample of training examples. It has been assumed, as a conventional choice, that $^{71}$Ge decay pulses have the output $R = 1$ and background events have $R = 0$.

- the part of the parameters-space which characterizes the selected pulses has not necessarily box-shaped, as would happen if constant cuts for each parameter were fixed.
Table 6: Selection and noise rejection efficiencies for RT and NN analyses methods. The background rejection efficiency was evaluated from a calibration with a $^{137}$Cs $\gamma$ source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Selection eff. [%]</th>
<th>Background rejection eff. [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT analysis</td>
<td>NN analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As L and K captures originate different classes of pulses, they are treated with a different NNs with different inputs. After a preliminary training stage, the network can be used to analyse data.

Figure 2 shows the application of the NN analysis on a "virtual" run (constructed by mixing several calibration runs) containing both $^{71}$Ge and background events. The distribution of the network outputs has two sharp peaks located at the positions $R = 0$ (background events) and $R = 1$ ($^{71}$Ge events), so a clear characterization of the pulses in two different classes is obtained. As the valley between the two peaks is not populated, the analysis results is robust.

The NN analysis provides a selection efficiency which is a bit lower than RT analysis (see table 6) but background rejection efficiency is much better, mainly in the L window. This allow to get an improved signal-to-noise ratio and a more clean signal: consequently, a lower statistical error is obtained after the maximum likelihood (ML) analysis.

Table 7 compares the results from the NN analysis of the GNO solar runs with the E-RT method. The two results are statistically compatible at the level of $0.8 \sigma$ (the $1 \sigma$ level is $\sigma \approx 3.5$ SNU). The compatibility has been evaluated by a MC simulation (for details on the method see [19]), taking into account that the event sets selected by the two analyses are not independent.

The NN analysis provides a 15% improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio and a 0.3 SNU reduction of the absolute statistical error. As the NN must be trained with real $^{71}$Ge pulses and as the pulse shape may vary from a counter to an other, the method will be excellently used only when all the available counters have a their own absolute $^{71}$Ge or $^{69}$Ge calibration (see par. 3.4). When a run with a not calibrated counter is analysed with NN, an additional contribution to systematic error arises (about 2%) because it is necessary to extrapolate the $^{71}$Ge training examples from one of the calibrated counters to the not calibrated one; this trouble is not found in the RT method because cerium calibrations can be used instead of $^{71}$Ge. The only contribution to the systematic error from the calibrated counters for the NN analysis is due to the choice of the actual training examples among the whole set: we evaluated that this component is $\approx 1.0\%$ (preliminary result) for the L window and $\approx 1.5\%$ for the K window. This is of the same order as the systematic error estimated for the RT selection.

For further information on the NN-based PS analysis, see reference [24].

---

2The method could not be applied to the very first 3 runs, because the electronics had not yet its optimal settings.
4 Plans for the future and R&D activities

4.1 Solar neutrino observations

We plan to go on with 4-week exposure solar runs over the next years. The only planned interruptions are foreseen for the $\nu$ calibration (see sect. 4.3) and for 1-day exposure blanks every three months.

4.2 Counter calibrations and tests

The Rn test (see par. 3.5) will be completed next year with the presently ongoing long background measurement. We will also complete the absolute determination of counting efficiency of all available proportional counters. In year 2002 a new production of counters will start at Max Planck Institute (Heidelberg) as we need to increase the number and renew the pool of available counters; they will be calibrated with $^{69}$Ge before they are used for solar runs. 3.

4.3 Neutrino source

The gallium detector was calibrated two times (in 1994 and in 1995) with a man-made electron-neutrino source with known activity [17]. A very intense ($\approx 2$ MCi) $^{51}$Cr $\nu$ source was prepared for the calibrations at the Siloe reactor in Grenoble (France) and transported to LNGS after irradiation. $^{51}$Cr is an isotope ideal for the calibration of the gallium detector: it has a meanlife of 40 days, and it emits two monochromatic neutrino lines at 750 keV (90%) and 430 keV (10%). The ratio $R$ between the measured $^{71}$Ge production rate and the expected production rate as deduced from the known source

---

3In the present status we have 18 counters available; 9 of them were absolutely calibrated.
Table 7: For each selection method (neural network and rise time) are shown: the $\nu_e - ^{71}$Ga interaction rate (all corrections included), the number of events that are attributed to $^{71}$Ge decays from ML analysis and the number of those attributed to background events. The quoted errors are only statistical. The data taking periods named GNO I and GNO II correspond to the two data release respectively from ref. [10] and ref. [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Energy window</th>
<th>NN selection Rate (SNU) $^{71}$Ge bck</th>
<th>RT selection Rate (SNU) $^{71}$Ge bck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNO I</td>
<td>1 - 19 L</td>
<td>$60.7^{+13.1}_{-13.2}$ 37 115</td>
<td>$71.1^{+16.3}_{-15.1}$ 44 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>$57.9^{+12.7}_{-11.7}$ 42 78</td>
<td>$59.5^{+12.9}_{-11.9}$ 43 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L+K</td>
<td>$59.0^{+9.6}_{-9.0}$ 79 185</td>
<td>$64.2^{+9.5}_{-10.1}$ 87 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNO II</td>
<td>20 - 35 L</td>
<td>$66.25^{+16.8}_{-15.2}$ 35 56</td>
<td>$77.4^{+18.4}_{-17.0}$ 42 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>$72.3^{+14.6}_{-13.3}$ 43 59</td>
<td>$69.1^{+14.3}_{-13.0}$ 42 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>$70.0^{+10.8}_{-10.1}$ 78 111</td>
<td>$72.5^{+11.2}_{-10.6}$ 84 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L+K</td>
<td>$70.0^{+11.1}_{-10.4}$ 72 171</td>
<td>$74.0^{+21.1}_{-15.5}$ 86 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNO I+II</td>
<td>1 - 35 L</td>
<td>$63.3^{+11.1}_{-10.4}$ 72 171</td>
<td>$74.0^{+21.1}_{-15.5}$ 86 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>$64.7^{+9.3}_{-8.9}$ 85 137</td>
<td>$64.1^{+9.5}_{-8.9}$ 85 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>$64.2^{+6.9}_{-6.2}$ 157 308</td>
<td>$67.7^{+7.2}_{-6.2}$ 172 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L+K</td>
<td>$64.2^{+6.9}_{-6.2}$ 157 308</td>
<td>$67.7^{+7.2}_{-6.2}$ 172 344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activity was found to be $R = 0.93 \pm 0.08$ [18]. This proofs the absence of any unknown systematic errors at a level of less than 10%. Together with the results of the so called ‘Arsenic test’ (see ref. [4]), the source calibrations provide a measurement of the neutrino cross section on $^{71}$Ga. Presently the collaboration is evaluating the feasibility of a new source experiment, with the aim of measuring as accurately as possible the $\nu - ^{71}$Ga cross section at energies close to those of the $^{7}$Be solar $\nu$.

Contacts are under way with the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR) at Dimitrovgrad (Russia), for the irradiation of the enriched Cr samples previously used in GALLEX. A detailed design of the irradiation procedure and of the source handling and transportation is under discussion.

4.4 Cryogenic detectors

The E.C. of $^{71}$Ge occurs mainly (84%) on the K shell; the excited $^{71}$Ga atom subsequently emits Auger electrons of 10 KeV or X rays. Not all the emitted X-rays convert into the gas of the proportional counter, and events appear as "L events". To improve the efficiency at 10 KeV, it has been proposed to use cryogenic detectors which guarantee a practically 100% efficiency and a fine energy resolution. An R&D program started a few years ago and achieved significant technical results; the structure of the detector and the deposition of $^{71}$Ge on it have been defined and positively tested [16]. At present, the problem of background is under investigation; a dedicated set-up is under construction at Garching. After these tests, the future program to complete the R&D phase will be planned and, finally, the merits of these detectors with respect to the proportional counters will be evaluated for further decision on their use in the experiment.
5 Conclusions

The gallium detector at LNGS is monitoring low energy solar neutrinos since May 1991 with 30 tons of natural gallium. From the 65 GALLEX solar runs plus the 35 GNO solar runs, the solar neutrino interaction rate on gallium has been measured with an overall accuracy of $\sim 8.4\%$. Data taking is going on regularly with four-week-exposure runs, with the aim to reach an accuracy of the order of $5\%$, and to study possible time dependences of the signal at 10-15% level. During year 2001 an intense experimental activity started to refine the determination of all experimental parameters relevant for the reduction of systematics, namely the counter efficiencies and the extraction yield. A completely new and independent pulse shape analysis has been developed (see par. 3.6) and the connected systematics evaluated. The ratio of experimental to theoretical solar neutrino (Standard Solar Model) interaction rate is

$$GNO_{RT}/SSM = 0.525 \pm 0.061 \ (stat \ & \ syst)$$
$$GNO_{NN}/SSM = 0.503 \pm 0.053 \ (stat \ only)$$
$$GALLEX/SSM = 0.600 \pm 0.059 \ (stat \ & \ syst)$$

The experimental rates come from GNO (35 solar runs, i.e. from July 1998 till May 2001), both for rise time (RT) and neural network (NN) analysis, and from GALLEX.
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Abstract

The Heidelberg Dark Matter Search (HDMS) is an experiment designed for the search for WIMP dark matter. It is using a special configuration of Ge detectors, to efficiently reduce the background in the low-energy region below 100 keV. After one year of running the HDMS detector prototype in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory, the inner crystal of the detector has been replaced with a HPGe crystal of enriched $^{73}$Ge. The final setup started data taking in Gran Sasso in August 2000. The performance and the first results of the measurement with the final setup are discussed.

1 Introduction

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are leading candidates for the dominant form of matter in our Galaxy. These relic particles from an early phase of the Universe arise independently from cosmological considerations in supersymmetric particle physics theories as neutralinos - the lightest supersymmetric particles.

Direct WIMP detection experiments exploit the elastic WIMP scattering off nuclei in a terrestrial detector [1]. However, detecting WIMPs is not a simple task. Their interaction with matter is very feeble ($\sigma \lesssim \sigma_{\text{weak}}$) and predicted rates in supersymmetric models range from 10 to $10^{-5}$ events per kilogram detector material and day [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Moreover, for WIMP masses between a few GeV and 1 TeV, the energy deposited by the recoil nucleus is less then 100 keV. Thus, in order to be able to detect a WIMP, an experiment with a low-energy threshold and an extremely low radioactive background is required. Since the reward would be no less than discovering the dark matter in the Universe, a huge effort is put into direct detection experiments. More than 20 experiments are running at present and even more are planned for the future (for recent reviews see [7, 8, 9]).
2 Description of the experiment

HDMS operates two ionization HPGe detectors in a unique configuration [10]. A small, p-type Ge crystal is surrounded by a well-type Ge crystal, both being mounted into a common cryostat system (see Figure 1 for a schematic view). Two effects are expected to reduce the background of the inner target detector with respect to our best measurements with the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment [11]. First, the anticoincidence between the two detectors acts as an effective suppression of multiple scattered photons. Second, we know that the main radioactive background of Ge detectors comes from materials situated in the immediate vicinity of the crystals. In the case of HDMS the inner detector is surrounded (apart from the thin isolation) by a second Ge crystal - one of the radio-purest known materials. In order to reduce the background with respect to the prototype detector, the following changes has been made:

- The inner detector has been replaced by a crystal grown out of HPGe material enriched in $^{73}\text{Ge}$. This has the effect that the mother isotope of cosmogenic $^{68}\text{Ge}$ production, $^{70}\text{Ge}$ ($^{70}\text{Ge(n,t)}^{68}\text{Ge}$), is deenriched by up to a factor of 50. Thus the decay of $^{68}\text{Ge}$ will be suppressed by this factor with respect to a natural HPGe crystal.

- The contacts of the HPGe crystals were pinched in order to avoid the use of soldering tin inside the detector cap.

- The crystal holder system has been replaced. The new material is from the same sample as the material used in the Heidelberg–Moscow $\beta\beta$ experiment, which is known to be very clean.

Some technical details are listed in Table 1, for more details see [12].
Table 1:
Technical data of the detector in the final setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Inner Detector</th>
<th>Outer Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Type</td>
<td>p–type</td>
<td>n–type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass [g]</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>2111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Volume [cm$^3$]</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal diameter [mm]</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>84.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal length [mm]</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Bias [V]</td>
<td>+2500</td>
<td>-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy resolution FWHM (1332 keV) [keV]</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy threshold [keV]</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Scatter plot of the measured data. Each dot corresponds to one event. The y- and x-axis display the energy deposited in the inner- and outer detector, respectively. Left: Before the correction for pick-up signals the zero energy axes have a non-zero slope. Right: After the correction the zero energy axes correspond to the y- and x- axes.

2.1 The anti-coincidence and the crosstalk

Due to the special concentric design, the spatial separation between the two detectors is very small. This gives rise to pick-up signals. If one of the detectors sees an event, a cross talk signal is induced in the other one.

Recording spectra of calibration sources with the list mode allows to visualize this pick-up signal (see Fig. 2). The anti-coincidence cut between the two detectors to recognize multiple scattered background events can only be applied, if the cross talk is eliminated. This cut is made by defining all events as background events, in which an energy deposition is seen in both detectors above the energy threshold of the proper detector.

It was shown that the cross talk is linear with energy and stable over time and can be corrected for off-line [13]. Once the correction is made, the anti-coincidence can be applied.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Inner Detector final setup</th>
<th>Outer Detector final setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>(4.0±0.2)keV</td>
<td>(7.5±0.2)keV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy res.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at zero keV</td>
<td>(0.76±0.05) keV</td>
<td>(2.82±0.06) keV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrapolated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at zero keV</td>
<td>(0.83±0.01)keV</td>
<td>(2.91±0.04)keV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after correction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 81 keV</td>
<td>(0.95±0.03) keV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 344 keV</td>
<td>(3.03±0.03)keV</td>
<td>(4.46±0.03)keV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 1408 keV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Energy resolutions for different energies and thresholds of the current final detector configuration.

### 2.2 Measurements at the Gran Sasso underground laboratory

The final setup of the HDMS was installed at the LNGS in August 2000, the data used for the analysis are taken from February 2001 to September 2001 in order to let the cosmogenic isotopes decay. The time stability of the energy resolution, threshold and calibration parameters (slope and intercept of energy calibration) have been checked elsewhere [12, 14]. The measured energy resolutions and thresholds of the detectors are listed in Tab. 2. They correspond to standard values for detectors of this size.

The individual typical duration of a run was about 23 hours. The experiment was stopped daily and the most important detector parameters like leakage current and mean count rates were checked. No substantial fluctuations were recorded.

After the individual runs were calibrated and corrected for the crosstalk, they were added to provide the sum spectra. From the sum spectrum of the inner detector (after the anti-coincidence cut) the limits on WIMP dark matter can be extracted.

Although the statistics of the inner detector is low, the sum-spectrum (see Fig. 3) shows some lines of isotopes from the U/Th natural decay chains as well as some X-ray lines which are dominating the region below 10keV(see Fig. 4). The most obvious structure in the low energy region is a peak at 10.37 keV resulting from the decay of $^{68}$Ge and a peak around 9 keV, which could arise from $^{65}$Zn. Note that for the low energy region (Fig. 4) there are no more indications for a contamination with $^{210}$Pb in comparison with the results from the prototype-detector [12]. Also the structure at 32.5 keV, which is meanwhile understood (see [15]), vanished completely.

If the anti-coincidence is evaluated in the energy region between 50 keV and 100 keV, the background reduction factor is 4.5. The counting rate after the anti-coincidence in this energy region is 0.27 events/(kg d keV), thus comparable to the value measured in the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment with the enriched detector ANG2 [11]. In the energy region between 11 keV and 40 keV the background index is 0.43 events/(kg d keV.).
Figure 3: Spectra of the HDMS detectors of the final setup after a total measuring time of 132.4 days. Upper figure: outer detector; lower figure: inner detector - the open histogram denotes the overall spectrum, the filled histogram corresponds to the spectrum after the anti-coincidence cut with the outer detector. The most prominent lines are labeled.

2.3 Dark matter limits

Since many cosmogenic isotopes have half-lifes below 300 days, typically the count rate in low-level detectors decreases considerably after one year of storage underground.
For this reason only the last 132.4 days, corresponding to 26.74 kg d of measurement for the inner detector were used for the evaluation of the final HDMS setup data. The procedure of extracting limits on WIMP dark matter from the obtained spectrum follows the method described in [11].

The resulting upper limit is shown in the exclusion plot in figure 5. Already now the limit given by the HDMS experiment is slightly better than the limit given by the Heidelberg–Moscow $\beta\beta$ experiment for low WIMP masses. This due to the fact that the energy threshold of 5 keV has been obtained for this measurement (compare to 9 keV threshold of the Heidelberg–Moscow $\beta\beta$ experiment [11]).

### 3 Conclusion

The detectors for the final HDMS setup, constructed with some improvements to reduce the background, were installed in the LNGS in August 2000. It took data for 132.4 days corresponding to 26.74 kg days. The offline correction for the crosstalk has been applied to the data and a sum spectrum was created, where most of the background sources were identified. The background reduction factor in the inner detector through anti-coincidence is about 4.5. The background in the low-energy region of the inner detector (with exception of the region still dominated by cosmogenic activities) is already comparable to the most sensitive dark matter search experiments.
Figure 5: Exclusion plot for the presently most sensitive WIMP dark matter direct search experiments. The shaded area represents the $3\sigma$ region allowed by the DAMA experiment [16]. Even now, some parts of this region can be tested by the HDMS experiment. Also shown are the present limits from the DAMA experiment [17], the CDMS experiment [18], the IGEX experiment [19], and the Edelweiss experiment [20]. The scatter plot represents neutrino cross-sections within the framework of the general low-energy effective MSSM with cosmologically viable relic density in a flat accelerating universe [21].
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Abstract

The data of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW double beta decay experiment for the measuring period August 1990 - May 2000 (54.9813 kg y or 723.44 molyyears), published recently, are analyzed using the potential of the Bayesian method for low counting rates. First indication for neutrinoless double beta decay is observed giving first evidence for lepton number violation [1].

The HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW double beta decay experiment in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory searches for double beta decay of \( ^{76}\text{Ge} \rightarrow ^{76}\text{Se} + 2 e^- + (2\nu) \) since 1990. It is the most sensitive double beta experiment since eight years now. The experiment operates five enriched (to 86\%) high-purity \( ^{76}\text{Ge} \) detectors, with a total mass of 11.5 kg, the active mass of 10.96 kg being equivalent to a source strength of 125.5 mol \( ^{76}\text{Ge} \) nuclei. This is the largest source strength in use.

The high energy resolution of the Ge detectors assures that there is no background for a \( 0\nu\beta\beta \) line from the two-neutrino double beta decay in this experiment.

The unique feature of neutrinoless double beta decay is that a measured half-life allows to deduce information on the effective Majorana neutrino mass \( \langle m \rangle \), which is a superposition of neutrino mass eigenstates. The half-life is given, when ignoring contributions from right-handed weak currents, by

\[
[T_{1/2}^{0\nu}(0^+ \rightarrow 0^+_f)]^{-1} = C_{mm} \frac{\langle m \rangle^2}{m_e^2}
\]

(1)

\[
\langle m \rangle = |m_{ee}^{(1)}| + e^{i\phi_2}|m_{ee}^{(2)}| + e^{i\phi_3}|m_{ee}^{(3)}|,
\]

(2)

Here \( |m_{ee}^{(i)}| \exp(i\phi_i) \) \( (i = 1, 2, 3) \) are the contributions to \( \langle m \rangle \) from individual mass eigenstates, with \( \phi_i \) denoting relative Majorana phases connected with CP violation and, \( C_{mm} \) denotes a nuclear matrix element, which can be calculated.

The Q value of \( 0\nu\beta\beta \) decay has been determined to be \( Q_{\beta\beta} = 2039.006(50) \) keV in a recent precision experiment [8].
We have performed a new, refined analysis of the data obtained in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment during the period August 1990 - May 2000 [5]. The analysis concentrates on the neutrinoless decay mode which is the one relevant for particle physics (see, e.g. [3, 6]).

We have analyzed the combined spectrum of the five enriched detectors obtained over the period August 1990 - May 2000, with a statistical significance of 54.981 kg y (723.44 molyears), the spectrum obtained with detectors Nr. 1,2,3,5 over the period August 1990 - May 2000, with a significance of 46.502 kg y and the spectrum of single site events (SSE) obtained for detectors 2,3,5 in the period November 1995 - May 2000, under the restriction that the signal simultaneously fulfills the criteria of all three methods of pulse shape analysis we have recently developed [9, 10] and with which we operate all detectors except detector 1 (significance 28. 053 kg y). Double beta events are single site events confined to a few mm region in the detector, corresponding to the track length of the emitted electrons, in contrast to e.g. multiple scattering $\gamma$ - events. From simulation we expect that about 5% of the double beta single site events should be seen also as MSE. This is caused by bremsstrahlung of the emitted electrons [11].

All the spectra are obtained after rejecting coincidence events between different Ge detectors and events coincident with activation of the muon shield. The spectra are taken in bins of 0.36 keV. We do the analysis of the measured spectra with and without the data of detector 4 since the latter does not have a muon shield and has the weakest energy resolution. We ignore for each detector the first 200 days of operation, corresponding to about three half-lives of $^{56}$Co ($T_{1/2} = 77.27$ days), to allow for some decay of short-lived radioactive impurities.

The total rate averaged over the energy range 2000 - 2080 keV is found to be $(0.17 \pm 0.01)$ events/kg y keV (without pulse shape analysis). Considering all data as background, this is the lowest value we obtained in such type of experiments. The energy resolution at the $Q_{\beta\beta}$ value in the sum spectra is extrapolated from the strong lines in the spectrum to be $(4.00 \pm 0.39)$ keV for the spectra with detector 4, and $(3.74 \pm 0.42)$ keV (FWHM) for those without detector 4. The energy calibration of the experiment has an uncertainty of 0.20 keV. For more experimental details see [5, 7].

We analysed the spectra with the Bayesian method, which is used widely at present (see, e.g. [12]). This method is particularly suited for low counting rates, where the data follow a Poisson distribution, that cannot be approximated by a Gaussian (see, also [13]).

The Bayesian peak detection procedure yields lines at the positions of known weak $\gamma$-lines from the decay of $^{214}Bi$ at 2010.7, 2016.7, 2021.8 and 2052.9 keV [14]. In addition, a line centered at 2039 keV shows up. This is compatible with the Q-value [8, 15] of the double beta decay process. We emphasize, that at this energy no $\gamma$-line is expected according to Monte Carlo simulations of our setup, and to the compilations in [14].

We find a probability of $K = 97\%$ that there is a line at 2039.0 keV in the measured spectra [1]. This is a confidence level of 2.2 $\sigma$ in the usual language.

Under the assumption that the signal at $Q_{\beta\beta}$ is not produced by a background line of presently unknown origin, we can translate the observed number of events into half-lives. We give in Table 1 conservatively the values obtained with the Bayesian method and not those obtained with the PDG method. Also given in Table 1 are the effective neutrino masses $\langle m \rangle$ deduced using the matrix elements of [2].
We derive from the data taken with 46.502 kg y the half-life $T_{1/2}^{0\nu} = (0.8 - 18.3) \times 10^{25}$ y (95% c.l.). The analysis of the other data sets, shown in Table 1, and in particular of the single site events data, confirm this result.

The result obtained is consistent with the limit given earlier by the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment [5]. It is also consistent with all other double beta experiments - which still reach less sensitivity (see Figs. 2,1). A second Ge-experiment, which has stopped operation in 1999 after reaching a significance of 9 kg y yields (if one believes their method of 'visual inspection' in their data analysis) in a conservative analysis a limit of $T_{1/2}^{0\nu} > 0.55 \times 10^{25}$ y (90% c.l.). The $^{128}Te$ geochemical experiment yields $\langle m_\nu \rangle < 1.1$ eV (68% c.l.), the $^{130}Te$ cryogenic experiment yields $\langle m_\nu \rangle < 1.8$ eV and the CdWO$_4$
Figure 2: Present evidence for $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay from data of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment and the potential of present and future $\beta\beta$ experiments. Vertical axis - effective neutrino mass in eV, horizontal - isotopes used in the various experiments.

experiment $\langle m_\nu \rangle < 2.6\text{ eV}$, all derived with the matrix elements of [2] to make the results comparable to the present value (for references see [6]).

Concluding we obtain, with more than 95% probability, first evidence for the neutrinoless double beta decay mode.

As a consequence, on the same confidence level, lepton number is not conserved. Further the neutrino is a Majorana particle. We conclude from the various analyses given above the effective mass $\langle m \rangle$ to be $\langle m \rangle = (0.11 - 0.56)\text{ eV (95\% c.l.)}$, with best value of 0.39 eV. Allowing conservatively for an uncertainty of the nuclear matrix elements of $\pm 50\%$ (for detailed discussions of the status of nuclear matrix elements we refer to [6, 16]) this range may widen to $\langle m \rangle = (0.05 - 0.84)\text{ eV (95\% c.l.)}$.

In this conclusion, it is assumed that contributions to $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay from processes other than the exchange of a Majorana neutrino (see, e.g. [17, 6]) are negligible.

With the limit deduced for the effective neutrino mass, the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment excludes several of the neutrino mass scenarios allowed from present neutrino oscillation experiments (see Fig. 3) - allowing mainly only for degenerate and partially degenerate mass scenarios and an inverse hierarchy $3\nu$ - scenario (the latter being, however, strongly disfavored by a recent analysis of SN1987A. In particular hierarchical mass schemes are excluded at the present level of accuracy.

Assuming the degenerate scenarios to be realized in nature we fix - according to the formulae derived in [3] - the common mass eigenvalue of the degenerate neutrinos to $m = (0.05 - 3.4)\text{ eV}$. Part of the upper range is already excluded by tritium experiments, which give a limit of $m < 2.2\text{ eV (95\% c.l.)}$. The full range can only partly (down to $\sim 0.5\text{ eV}$) be checked by future tritium decay experiments, but could be checked by some future $\beta\beta$ experiments (see, e.g. [6, 18]). The deduced best value for the mass lies in a range of interest also for $Z$-burst models recently discussed as explanation for super-high energy cosmic ray events beyond the GKZ-cutoff [19].

The neutrino mass deduced allows neutrinos to still play an important role as hot dark matter in the Universe.

New approaches and considerably enlarged experiments (as discussed, e.g. in [6, 18]) will be required in future to fix the neutrino mass with higher accuracy.
Figure 3: The impact of the evidence obtained for neutrinoless double beta decay in this paper (best value of the effective neutrino mass $\langle m \rangle = 0.39 \text{ eV}$, 95% confidence range $0.05 - 0.84 \text{ eV}$ - allowing already for an uncertainty of the nuclear matrix element of a factor of $\pm 50\%$ on possible neutrino mass schemes. The bars denote allowed ranges of $\langle m \rangle$ in different neutrino mass scenarios, still allowed by neutrino oscillation experiments (see [4]). Hierarchical models are excluded by the new $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay result. Also shown are the expected sensitivities for the future potential double beta experiments CUORE, MOON, EXO and the 1 ton and 10 ton project of GENIUS [18].
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Abstract

The ICARUS T600 is a self-contained experimental programme, with significant physics potentialities, though with a strong connotation of technological development in view of the operability of a large mass liquid Argon "electronic bubble chamber" inside the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. After the completion of the detector construction in 2000, the major achievement of the experimental activity during the year 2001 is represented by the full test of the T600 set-up, from the cryogenics and electronics performance up to detection of cosmic ray tracks, carried out in an external site in Pavia. The test, extended over about 100 days of continuous operation, has been fully successful. It showed that the ICARUS technology, providing high reconstruction capability for events even at low energy deposition level, as for the solar neutrino case, is now fully operational at real experimental level. The way for the installation of the T600 detector at the Gran Sasso Laboratory is thus open and landing at the underground site is expected by the end of the year 2002.

1 Introduction

The "ICARUS technology", first proposed by C. Rubbia [1] in 1977, combines the characteristics of a bubble chamber with the advantages of the electronic read-out. The detector is essentially a large ionisation chamber filled with ultra-pure liquid Argon (LAr) and equipped with a sophisticated electronic readout system. It is an ideal device to study neutrino interactions: it is continuously sensitive, self-triggerable, relatively cost effective and simple to build in modular form, sufficiently safe to be located underground (no pressure, no flammable gas, etc.). This detector acts also as a superb calorimeter of very fine granularity and high accuracy.

After the original proposal, the feasibility of the technology has been amply demonstrated by an extensive R&D programme, which included ten years of studies on small LAr volumes (proof of principle, LAr purification methods, readout schemes, electronics) and five years of studies with several prototypes of increasing mass at CERN (purification technology, collection of real events, pattern recognition, long duration tests, readout technology). The largest of these devices had a mass of 3 tons of LAr and has been continuously operating for more than four years, collecting a wide sample of cosmic ray and gamma source events. Furthermore, a smaller device (50 litres of LAr) has been exposed to the CERN neutrino beam, demonstrating the technique’s high recognition capability for neutrino interaction events. [A complete list of references can be found in the ICARUS Web page] [2].

Thereafter, the ICARUS project has entered an industrial phase, a necessary path to proceed toward the realization of large volume detectors for physics. The first step was the realization of a large cryogenic prototype (14 t of liquid Argon), for testing the final industrial solutions adopted, successively transformed into a detector module operated at the INFN Gran Sasso Laboratory (LNGS, 1999-2000). The second step is represented by the construction of the "T600 module": a 600 t detector for physics at LNGS.
The ICARUS T600 project [3] has been fully approved and financed during the years 1996-97. The realisation (project+construction) lasted about four years. After completion, a full test of the experimental set-up has been carried out in a dedicated INFN facility in Pavia (Italy) during 2001. All technical aspects of the system, cryogenics, LAr purification, read-out chambers, detection of LAr scintillation light, electronics and DAQ have been tested and performed as expected. A large statistics of cosmic ray events (long-penetrating muons and spectacular, high multiplicity muon bundles, el.m. and hadronic showers, low energy events) have been recorded.

In this report the T600 detector is briefly described and some images of events collected during the recent Pavia test are reported.

The ICARUS T600 successful test was the proof that this technology we have been developing for many years has finally reached maturity. The T600 module, once operated at Gran Sasso, will act as the necessary demonstrational premise for larger scale detectors with a considerable experimental impact, commensurate with the potentialities of such a novel technology, in which both high visual resolution and accurate calorimetry are combined.

The initial physics program with the T600 module at Gran Sasso has been reviewed at the beginning of 2001 and it is reported in [4]: in this phase the available mass is limited, however the higher efficiency and the much more detailed information which can be collected for each event will allow to address some of the fundamental issues of modern underground physics: (1) the study of neutrino physics, with solar and atmospheric neutrinos, can provide additional hints to the present neutrino oscillation schemes, (2) the study of nucleon decay will allow to access unexplored lifetime regions for some exotic channels considered in GUT’s and (3), in case of Supernova event, detection of $\nu_e$ burst may provide fundamental information both in diagnostic features of SN core collapse and in possible MSW oscillation mechanisms through the SN mantle.

In order to reach the originally foreseen sensitive mass, within the framework of the 1997 proposal, and on the basis of the experience of the T600 module, we propose [5] the design and assembly of “clones” of the present “prototype” module in a series of units. This is inevitably a graded programme for the next few years, in which the mass will be increased in a number of successive steps.

2 The ICARUS T600 Detector

The ICARUS T600 detector has been extensively described in various papers; among these we may refer in particular to the LNGS Annual Report 2000 [6]. In the following we only recall the basic information.

ICARUS T600 is a large cryostat splitted in two identical, adjacent half-modules ($3.6 \times 3.9 \times 19.9$ m$^3$ each, of internal dimensions) each one housing an internal detector (composed by two Time Projection Chambers - TPC, the field shaping system, monitors and probes, and by a system for the LAr scintillation light detection) and externally surrounded by a set of thermal insulation layers. Outside the detector are located (1) the read-out electronics, on the top side, (2) the cryogenic plant made of a liquid Nitrogen cooling circuit to maintain uniform the LAr temperature, and of a system of LAr pu-
Figure 1: Picture of the internal detector layout inside the first half-module: the cathode divides the volume in two symmetric sectors. The picture refers to the left sector where wires and mechanical structure of the TPC and some PMTs are visible.
rifiers, to keep the LAr purity at a sufficiently high level, (3) a neutron shield around the detector, made of arrays of polyethylene tubes filled with boric acid, to moderate and capture neutrons from natural underground radioactivity (this shield is necessary to allow background reduction in the solar neutrino experiment).

The structure of the internal detector consists of two TPC’s per half-module. Each TPC is formed by three parallel planes of wires, 3 mm apart, oriented at 60° angle, with 3 mm of pitch between adjacent wires [(1) Induction-plane (wires oriented at 0°), (2) Induction-plane (wires oriented at +60°), (3) Collection-plane (wires oriented at -60°)]. The three planes of wires of each TPC are hold by a sustaining frame, see Fig. 1, positioned onto the longest walls of the half-module. The total number of wires in the T600 detector is about 55,000. The read-out of the signals, induced by ionising events in LAr on the wires of the TPC’s, provides means for a full 3D-image reconstruction of the event topology and for an accurate measurement of the energy deposited.

An uniform electric field, perpendicular to the wire planes to allow the drift of the ionisation tracks, is established in the LAr volume of each half-module by means of a high voltage system. This is composed by a cathode plane, parallel to the wire planes, placed in the middle of the LAr volume of each half-module at a distance of about 1.5 m from the wires from both sides, setting to this length the maximum drift path. The HV system is completed by field shaping electrodes, to guarantee the uniformity of the field along the drift direction, and by a HV feed-trough to set the required voltage on the cathode (at a nominal voltage of 75 kV, corresponding to 500 V/cm of electric field, the maximum drift time is about 1 ms).

The top side of the cryostat, Fig. 2, hosts the exit flanges equipped with cryogenic feed-throughs for the electrical connection of the wires with the read-out electronics and for all the internal instrumentation (PMT’s, LAr purity monitors, level and temperature probes, etc.).

The ICARUS electronics is designed to allow continuous read-out, digitization and wave-
form recording of signals from each wire of the TPC. The electronics chain is composed by three basic units: 1) the "Decoupling Board", which receives analogue signals from the TPC wires, via the vacuum tight feed-through flanges, and passes them to the "Analogue Board". It also provides biasing of the wires and distribution of calibration signals. 2) The "Analogue Board" [7] houses the signal amplifiers and provides the data conversion (10 bit) at 40MHz rate. 3) The "Digital Board" [8], employs two DAEDALUS chips, implementing a hit finding algorithm. Each board serves 32 channels (one channel per wire) and receives the digital data (multiplexed) via an external cable from the "Analogue Board".

Ionisation events in LAr are accompanied by scintillation light emission. Detection of this light can be used to provide an effective method for absolute time measurement ($T_0$) of the event and a useful internal trigger signal.

As a completion of the internal detector furniture, a system to detect light from LAr scintillation has been implemented.

The LAr scintillation light is a monochromatic radiation in the VUV spectrum, with $\lambda = 128$ nm. The scintillation provides a large, prompt ($< 1\mu$s) photon emission ($\sim 2 \times 10^4$ photons per MeV at 500 V/cm, typical electric field used in LAr TPCs). The attenuation length of the 128 nm light in LAr is about 0.9 m, as measured in a dedicated test by the ICARUS Collaboration [9].

After an intense R&D study, a system based on large-surface (8") PMT’s immersed directly in the LAr has been adopted to detect the LAr scintillation light. These are equipped with blue sensitive bialkali photocathode on a platinum under-layer especially designed to operate at low temperature.

The PMT’s have been made sensitive to the LAr VUV photons coating the glass window with a proper fluorescent wavelength shifter (TPB). The global quantum efficiency (PMT+wavelength shifter) has been measured: $\approx 10\%$ at LAr temperature.

The result of detailed simulations suggested the use of 60 PMT’s per half-module placed in LAr.
in the region behind the wire planes and mounted in rows with a distance of 2 m between two consecutive PMT’s. This system should allow detection with high efficiency also of those events for which the light production is low (i.e. 5 MeV solar neutrino interactions). In Fig. 3 a picture showing the PMT assembling and its final mounting behind the three wires planes is presented.

The “imaging” of ionising events inside the LAr active volume is made possible from the simultaneous exploitation of the charge and of the light release occurring in ionization processes: (1) electrons, belonging to ionization tracks, during their drift motion toward and across the wire planes of the TPC induce detectable signals from the wires, (2) UV photons from scintillation provide a prompt signal ($T_0$ determination) from the PMT system; this allows measurement of the absolute drift time, hence of the distance travelled by the drifting electrons.

Each of the wire planes of the TPC thus provides a two-dimensional projection of the event image, where one co-ordinate is given by the wire position and the other by the drift distance. The various projections have a common co-ordinate (the drift distance); a full 3-D reconstruction of the event is obtained by correlation of signals from two different planes ($x$ and $y$ coordinates) and drift distance ($z$ coordinate).

3 The T600 module test in Pavia

One T600 half-module has been fully instrumented during 2000, including all electrical connections and cabling to the outside electronics and DAQ, for allow a complete test in real experimental condition.

The full test (limited to this half-module) took place in Pavia during the period April-August 2001. The test included monitoring of the start-up operations (vacuum pumping for out-gassing of the internal surfaces, cooling-down and LAr filling) and optimisation of the electronics and DAQ system performances, up to cosmic ray events reconstruction. To this extent the experience from the ICARUS 10$m^3$ prototype [10] operated at LNGS during the year 2000, represented an important forerunner input.

The above-ground location of the experimental site in Pavia allowed the collection of a large sample of cosmic ray events recorded with different configurations of dedicated trigger systems. An external scintillator system provided trigger for the long-awaited, almost horizontal muon tracks crossing up to the entire length (18 m) of the detector, see Fig. 4, allowing an overall check of the wire chambers performance and of the event builder capability. The external trigger system also allowed the acquisition of a large sample of almost vertical muon tracks for a wire-to-wire response comparison and calibration. The internal PMT’s system, suitably arranged in a number of different trigger logic, provided trigger signal for events characterised by large energy deposition in LAr, like high multiplicity muon bundles belonging to extensive air showers in atmosphere, and spectacular broad electro-magnetic and hadronic showers. Combined trigger logic between internal and external systems enabled the collection of a large statistics of stopping muon events with muon decay in electron, to be used for absolute energy calibration, and the recording of low energy events like isolated electron tracks in the few MeV energy range. This sample provides a first insight of the ICARUS capability to detect solar neutrino-like events.

All the technical aspects of the performed test, like the outcomes of the cryogenics con-
Figure 4: Run 893, Event 4. [Top] Image of a long-penetrating muon (full (18 m × 1.5 m) Collection-Left and -Right views): the muon track, triggered by the external scintillator system, is detected first in the Right Chamber (above) and, after crossing the central cathode, is detected in the Left Chamber (below). [Bottom-Left] Detail of the muon track around the point of crossing the cathode. From off-line analysis the event has been reconstructed in space (track length, in sensitive LAr volume, 18.2 m, absolute orientation $\theta_{\text{Zenith}} = 80.94^\circ$, $\phi_{\text{Azimuth}} = 92.85^\circ$, deposited energy about 3.7 GeV): [Bottom-Centre] Top View of the T600 detector and the 2 scintillator planes providing the coincidence trigger, [Bottom-Right] 3D view of the reconstructed muon track.
control system, of the LAr purification and recirculation devices, of the signal-to-noise level from the electronics chain and of the data reduction and recording of the DAQ system, are subjects of an in-depth on-going analysis. These will be matter of a dedicated publication presently in preparation. Here, we only mention that all functioning parameters of the ICARUS T600 detector have been investigated and found to be satisfactorily in agreement with expectations. As a proof of this statement, we show in the next subsections some impressive events selected by visual scanning of the on-line event-display. These events are examples of the various classes of topologies mentioned above and selected by suitable trigger logic.

The off-line analysis of the collected data for a full 3D reconstruction and event topology study (energy deposition, particle identification, ..) is on going (see Fig. 4). The run was stopped in August 2001, after about 100 days of continuous operation.

### 3.1 Atmospheric showers

![Figure 5: Run 313, Event 154, Collection-view: Example of Air-shower event.](image)

In Fig. 5 is reported the 2D Collection view (i.e. the Collection-wire Coordinate vs. the Drift Time Coordinate) of an impressive cosmic event composed by hundreds of parallel tracks. The event is presumably an extended air-shower initiated by a very high energy cosmic ray interacting in atmosphere. The recorded image extends to the full length (about 18 m) and drift (1.5 m) of the detector, as shown in the upper picture, and provides a snapshot of a portion of the air-shower. The zoomed regions in the figure
contain visible details of the event, like several electromagnetic and hadronic showers, narrow muon bundles and low energy electrons from photon conversion.

Another cosmic event, consisting of a muon bundle with more than 30 parallel muon tracks detected over the full length of the detector is shown in Fig. 6. The upper view shows the Collection image, the other image refer to a zoomed region of the same event with some details of the image.

### 3.2 Stopping muons

Low momentum muons entering the detector may deposit all their energy, stop and decay in the LAr active volume. These kind of events are easily recognized by the presence of a muon track accompanied by an electron emitted nearby the end of the muon track. The muon track, due to the low momentum, undergoes large angle multiple scattering, and the ionization increases rapidly near the end point. Since the muon decays at rest in the detector, producing one electron plus two undetected neutrinos, the directions of the electron and muon are uncorrelated. The electron energy ranges up to half of the muon mass (i.e. to about 53 MeV).

An event matching the previous pattern is shown in Fig. 7. The muon extends about 60 cm in the increasing Collection-wire coordinate (top image). The track is visibly darker approaching one end: it indicates an increasing energy deposition pattern along the track, thus showing that the muon stopped rather than decayed in flight. The small track nearby corresponds to the emitted electron. The track presents many direction changes, due to multiple Coulomb scattering. The estimated energy deposition of the electron is about 20 MeV. The same event is shown as detected by the other two available views: the Induction-wire Coordinate (0°) vs. Drift Time view and Induction-wire Coordinate (60°) vs. Drift Time view.
Figure 7: Run 909, Event 21, [Top] Collection-view (60°), [Centre] Induction-view (0°) and [Bottom] Induction-view (60°). Stopping muon with decay in electron.
Another example of a stopping muon event is shown in Fig. 8 from all three available views. Again, the muon shows large angle multiple scattering, and produces an increased energy deposition in the region close to the end point. The energy of the electron is estimated to be about 15 MeV.

Figure 8: Run 939, Event 1, [Top] Collection-view (60°), [Centre] Induction-view (0°) and [Bottom] Induction-view (60°). *Another stopping muon with decay in electron.*
3.3 Hadronic interactions

A very interesting event is shown in Fig. 9. Besides two energetic showers, visible near to the centre of the Collection view (and reported in one of the zoomed views), the most interesting part of the recorded event is shown in the other zoomed image: it shows a charged hadron entering the detector from the top and traveling around 1 m in LAr before interacting. Then, several secondary particles are produced and undergo different interactions. All three views of the hadronic interaction region are reported in Fig. 10. The cleanest image of the interaction is from the Collection-view, bottom image of Fig. 10: a $\delta$ ray is produced at the beginning of the hadron track. Among the secondary particles, it is possible to distinguish in the bottom part of the picture the conversion of a pair of photons, most likely coming from the decay of a $\pi^0$. A neutral particle (possibly a neutron) could also be produced, giving an additional hadronic interaction in the upper part of the figure. One of the charged hadrons coming from the main interaction vertex travels around 1.7 m undergoing secondary hadronic interactions along its path. Soft secondary heavily ionizing nuclear debris are also visible.
Figure 10: Run 308, Event 160, [Top] Induction-view (0°), [Centre] Induction-view (60°) and [Bottom] Collection-view (60°). Hadronic interaction (detail).
3.4 V0 events

A typical signature of a V0 event is shown in Fig. 11. This event can be associated to the decay of a $K^0$ into a pair of pions ($K^0 \rightarrow \pi^+ + \pi^-$) or a $\Lambda$ particle flying a few centimeters and decaying into a pion and a proton ($\Lambda \rightarrow p + \pi^-$).

Two tracks are coming from the same interaction vertex and they are traveling towards the right part of the detector. Since there is not any other track in the opposite direction, the two tracks should be produced by the disintegration of a neutral particle.

From the analysis of the Collection-view (Fig. 11 [Top]), the longest track deposits an energy of about 85 MeV and escapes the detector. The other track has a total associated energy of about 50 MeV and stops inside the detector, depositing the maximal energy at the end point. The same pattern is visible in Fig.11 [Bottom] from the Induction-view.
3.5 Electromagnetic showers

A good example of the imaging capabilities of the LAr TPC is given by the electromagnetic shower shown in Fig. 12. The image is about $75 \times 170 \text{ cm}^2$ wide. The electron initiates an electromagnetic cascade (bottom-left corner of the figure) as pair production and bremsstrahlung generate more electrons and photons with lower energy. The grey level of the pixels codes the electronics pulse height, proportional to the collected charge, so that the longitudinal and transverse developments of the cascade can be easily studied. The overall drift time (vertical axis) corresponds to about 75 cm of drift distance, while the shower spreads over $\sim 15$ radiation lengths.
3.6 Hadronic showers

A nice example of an interaction producing a hadronic shower is shown in Fig. 13. In there, a high energetic charged hadron enters the detector from the top, flying to the bottom for more than 1 meter (from left to right in Figure 13). The interaction generates a spectacular shower where one can identify some secondary hadronic interactions accompanied by a high electromagnetic activity. The projection of the event in this view (Induction $I$) [Top], reveals a $\sim$2 meters long shower, quite collimated and almost fully contained in the detector. In addition, the hadron enters near the anode (small drift distances) flying in the direction of the cathode (from bottom to top in Figure 13), the maximum drift distance being $\sim$70 cm.

The beauty of the event is also shown in Fig. 13 [Bottom] (Collection-view), where one can appreciate that it extends for more than 2 meters in both projections.
4 Conclusions

The study of very rare nuclear reactions signals, like those related to the neutrino interactions or to nucleon decays, requires the use of very massive detectors, characterized by a granularity as thin as possible. The liquid Argon “Time Projection Chamber” (TPC) technology gives an answer to this problem. Since 1985, the ICARUS Collaboration has been developing the LAr-TPC innovative technique for nuclear particle detection. The first Proposal of Experiment, presented in 1985, described a very big monolithic detector ($4500 \, m^3$) to be installed at LNGS. After a long R&D activity, in 1994 an upgraded version for a $4000 \, m^3$ detector was published and later, in 1997, a Revised Version was presented, introducing the concept of “modularity”, where the total mass is splitted into independent modules. A number of test devices with rising dimensions have been successfully tested over the years.

In 2001 a milestone achievement has been reached: a first module, the ICARUS T600 detector, has been completed and tested, with fully satisfactory results. ICARUS can thus be considered ready for the experimental applications. The ICARUS Collaboration in the near future is focusing the activity along two main parallel lines:

1. the transport of the first T600 module to the LNGS: the first part of the physics programme will include the collection of a substantial number of atmospheric neutrino events, a first search for proton decay with a background-free technique, and the detection of $^8$B solar neutrinos. This work is essential in order to better understand the performance of this type of detector with actual physics events, including background, and to bring to maturity the LAr technology in an underground laboratory, real event signatures and, very important, all the specific operational and safety aspects.

2. Within the framework of the 1997 proposal, and on the basis of the experience of the T600 module, the design and assembly of “clones” of the present prototype module in a series of units, in order to reach the originally foreseen sensitive mass. This is inevitably a graded programme, in which the mass will be increased in a number of successive steps.
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Abstract

The underground accelerator facilities LUNA 50 $kV$ and LUNA 400 $kV$ installed at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso have been used for studies of low cross section nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest, exploiting the strong suppression of cosmic background. At the 50 $kV$ facility the D(p,$\gamma$)$^3$He reaction has been investigated, using the gas target plus BGO detector system recently setup, down to 2.5 $keV$ center-of-mass energy, thus covering the full Gamow peak. The new 400 $kV$ accelerator has been tested and an excellent resolution and stability was found. The
study of the \( ^{14}\text{N}(p, \gamma)^{15}\text{O} \) reaction started with investigation of solid targets purity and stability and runs at selected energies below the 278 \( keV \) resonance have been performed.

**Introduction**

One of the challenges of experimental nuclear astrophysics is the attempt to obtain accurate determinations of S-factor values at the Gamow energy \( E_0 \) for all the reactions involved in stellar evolution. The astrophysical S(E) factor and the Gamow energy are related to the reaction cross section \( \sigma(E) \) and to the stellar temperature \( T_6 \) (in units of \( 10^6 K \)), respectively, by the expressions:

\[
S(E) = \sigma(E)E \exp \left( 31.29Z_1Z_2 \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{E}} \right) ; \quad E_0 = 1.22(Z_1^2Z_2^2\mu T_6^2)^{1/3}
\]

In equation (1) \( \mu \) is the reduced mass in units of amu, \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) are the nuclear charges of the interacting particles in the entrance channel and \( E \) is the center of mass energy in units of keV [1]. Since \( E_0 \) is in all cases much smaller than the Coulomb barrier height, the measurement of the very small \( \sigma(E_0) \) values is a very difficult - actually, in many cases, impossible at present - task for the experimentalist. Several problems - related to the extremely low reaction rates, target purity and stability, energy loss of the beam in the target, the presence of atomic electrons, etc. - demand the development of sophisticated experimental methods to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio [2]. As cosmic background is one of the main noise sources, experiments installed in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory have been proved to be an excellent solution [3, 4, 5, 6]: exploiting the strong background suppression, reactions between light nuclei could be studied in the Gamow region using the 50 kV accelerator facility in conjunction with a windowless gas target and a charged particle detector system. In the following we report on a study of the \( \text{D}(p, \gamma)^{3}\text{He} \) reaction performed by a renewed gas target and a large solid angle segmented BGO crystal for \( \gamma \)-ray detection.

The investigation of reactions taking place at higher energy in astrophysical environments has been undertaken using the new 400 kV accelerator. In section 2 we give an account of the operation of the machine during the first year together with the tests performed to assess its performances and to achieve the proper tuning and calibrations. First results on the investigation of the \( ^{14}\text{N}(p, \gamma)^{15}\text{O} \) reaction are presented in the last section.

1 **The \( \text{D}(p, \gamma)^{3}\text{He} \) reaction**

The \( \text{D}(p, \gamma)^{3}\text{He} \) reaction, the second step of the pp chain, only affects the equilibrium abundance of deuterium in an H-burning low mass star. However, well before the onset of the H-burning (during the so called pre-main sequence phase), an important d-burning takes place [7]. Reliable proto-star models predict that a star forms by accretion of interstellar material onto a small contracting core. Until the temperature remains lower than about \( 10^6 K \), the main source of energy is the gravitational contraction. On the basis of the virial theorem, one half of the gravitational energy is spent to supply the
surface energy loss, while the other half goes into heat. When the temperature approaches $10^6$ K, the original deuterium (a mass fraction of about $2 \times 10^{-5}$) is converted into $^3$He via $\text{D}(p, \gamma)^3\text{He}$, thus providing $5.5 \text{ MeV}$ for each reaction. The total amount of nuclear energy generated by this d-burning is comparable with the whole gravitational binding energy of the star. The main effect of the onset of d-burning is to slow down the contraction and, in turn, the heating. As a consequence, the lifetime of the star increases and its observational properties (surface luminosity and temperature) are frozen until the original deuterium is fully consumed. Due to the slow evolutionary timescale, a large fraction of the protostars is actually observed during this d-burning phase and only a negligible amount is expected in the previous, more rapid, evolutionary phase. A reliable knowledge of the rate of $\text{D}(p, \gamma)^3\text{He}$ down to a few keV (the Gamow peak in a proto-star) is a fundamental prerequisite for these stellar models.

Because of the relatively low height of the $\text{d}+\text{p}$ Coulomb barrier, several experiments have been performed on this reaction which is believed to be dominated by the direct capture mechanism [1]. The reaction Q value is $5.5 \text{ MeV}$: with proton beams with energy $E_p$ of few tens of keV, the energy of the emitted photon is $E_\gamma = Q + 0.67 E_p$ and can be considered constant at $5.5 \text{ MeV}$ within the typical energy resolution of scintillation detectors. Previous measurements [8, 9] do not overlap with the relevant Gamow peak in proto-stars and in the Sun (which extends from 3 to 10 keV); moreover, when extrapolated to zero energy, the astrophysical $S(0)$ factors deduced by the two groups exhibit a 40% discrepancy.

Using the 50 kV LUNA accelerator facility at the Gran Sasso underground laboratory we measured, with a precision of the order of 10%, the $\text{D}(p, \gamma)^3\text{He}$ cross section from 22 down to 2.5 keV c.m. energy, well below the solar Gamow peak. We used a differentially pumped gas-target system designed to fit the characteristics of a large BGO gamma detector. The BGO detector has been designed to serve for several experiments scheduled at the LUNA underground facility [10]. It is shaped as a 28 cm long cylinder with a coaxial hole of 6 cm diameter. The radial thickness of the BGO is 7 cm. The crystal is optically divided into six sectors, each covering an azimuthal angle of 60 degrees. Two Hamamatsu R1847-07 photomultipliers (PMTs) are coupled to the opposite faces of each sector and can be read in coincidence reducing the electronic noise. The target chamber and the beam calorimeter are hosted inside the BGO hole, where the center of the 10 cm long target cell is placed at the middle of the detector. This arrangement allows the detector to cover a large fraction of solid angle but heavily constrains the dimensions of the calorimeter itself. The detection efficiency for 5.5 MeV $\gamma$-rays is about 70% with an energy resolution in the total absorption peak of 8%. Details on the experimental apparatus and procedure, as well as on data analysis, are given in [11].

The $\text{D}(p, \gamma)^3\text{He}$ cross section was measured varying the extraction beam energy between 32 and 4 keV in fine steps. The results are represented in figure 1 where the astrophysical $S$-factor is shown as a function of the c.m. energy. During the experiment we changed the target pressures and we used different molecular beams ($\text{H}_2^+, \text{H}_3^+, \text{H}_4^+$): no systematic effects due to these parameters could be observed in the data. At the center of the solar Gamow peak ($E = 6.5 \text{ keV}$) the S-factor turned out to be $0.26 \pm 0.01 \text{ (acc)} \pm 0.01 \text{ (sys)} \text{ eV b}$. The S-factor data show a linear trend with the interaction energy as expected since both s-wave and p-wave captures contribute to the
cross section value [8, 9]. LUNA data can be compared with those obtained in previous experiments as shown in fig. 1: it turns out that the measured S-factor in the Gamow peak region is in agreement with the extrapolation from higher energy data reported in [9]. The older experiment [8] found, in its measured energy range, a 40% higher S-factor. The S-factor at zero energy, $S_0$, can also be compared with the prediction of a recent model [12] and its extrapolation reported in [8, 9]. The LUNA data extrapolation is again in agreement with [9] and also, at a 3σ level, with the model [12] but it should be noted that for the LUNA data the extrapolation to zero energy region is 2.5 keV only. Electron screening effects can be estimated for this reaction assuming standard approaches: in the adiabatic approximation [13] the expected enhancement of the S-factor at 2.5 keV (c.m) is about 6% and it increases to 20% for interaction energies around 1 keV. The precision of our data prevents any estimation, even qualitative, of the effect. Moreover, an experiment addressed to this study should improve the luminosity by about 2 orders of magnitude and this seems not achievable in the near future.

2 Perfomances of the 400 kV accelerator facility

In 2001 the 400 kV accelerator has delivered proton beams in the energy range between 50 keV and 400 keV for an overall time of five months. During these runs stable beams of up to 750 µA have been transported on the target station mounted at the 45° extension. It should be noted that no beam could be delivered in the first three months of 2001, due to technical problems related to the power supply and the tank pressure of the machine. As these problems happened during the warranty period of the facility they have been solved in collaboration with High Voltage Engineering B.V. (The Netherlands). Afterwards the facility has proven to be extremely reliable and easy to handle by selected members of the collaboration after a short training period.
Figure 2: $\gamma$-ray spectra showing the transition to the $^{13}\text{N}$ ground state for the $^{12}\text{C}(p, \gamma)^{13}\text{N}$ reaction at four different incident energies.
The uptime of the machine has been increased by implementing an emergency shut-down system, which protects the operators as well as equipment in case of technical problems in the accelerator and target system. After commissioning the protection systems equipment damages have been reliably avoided.

In order to provide maximum security to the personnel present near the experiment a radiation monitoring system has been installed in collaboration with the relevant services of LNGS. The system is based on a Berthold LB111 with two proportional counters (Type 1236, X-Ray threshold 30kV), one of which is mounted at 50 cm from the 0\textsuperscript{th} port of the accelerator while the other is mounted outside the accelerator room. The system shuts down the accelerator in the case of a radiation level of more than 1\(\mu\)Sv/h at one of the two sensors. After installation of the detection system the radiation has never reached values larger than 0.05\(\mu\)Sv/h, corresponding to the sensitivity threshold of the detector. It should be pointed out that this value lies well below the limit of exposure imposed by law for the population of 1mSv/y.

Thanks to these improvements the accelerator is now operating without personnel on site, if the experimental conditions allow for that.

The characterization of the energy resolution and stability of the machine has been completed and checked after the above maintenance interventions. The energy spread of the beam was measured \cite{15} using the resonance at \(E_p = 389\text{ keV}\) in the \(^{25}\text{Mg}(p, \gamma)^{26}\text{Al}\) reaction, which has a very small natural width (\(\Gamma < 20\text{ eV}\)). The experimental slope in the excitation function is then determined essentially by the energy resolution of the accelerator and by the Doppler broadening due to the thermal motion of target nuclei. An accurate analysis of the yield of the reaction as a function of the voltage applied to the target (in order to vary the beam energy in very small steps) yielded a total experimental width of 72 eV. This figure, which has been substantially confirmed in a recent run, is well within the specifications, and determines the accuracy achievable in S-factor measurements, due to the steep energy dependence of the cross section at astrophysical energies (see eq. 1).

For the same reason it is of outmost importance a precise knowledge of the energy
calibration of the accelerator. This has been accomplished combining the precise energy determination given by the position of two narrow resonances in the $^{25}\text{Mg}(p,\gamma)^{26}\text{Al}$ reaction, at $E_p = 389 \text{ keV}$ and $E_p = 309 \text{ keV}$ with the information arising from the direct capture process $^{12}\text{C}(p,\gamma)^{13}\text{N}$. This reaction has a smooth energy dependence in a wide incident energy range and its Q-value ($Q = 1.94 \text{ MeV}$) is such that the $\gamma$-ray transition to the $^{13}\text{N}$ ground state falls in a region of the $\gamma$-spectrum which can be precisely energy-calibrated by source and background lines. Taking into account the average Doppler correction due to the large angle subtended by the detector, the upper edge of the line provides, by subtraction of the Q-value, the c.m. energy of the protons impinging on the target surface, and then the laboratory energy of the beam. A fit to the line shape has been performed which takes into account the energy dependence of the cross section in the energy interval corresponding to the target thickness, as well as the detector response function; a sample of such an analysis is reported in fig. 2. A plot of the beam energy "error" vs. the nominal accelerator voltage is shown in fig 3, in which also the effect of the probe voltage on the beam energy at the exit of the ion source is visible.

3 The $^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ reaction

Since the pioneering papers [14] on the subject it was immediately understood that Globular Clusters are among the oldest components of the Milky Way. Their ages may be derived by comparing the observed Color-Magnitude diagrams with theoretical isochrones (see fig. 4 a)). The location in the HR diagram of both the Main Sequence and the Red Giant Branch do not change with Age. On the contrary the Turn Off and the Subgiant Branch substantially depend on the Age (see fig. 4 b)).

During most of its life, a low mass star burns H in the center via the pp chain. However, when the central H mass fraction reduces down to 0.1, the nuclear energy produced by the H-burning becomes not sufficient and the stellar core must contract to extract some energy from its gravitational field. Then, the central temperature (and the density) increases and the H-burning switches from the pp-chain to the more efficient CNO-burning (see again fig. 4). Thus the escape from the Main Sequence is powered by the onset of the CNO burning, whose bottleneck is the $^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ reaction. A modification of the rate of this reaction alters the turn off luminosity, but leaves almost unchanged the stellar lifetime, which is mainly determined by the rate of the pp reaction.

The minimum energy explored in nuclear physics laboratories for this reaction is $\approx 200 \text{ keV}$, well above the region of interest for the CNO burning in astrophysical condition ($20 - 80 \text{ keV}$), so that the values used in stellar model computations are largely extrapolated. The most recent stellar models of low mass stars have been obtained by using the compilation of the nuclear reaction rates by Caughlan and Fowler ([16]). The $^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ rate reported by the most recent compilation (NACRE collaboration [17]) does not substantially differ from the one tabulated by CF88.

At solar energies the cross section of $^{14}\text{N}(p,\gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ is dominated by a subthreshold resonance at -504 keV. Recently some indirect measurements of this subthreshold resonance have been performed employing the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method [18] and there are also some new calculations about its influence at solar energies [19]. Thus direct
Figure 4: Model of a typical Globular Cluster observational diagram, superimposed on calculated isocron (panel A). Influence of a change of the $^{14}\text{N}(p, \gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ reaction rate: the turn off variation mimics an age effect (panel B).

measurements of the $^{14}\text{N}(p, \gamma)^{15}\text{O}$ reaction at very low energies are needed.

The peculiarities of the 400 $kV$ facility are particularly well suited for this study, where reaction $\gamma$-ray lines up to $\simeq 7.5 MeV$ have to be measured with very low intensities. High beam intensities and high detection resolutions have to be coupled to high target stability and purity, and thus low beam-induced background, as cosmic background is strongly suppressed and low intrinsic activity detectors are employed. An extensive study of the quality of N targets has then been performed, using implanted, evaporated and sputtered targets. The first ones were produced at the accelerator of the Centro de Fisica Nuclear da Universidade de Lisboa, bombarding with an isotopically pure $^{14}\text{N}$ low energy beam Ti, Cu and Ta backings. Evaporated targets were prepared evaporating a thin layer of Ti on Ta backings in N atmosphere. Sputtered targets were obtained by the RF magnetron sputtering technique at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro [20].

In all cases during the experiments targets were water-cooled directly on the backing. In the target chamber the target ladder was shadowed by a collimator, so that a uniform circular beam spot ($\Phi = 4 cm$) was obtained within the target area by magnetic wobbling of the beam. In order to prevent build-up of impurities of the target, a LN-cooled copper cold finger was used. For each run beam current was monitored by a digital current integrator. A Pb-shielded 120 % efficiency Ge detector was used in close geometry at 0° with respect to the beam direction.

Using targets prepared by the three above procedures and with different thicknesses, the excitation function of the $^{14}\text{N}(p, \gamma)$ reaction ($Q = 7.297 MeV$) to four final states in $^{15}\text{O}$ (g.s., 5.18 $MeV$, 6.18 $MeV$ and 6.79 $MeV$) was measured in the region of the 1.2 $keV$ broad resonance at $E_p = 278 keV$. Moreover, $\gamma$-ray spectra were recorded at several incident energies below the resonance energy, where the yields from the reaction
drop by more than three orders of magnitude and the presence of lines produced by the interaction of the beam with target impurities critically influences the detection sensitivity. For this reason an extensive study of the background lines was performed, also analyzing spectra taken with the beam on target backings.

### 3.1 Target stability and beam induced background

A precise knowledge of target composition, stoichiometry and density profile vs depth is an essential ingredient of cross section determinations. Moreover these properties have to be stable under beam bombardment during the experiment. For a thick target of uniform density and stoichiometry on the whole thickness, the excitation function of a reaction induced by a charged particle beam on one of the elements of target compound ($\text{Ti}_x\text{N}_y$ or $\text{Ta}_z\text{N}_w$ in our cases) in the region of a resonance is given, for increasing beam energy, by a more or less steep rise at the resonance energy (whose slope is determined by the convolution of beam resolution and natural width) followed by a constant plateau. The step height is proportional to the inverse of the compound stopping power, depending in turn on the stoichiometry) and its constance reflects the target uniformity. The high-energy decrease is determined by the target thickness and its slope is affected by the energy straggling. Repeated measurements of the resonance profile during long-term high-power beam bombardments allow monitoring of target quality and stability. Fig 5 shows a sample of the results obtained with implanted, evaporated and sputtered targets, out of a large number of tests performed with different backings and thicknesses. These allowed to conclude that sputtered targets of TiN on Ta backings have the most uniform number density profile and withstand many days of beam bombardment with several hundreds of $\mu$A without any significant deterioration.

Another critical property of targets employed in low-cross section measurements is the purity of the target itself, of the backing and of the material surrounding the target, which can be hit by the halo of the beam. The presence of light-element impurities
can produce, due to the relatively low Coulomb barrier, γ-ray lines which give rise to an interfering background; in particular γ-lines from reactions on $^{11}B$, $^{12}C$, $^{16}O$ and $^{19}F$ have been investigated and their intensity in the spectra has been minimized by a proper choice of the target backing and preparation procedures.

3.2 Preliminary results on $^{14}N(p, \gamma)^{15}O$

The yield of a radiative capture reaction is proportional to the integral of the cross section over the target thickness. If the yield is measured in an energy region where no narrow resonances are present and with a steep energy-dependence of the cross section, the major contribution arises from the surface part of the target to an extent which depends on the actual slope of $\sigma(E)$. Figure 6 shows the excitation functions of the $^{14}N(p, \gamma)^{15}O$ reaction to four different final states, as measured by the intensity per unit beam charge of the primary γ-rays exciting a given state as a function of incident energy. It can be seen that the yield, in the continuous part at energies lower than the $E_p = 278$ keV resonance, is independent on target thickness, indicating that, at all energies, the contribution to the yield of the target layers beyond the first 25 keV is negligible. As mentioned above, the precise determination of the effective energy (weighted average of the interaction energies) associated to any measured effective cross section is very critical for the S-factor determination. For this reason a simulation program has been written which calculates the γ-ray line shape as a function of the cross section, expressed as in equation 1 and including the direct capture process and the low energy tail of the $E_p = 278$ keV resonance. The energy dependence of the cross section is folded with the density distribution of target atoms and the response function of the Ge detector. Due to the close geometry the angle-dependent Doppler shift and the summing effect of cascade γ-ray transitions, as well as their angular distribution, have to be taken into account. A detailed investigation of all these elements is under course.

4 Publications and Conferences


Figure 6: Excitation function of primary $\gamma$-rays from the $^{14}$N($p, \gamma$)$^{15}$O measured with three different targets identified by stars, triangles and squares. On the horizontal axis the beam incident energy in the center of mass system is reported.
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Abstract

The Large Volume Detector (LVD) in the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy, is a $\nu$ observatory mainly designed to study low energy neutrinos from the gravitational collapse of galactic objects.

The experiment has been monitoring the Galaxy since June 1992, under different larger configurations: in January 2001 it has reached its final active mass $M = 1$ kt.

1 Introduction

LVD, located in Hall A of the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory, is a multipurpose detector consisting of a large volume of liquid scintillator interleaved with limited streamer tubes in a compact geometry. The major purpose of the LVD experiment is the search for neutrinos from Gravitational Stellar Collapses (GSC) in our Galaxy [1].

In spite of the lack of a “standard” model of the gravitational collapse of a massive star, some features of its dynamics and, in particular, of the correlated neutrino emission appear to be well established. At the end of its burning phase a massive star ($M > 8M_\odot$) explodes into a supernova (SN), originating a neutron star which cools emitting its binding energy $E_B \sim 3 \cdot 10^{53}$ erg mostly in neutrinos.

The largest part of this energy, almost equipartitioned among neutrino and antineutrino species, is emitted in the cooling phase: $E_{\bar{\nu}_e} \sim E_{\nu_e} \sim E_{\nu_x} \sim E_B/6$ (where $\nu_x$ denotes generically $\nu_\mu, \bar{\nu}_\mu, \nu_\tau, \bar{\nu}_\tau$ flavors). The energy spectra are approximatively a Fermi-Dirac distribution, but with different mean temperatures, since $\nu_e$, $\bar{\nu}_e$ and $\nu_x$ have different couplings (cross section values) with the stellar matter: $T_{\nu_e} < T_{\bar{\nu}_e} < T_{\nu_x}$.

LVD is able to detect $\bar{\nu}_e$ interactions with protons, which give the main signal of supernova neutrinos, with a very good signature. Moreover, it can detect $\nu_e$ through the elastic scattering reactions with electrons, and it is also sensitive to neutrinos of all flavors detectable through neutral and charged currents interactions with carbon nuclei of the scintillator.

The described features of stellar collapses are in fact common to all existing models and lead to rather model independent expectations for supernova neutrinos. Thus, the signal observable in LVD, in different reactions and due to different kinds of neutrinos, besides providing astrophysical informations on the nature of the collapse, is sensitive to intrinsic $\nu$ properties, as oscillation of massive neutrinos.

2 The LVD experiment

2.1 The detector and its upgrades

The LVD experiment has been in operation since 1992, under different larger configurations. During 2001 the final upgrade took place: LVD became fully operational, with an active scintillator mass $M = 1000$ t.

LVD now consists of an array of 840 scintillator counters, 1.5 m$^3$ each. These are interleaved by streamer tubes, and arranged in a compact and modular geometry. There
are two subsets of counters: the external ones (43%), operated at energy threshold $\mathcal{E}_h \simeq 7$ MeV, and inner ones (57%), better shielded from rock radioactivity and operated at $\mathcal{E}_h \simeq 4$ MeV. In order to tag the delayed $\gamma$ pulse due to $n$-capture, all counters are equipped with an additional discrimination channel, set at a lower threshold, $\mathcal{E}_l \simeq 1$ MeV.

During 2001, a further upgrade took place, concerning the shielding against the local radioactivity. The top level counters, more exposed to the tunnel walls, and thus characterized by a higher background counting rate and a minor capability to disentangle $\bar{\nu}_e$ interactions, have been shielded by a 2 cm thick iron layer. With respect to the neutron background, the 72 counters which belonged to the Mont Blanc LSD telescope, have been placed as a shield on the top of LVD. In figure 1 you can see the top view of the $\nu$ telescope.

![Image of LVD top view](image)

**Figure 1: LVD top view**

![Image of LVD duty cycle](image)

**Figure 2: LVD duty cycle.**

The tracking system consists of L-shaped detectors for each module. Each element contains two staggered layers of 6.3 m long limited streamer tubes. The bidimensional read-out is made by means of 4 cm strips, parallel and perpendicular to the tubes, providing high detection efficiency and an angular resolution better than 4 mrad.

Relevant features of the detector are:

- (i) good event localization and moun tagging;
- (ii) accurate absolute and relative timing: $\Delta t_{\text{abs}} = 1 \mu s$, $\Delta t_{\text{rel}} = 12.5$ ns;
- (iii) energy resolution: $\sigma_E/E = 0.07 + 0.23 \cdot (E/\text{MeV})^{-0.5}$;
- (iv) very high duty cycle, i.e. 99.7% in the last year (see Fig.2);
- (v) fast event recognition.
2.2 SN neutrino interactions

The observable neutrino reactions are:

- (1) $\bar{\nu}_e p, e^+ n$, observed through a prompt signal from $e^+$ above threshold $E_h$ (detectable energy $E_d \simeq E_{\bar{\nu}_e} - 1.8$ MeV $+ 2m_e c^2$), followed by the signal from the $np, d\gamma$ capture ($E_\gamma = 2.2$ MeV), above $E_h$ and with a mean delay $\Delta t \simeq 180$ $\mu$s.

- (2) $\nu_e^{12}$C,$^{12}$N $e^-$, observed through two signals: the prompt one due to the $e^-$ above $E_h$ (detectable energy $E_d \simeq E_{\nu_e} - 17.8$ MeV) followed by the signal, above $E_h$, from the $\beta^+$ decay of $^{12}$N (mean life time $\tau = 15.9$ ms).

- (3) $\bar{\nu}_e^{12}$C,$^{12}$Be $e^+$, observed through two signals: the prompt one due to the $e^+$ (detectable energy $E_d \simeq E_{\bar{\nu}_e} - 13.9$ MeV $+ 2m_e c^2$) followed by the signal from the $\beta^-$ decay of $^{12}$B (mean life time $\tau = 29.4$ ms). As for reaction (2), the second signal is detected above the threshold $E_h$.

- (4) $(\nu_\ell^{12}$C, $\nu_\ell^{12}$C$^*$ ($\ell = e, \mu, \tau$), whose signature is the monochromatic photon from carbon de-excitation ($E_\gamma = 15.1$ MeV), above $E_h$.

- (5) $\nu_\ell e^-$, $\nu_\ell e^-$, which yields a single signal, above $E_h$, due to the recoil electron.

3 Supernova search

3.1 Monitoring

LVD has been continuously monitoring the Galaxy in the search for neutrino burst from GSC since 1992. The results of this search have been periodically updated and published[5, 6, 7, 8]. The latest update includes the time interval between January 1999 and December 2000: it has been presented at the XXVII ICRC Conference and published on the Proceedings volume[9]. During this period the LVD active mass was $M = 573$ t and its duty cycle reached 99.7%. The monthly averaged duty cycle and active mass in this period are shown in Fig.3 and 4, respectively. Counters showing malfunction problems have not been included on the basis of a run by run screening (LVD Global Data Base). 4278282 pulses in the energy range $7 \div 100$ MeV have been recorded: their time sequence has been compared with the expected one. The multiplicity, $m$, distributions of clusters versus their time duration ($\Delta t \leq 200$ s) are shown in Fig.5, compared with the expectations from Poissonian fluctuations of the background. The active mass shown in Fig.4 guarantees the detector sensitivity to GSC up to distances $d = 20$ kpc from the Earth, even for the lowest $\nu$-sphere temperature (we expect on the average 25 events from a GSC at 20 kpc with a $\bar{\nu}_e$ temperature of 2 MeV, for an active scintillator mass of 500 t). In the scatter plot of Fig.6 each detected cluster is represented in the plane ($\Delta t, m$), the dashed line showing the detector sensitivity at the level of 1 event every 100 years.
3.2 Test of supernova recognition

With the aim of studying the reliability of LVD to detect and recognize $\nu$-bursts with different characteristics, we have performed a test simulating a clusters of signals in different counters. The cluster simulator which injects light pulses in a number of counters has been realized during 2001. In May 2001 the test has been performed through the simulation of clusters of pulses having different multiplicity and duration. We plan to evaluate the system efficiency to detect these signals, and to disentangle them from the background (simulating different background conditions). Results of the test have been analyzed and will be published soon[11].
4 SNEWS

The SNEWS (SuperNova Early Warning System) collaboration is an international group of experimenters from several major neutrino experiments with supernova neutrino sensitivity. The primary goal of SNEWS is to provide the astronomical community with a completely automated alert[10].

Two coincidence machines are currently on line, at Kamioka site and at Gran Sasso. These machines continuously run coincidence server programs, which wait for alarm data-grams from each experiment’s client, and provide an alert if there is a coincidence within a specified time window. At present day the SNEWS network is in a test phase, to ensure the continued reliability of operations.

During an approximately two-month period in April-June of 2001, Super-K, SNO and LVD performed a “high rate test” of the coincidence software. The purpose was two-fold: first, to check the robustness of the software and work out any remaining bugs, and second, to increase confidence in our understanding of the predicted coincidence rates. The analysis of the combined data is in progress.

Furthermore, we plan to repeat the test of supernova recognition in connection with the others detectors of the SNEWS network, in order to test the full system.

5 Effects of neutrino oscillations on the SN signal

The signal at LVD from a SN exploding at $D = 10$ kpc for 3-flavor $\nu$ oscillation, assuming the LMA-MSW solution for solar $\nu$ and normal mass hierarchy has been calculated [2] in the cases of no-oscillation and oscillation, under the following hypotheses:

- We assumed a supernova exploding at $D = 10$ kpc, with an energy release $E_{\text{tot}} = 3 \cdot 10^{53}$ erg, pure Fermi-Dirac time integrated spectrum, energy equipartition, and neutrinospheres temperatures as $T_{\nu_e} = T_{\bar{\nu}_e} = T_{\nu_x}/2$.
- We included the active mass of the detector and the energy thresholds. We used the following values of detection efficiencies above threshold: $\epsilon_{\nu_e,p,e^+} = 95\%$ and $\epsilon_{\nu,p,d,\gamma}/2 = 50\%;
\epsilon_{\nu_e,C,N,e^-} = 85\%; \epsilon_{\nu_e,C,B,e^+} = 70\%; \epsilon_{\nu_e,C,\nu,C} = 55\%$.
- In the oscillation case, we used two extreme values for $U_{e3}^2$: $U_{e3}^2 = 10^{-2}$ and $U_{e3}^2 = 10^{-6}$, and the following numerical values: $\Delta m_{\text{sol}}^2 = 5 \cdot 10^{-5}\text{eV}^2$, $\Delta m_{\text{atm}}^2 = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}\text{eV}^2$, $U_{e2} = 0.33$; the selected solar parameters ($\Delta m_{\text{sol}}^2, U_{e2}^2$) describe a LMA solution, favored by recent analyses [3].
- We did not include Earth matter effects (“open sky” neutrino burst). However,
Figure 7 shows the number of expected events versus $T_{\nu_e}$ in the inverse $\beta$ decay $\bar{\nu}_e$ reaction: a large increase due to $\nu$ mixing is clearly visible, with respect to the no-oscillation case. It should be noted that the number of $\bar{\nu}_e p$ events is practically the same both for adiabatic and non-adiabatic conditions, since, for normal mass hierarchy, MSW effect takes place in the neutrino sector only. Quite a different picture would appear, if we were to assume inverse mass hierarchy.

Figure 8 shows the expected total number of c.c. interactions with $^{12}$C, due to both $\nu_e$ and $\bar{\nu}_e$. The mixing results in an increase of the number of events, either for adiabatic or for non adiabatic conditions: in case of adiabaticity the increase is larger, and this is solely due to $\nu_e$ interactions.

Finally, the expected number of events in neutral currents (n.c.) interactions with $^{12}$C is shown in figure 9: they are of course insensitive to $\nu$ mixing.

Figure 7: Number of events expected in LVD, in the reaction $\bar{\nu}_e p, ne^+$, as a function of $T_{\bar{\nu}_e} \equiv T_{\nu_e}$: the dashed line represents the no-oscillation case, while full and dotted lines represent the oscillation case, adiabatic and non adiabatic, respectively.

Figure 8: Number of events expected in LVD, in c.c. interactions with $^{12}$C as a function of $T_{\nu_e} \equiv T_{\bar{\nu}_e}$: the dashed line represents the no-oscillation case, while full and dotted lines represent the oscillation case, adiabatic and non adiabatic, respectively.

Figure 9: Number of events expected in LVD, in n.c. interactions with $^{12}$C as a function of $T_{\nu_e}$. 
the number of carbon de-excitations can test the temperature of neutrinospheres at the source, and therefore could be used in combination with c.c. data to overcome theoretical uncertainties on the temperature.

The observation of a neutrino burst due to the explosion of a galactic supernova can add precious information about neutrino mass and mixing scenarios, in a complementary way with respect to solar, atmospheric and terrestrial $\nu$ experiments. The combination of well separated classes of events, namely those due to charged and neutral current interactions on carbon and those due to inverse $\beta$ decay, can help to distinguish between different scenarios of massive neutrinos and astrophysical parameters. In addition, as recently discussed [4], the comparison of the results of a network of detectors could permit us to fully exploit the supernova neutrino signal, thus learning on neutrino intrinsic properties.
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Abstract

In this final status report of the MACRO experiment, results are presented on atmospheric neutrinos and neutrino oscillations, high energy neutrino astronomy, searches for WIMPs, search for low energy stellar gravitational collapse neutrinos, stringent upper limits on GUT magnetic monopoles, nuclearites and lightly ionizing particles, high energy downgoing muons, primary cosmic ray composition and shadowing of primary cosmic rays by the Moon and the Sun.
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1 Introduction

MACRO was a large area multipurpose underground detector designed to search for rare events in the cosmic radiation. It was optimized to look for the supermassive magnetic monopoles predicted by Grand Unified Theories (GUT) of the electroweak and strong interactions; it could also perform measurements in areas of astrophysics, nuclear, particle and cosmic ray physics. These include the study of atmospheric neutrinos and neutrino oscillations, high energy ($E_\nu \gtrsim 1$ GeV) neutrino astronomy, indirect searches for WIMPs, search for low energy ($E_\nu \gtrsim 7$ MeV) stellar collapse neutrinos, studies of various aspects of the high energy underground muon flux (which is an indirect tool to study the primary cosmic ray composition, origin and interactions), searches for fractionally charged particles and other rare particles that may exist in the cosmic radiation.

The mean rock depth of the overburden is $\approx 3700$ m.w.e., while the minimum is 3150 m.w.e. This defines the minimum muon energy at the surface at $\sim 1.3$ TeV in order to reach MACRO. The average residual energy and the muon flux at the MACRO depth are $\sim 320$ GeV and $\sim 1$ m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$, respectively.

The detector was built and equipped with electronics during the years 1988 – 1995. It started data taking with part of the apparatus in 1989; it was completed in 1995 and it was running in its final configuration until December 19, 2000. It may be worth pointing out that all the physics and astrophysics items proposed in the 1984 Proposal were covered and good results were obtained on each of them, even beyond the most rosy anticipations.

The highlights of the new results have been presented at the 2001 summer conferences (in particular at the Int. Cosmic Ray Conf. (ICRC) in Hamburg, at the 2001 European HEP in Budapest, at TAUP 2001 at Gran Sasso and at the NATO Advanced Research Workshop in Oujda, Morocco). One of the main results is the evidence for anomalies in the atmospheric $\nu_\mu$ flux, which are well interpreted in terms of $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations.

We shall give a short summary of the detector and of its performances; this will be followed by an overview of the main physics and astrophysics results obtained by MACRO. A complete list of MACRO papers is given in [1]-[36]; other information may be found in http://www.df.unibo.it/macro/pub1.htm.

In the year 2001 four papers were published on refereed journals; they concerned high energy neutrino astronomy with the MACRO detector [33], the preference for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations over $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ [34], a technical paper on the MACRO detector [35] and a combined analysis for a search for magnetic monopoles [36]. Several results appeared in preliminary form in 14 paper contributions that were published in various physics conference proceedings [37]-[57]. They concerned the study of high and low energy atmospheric neutrinos, the use of multiple Coulomb scattering for determining neutrino energies, high energy muon neutrino astronomy, several rare particle searches, the observation of the moon and sun shadow of high energy primary cosmic rays and several aspects of “muon astronomy”.
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2 The Detector

The MACRO detector had a modular structure: it was divided into six sections referred to as supermodules. Each active part of one supermodule had a size of $12.6 \times 12 \times 9.3 \text{ m}^3$ and had a separate mechanical structure and electronics readout. The full detector had global dimensions of $76.5 \times 12 \times 9.3 \text{ m}^3$ and provided a total acceptance to an isotropic flux of particles of $\sim 10,000 \text{ m}^2 \text{ sr}$. The total mass was $\sim 5300 \text{ t}$.

Redundancy and complementarity have been the primary goals in designing the experiment. Since no more than few magnetic monopoles could be expected, multiple signatures and ability to perform cross checks among various parts of the apparatus were important.

The detector was composed of three sub-detectors: liquid scintillation counters, limited streamer tubes and nuclear track detectors. Each one of them could be used in “stand-alone” and in “combined” mode. A general layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Notice the division in the lower MACRO and in the upper part, often referred to as the Attico; the inner part of the Attico was empty and lodged the electronics. The mass of the lower MACRO was $\sim 4200 \text{ t}$, mainly in the form of boxes filled with crushed Gran Sasso rock. Fig. 2 shows a cross section of the apparatus.

The scintillation subdetector. Each supermodule contained 77 scintillation counters, divided into three horizontal planes (bottom, center, and top) and two vertical planes (east and west). In the lower part, the bottom and center horizontal planes had 16 scintillation counters, the east and west vertical planes had 7 counters each. In the Attico, the top plane had 17 scintillation counters, the east and west vertical planes had 7 counters each. The lower part of the north and south faces of the detector were covered by vertical walls with seven scintillation counters each. The upper parts of these faces were left open.
in order to allow access to the readout electronics.

The active volume of each horizontal scintillation counter was $11.2 \times 0.73 \times 0.19 \text{ m}^3$, while for the vertical ones it was $11.1 \times 0.22 \times 0.46 \text{ m}^3$. All scintillator boxes were filled with a mixture of high purity mineral oil (96.4%) and pseudocumene (3.6%), with an additional 1.44 g/l of PPO and 1.44 mg/l of bis-MSB as wavelength shifters. The horizontal counters were seen by two 8" photomultipliers (PMTs) and the vertical counters by one 8" PMT at each end. Each PMT housing was equipped with a light collecting mirror. The total number of scintillators was 476 (294 horizontal and 182 vertical) with a total active mass of almost 600 tons. Minimum ionizing muons when crossing vertically the 19 cm of scintillator in a counter release an average energy of $\approx 34 \text{ MeV}$ and were measured with a timing and longitudinal position resolution of $\approx 500 \text{ ps}$ and $\approx 10 \text{ cm}$, respectively.

The scintillation counters were equipped with specific triggers for rare particles, muons and low energy neutrinos from stellar gravitational collapses. The Slow Monopole Trigger (SMT) was sensitive to magnetic monopoles with velocities from $10^{-4}c$ to $10^{-2}c$, the Fast Monopole Trigger (FMT) was sensitive to monopoles with velocities from about $5 \times 10^{-3}c$ to $5 \times 10^{-2}c$, the Lightly Ionizing Particle trigger was sensitive to fractionally charged particles, the Energy Reconstruction Processor (ERP) and “CSPAM” were primarily muon triggers (but used also for relativistic monopoles) and the gravitational collapse neutrino triggers (the Pulse Height Recorder and Synchronous Encoder - PHRASE- and the ERP) were optimized to trigger on bursts of low energy events in the liquid scintillator. The scintillator system was complemented by a 200 MHz waveform digitizing (WFD) system used in rare particle searches, and in any occasion where knowledge of the PMT waveform was useful.
The streamer tube subsystem. The lower part of the detector contained ten horizontal planes of limited streamer tubes, the middle eight of which were interleaved by seven rock absorbers (total thickness $\simeq 360$ g cm$^{-2}$). This sets a $\simeq 1$ GeV energy threshold for muons vertically crossing the lower part of the detector. At the top of the Attico there were four horizontal streamer tube planes, two above and two below the top scintillator layer. On each lateral wall six streamer tube planes sandwiched the corresponding vertical scintillator plane (three streamer planes on each side). Each tube had a $3 \times 3$ cm$^2$ cross section and was 12 m long. The total number of tubes was 50304, all filled with a gas mixture of He (73%) and n-pentane (27%). They were equipped with 100 $\mu$ Cu/Be wires and stereo pickup strips at an angle of 26.5$^\circ$. The tracking resolution of the streamer tube system was $\simeq 1$ cm, corresponding to an angular accuracy of $\simeq 0.2$° over the 9.3 m height of MACRO. The real angular resolution was limited to $\simeq 1$° by the multiple Coulomb scattering of muons in the rock above the detector. The streamer tubes were read by 8-channel cards (one channel for each wire) which discriminated the signals and sent the analog information (time development and total charge) to an ADC/TDC system (the QTP). The signals were used to form two different chains (Fast and Slow) of TTL pulses, which were the inputs for the streamer tube Fast and Slow Particle Triggers. In the 11 years of operation only 50 wires were lost.

The nuclear track subdetector was deployed in three planes, horizontally in the center of the lower section and vertically on the East and North faces. The detector was divided in 18126 modules, which could be individually extracted and substituted. Each module ($\sim 24.5 \times 24.5 \times 0.65$ cm$^3$) was composed of three layers of CR39, three layers of Lexan and 1 mm Aluminium absorber to stop nuclear fragments.

The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD). A TRD was installed in part of the Attico, right above the central horizontal scintillator plane of the main detector. It was composed of three individual modules (overall dimensions $6 \times 6 \times 2$ m$^3$) and it was made of 10 cm thick polyethylene foam radiators and proportional counters; each counter measured $6 \times 6 \times 600$ cm$^3$ and was filled with Ar (90%) and CO$_2$ (10%). The TRD provided a measurement of the muon energy in the range of 100 GeV $< E < 930$ GeV; muons of higher energies could also be detected and counted.

Fig. 3 shows four photographs of the Hall B taken from its south side: (a) 1987: before starting construction; (b) 1990: the 1st lower supermodule was taking data, while the second and the third were under construction; (c) the full MACRO detector in 1995 (a safety stairs and a ventilation system were added later in front of the apparatus); (d) Hall B empty again in 2001.

Fig. 4 shows a “group” of 11 downgoing muons as seen in the lateral view (wire view) by the MACRO Event Display (which also included a strip view and side views).

3 Atmospheric neutrino oscillations

Upward going muons are identified using the streamer tube system (for tracking) and the scintillator system (for time-of-flight measurement). A rejection factor of at least $10^7$ is needed, and was reached, in order to separate upgoing muons from the background due to the downgoing muons. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the different neutrino event topologies
Figure 3: Photographs of Hall B taken from its south side: (a) In 1987 just before starting construction; (b) in 1990 when the first lower supermodule was taking data while the second and the third were under construction; (c) in 1995 when the completed MACRO detector started data taking (notice that safety stairs and a ventilation system were added later in front of the apparatus; (d) Hall B empty in 2001.

Figure 4: MACRO Event Display. A group of 11 downgoing muons as observed by part of the lateral view.
analyzed: Upthroughgoing muons, Upsemicontained (also called Internal Upgoing muons, IU), Upgoing Stopping muons (UGS), Internal Downgoing muons (ID). Fig. 5 shows the parent $\nu_\mu$ energy spectra for the three event topologies, computed by Monte Carlo methods. The number of events measured and expected for the three topologies are given in Table 1. All the data samples deviate from the MC expectations; the deviations point out to the same $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillation scenario.

The background on upgoing muons arising from downgoing muons interacting in the rock around MACRO and giving an upward going charged particle was studied in detail for upthroughgoing muons in [24]. The selection cuts reduce this background to < 1%.

3.1 Upthroughgoing muons

The upthroughgoing muons come from $\nu_\mu$ interactions in the rock below the detector; the $\nu_\mu$’s have a median energy $E_\nu \sim 50$ GeV. The upthroughgoing muons with $E_\mu > 1$ GeV cross the whole detector. The time information provided by the scintillation counters allows the determination of the direction (versus) by the time-of-flight (T.o.F.) method. The data of Fig. 6 refer to the running period 3/1989 - 4/1994 with the detector under construction, and with the full detector till 12/2000; the total livetime was 6.16 years (full detector equivalent) [17, 25, 43, 52]. The data deviate in absolute value and in shape from the MC predictions. This was first pointed at TAUP 1993 and in [17] in 1995.

We studied a large number of possible systematic effects that could affect our measurements: no significant systematic problems exist in the detector or in the data analyses. One of the most significant checks was performed using only the scintillator system with the PHRASE Wave Form Digitizers, completely independent of the ERP system.

The measured data have been compared with Monte Carlo simulations. For the upthroughgoing muon simulation, the neutrino flux computed by the Bartol group is used.

Figure 5: Distributions of the parent muon neutrino energies giving rise to the different event topologies, upthroughgoing, upsemicontained and upstopping plus downsemicontained, with median neutrino energies of approximately 50, 4.2 and 3.5 GeV, respectively.
Figure 6: Zenith angle distribution of upthroughgoing muons (black points). The dashed line is the expectation for no oscillations (with a 17% scale uncertainty band). The solid line is the fit for an oscillated muon flux with maximum mixing and $\Delta m^2 = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$.

[58]. The cross sections for the neutrino interactions were calculated using the deep inelastic parton distributions of ref. [59]. The muon propagation to the detector was done using the energy loss calculation in standard rock [60]. The total systematic uncertainty on the expected muon flux, obtained adding in quadrature the errors from neutrino flux, cross section and muon propagation, is estimated to be 17%. This uncertainty is mainly a scale error; the error on the shape of the angular distribution is $\sim 5\%$. Fig. 6 shows the zenith angle distribution of the measured flux of upthroughgoing muons. The Monte Carlo expectation for no oscillations is shown as a dashed line.

To test the oscillation hypothesis, the independent probabilities for obtaining the observed number of events and the shape of the angular distribution have been calculated for various parameter values. The value of $\Delta m^2$ obtained from the shape of the angular distribution is equal to the value obtained from the observed reduction in the number of events. For $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations, combining the probabilities from the two independent tests on the shape of the zenith angle distribution and on the total number of events, the maximum probability is 66%; the best parameters are $\Delta m^2 = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$ and maximal mixing; the result of the fit is the solid line in Fig. 6. The probability for no-oscillations is 0.4%.

Fig. 7a shows the allowed regions for the $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillation parameters in the $\sin^2 2\theta - \Delta m^2$ plane, computed according to ref. [61] for the upthroughgoing muons and for the low energy events. The MACRO 90% c.l. allowed region for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ is compared in Fig. 7b with those obtained by the SuperKamiokande (SK) [63] and Soudan 2 experiments [64].
3.2 Matter effects. $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ against $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_{\text{sterile}}$

Matter effects due to the difference between the weak interaction effective potential for muon neutrinos with respect to sterile neutrinos (which have null potential) would produce a different total number and a different zenith distribution of upthrongoing muons [34].

In Fig. 8 the measured ratio between the events with $-1 < \cos\theta < -0.7$ and the events with $-0.4 < \cos\theta < 0$ is shown as a black point. In this ratio most of the theoretical uncertainties on neutrino flux and cross section cancel. The remaining theoretical error is estimated at $\leq 5\%$. The systematic experimental error on the ratio, due to analysis cuts and detector efficiencies, is $4.6\%$. Combining the experimental and theoretical errors in quadrature, a global estimate of $7\%$ is obtained. MACRO measured 305 events with $-1 < \cos\theta < -0.7$ and 206 with $-0.4 < \cos\theta < 0$; the ratio is $R = 1.48 \pm 0.13_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.10_{\text{sys}}$. For $\Delta m^2 = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$ and maximal mixing, the minimum expected value of the ratio for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ is $R_e = 1.72$ while for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_s$ is $R_{\text{sterile}} = 2.16$. The maximum probabilities $P_{\text{best}}$ to find a value of $R_{\tau}$ and of $R_{\text{sterile}}$ smaller than the expected ones are $9.4\%$ and $0.06\%$ respectively. Hence the ratio of the maximum probabilities is $P_{\text{best}} / P_{\text{best,sterile}} = 157$, so that $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_s$ oscillations are disfavoured at $99\%$ c.l. compared to the $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ channel with maximal mixing and $\Delta m^2 = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$.

3.3 $\nu_\mu$ energy estimates by multiple Coulomb scattering of upthrongoing muons

The oscillation probability is a function of the ratio $L/E_\nu$. $E_\nu$ may be estimated by measuring the muon energy $E_\mu$, which was done using their Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) in the absorbers.

The r.m.s. of the lateral displacement for a muon crossing the whole apparatus on
Figure 8: Ratio of events with $-1 < \cos\theta < -0.7$ to events with $-0.4 < \cos\theta < 0$ as a function of $\Delta m^2$ for maximal mixing. The black point with error bar is the measured value, the solid line is the prediction for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations, the dash-dotted line is the prediction for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_{\text{sterile}}$ oscillations.

the vertical is $\sigma_{MCS} \simeq 10 \text{ cm}/E_\mu (\text{ GeV})$. The muon energy $E_\mu$ estimate can be performed up to a saturation point, occurring when $\sigma_{MCS}$ is comparable with the detector space resolution.

Two MCS analyses were performed.

The first analysis was made studying the deflection of upthroughgoing muons with the streamer tubes in digital mode. Using MC methods to estimate the muon energy from its scattering angle, the data were divided into 3 subsamples with different average energies, in 2 samples in zenith angle $\theta$ and finally in 5 subsamples with different average values of $L/E_\mu$. This method could reach a spatial resolution of $\sim 1 \text{ cm}$; it yielded an $L/E_\mu$ distribution quite compatible with neutrino oscillations with the parameters of Section 3.1 [38].

As the interesting energy region for atmospheric neutrino oscillations spans from $\sim 1 \text{ GeV}$ to some tens of GeV, it is important to improve the spatial resolution of the detector to push the saturation point as high as possible. For this purpose, a second analysis was performed with the streamer tubes in “drift mode”, using the TDC’s included in the QTP system, originally designed for the search for magnetic monopoles. To check the electronics and the feasibility of the analysis, two tests were performed at the CERN PS-T9 and SPS-X7 beams [53]. The space resolution achieved is $\simeq 3 \text{ mm}$, a factor 3.5 better than in the first analysis. For each muon, seven MCS sensitive variables were given in input to a Neural Network (NN) previously trained to estimate the muon energy with MC events of known input energy crossing the detector at different zenith angles. The NN output allowed to separate the upthroughgoing muons in 4 subsamples with average
energies of 12, 20, 50 and 102 GeV, respectively. The comparison of their zenith angle distributions with the predictions of the no oscillations MC shows a disagreement at low energies (where there is a deficit of vertical events), while the agreement is restored at increasing neutrino energies. The distribution of the ratio $R = (\text{Data}/MC_{\text{no osc}})$ obtained by this analysis is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of $\log_{10}(L/E_\nu)$ [45, 57, 62]. The black points with error bars are the data; the vertical extent of the shaded areas represents the statistical uncertainties on the MC predictions (i) for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations with maximal mixing and $\Delta m^2 = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ eV}^2$ and (ii) for no oscillations. Another data point can be obtained from the low energy IU sample: the value at $L/E_\nu \simeq 3$ is about 0.6, consistent with the points of Fig. 9.

3.4 Low energy data.

The Internal Upgoing (IU) muons come from $\nu_\mu$ interactions in the lower apparatus [31]. Since two scintillation counters are intercepted, the T.o.F. is applied to identify the upward going muons (Fig. 2). The average parent neutrino energy for these events is 4.2 GeV (Fig. 5). If the atmospheric neutrino anomalies were the results of $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations with maximal mixing and $\Delta m^2$ between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-2}$ eV$^2$, one would expect a reduction by about a factor of two in the flux of these events, without any distortion in the shape of the angular distribution. This is what is observed in Fig. 10a.

The upstopping muons (UGS) are due to external $\nu_\mu$ interactions yielding upgoing muons stopping in the detector. The data correspond to an effective livetime of 5.6

![Graph showing the ratio R = (Data/MC_{no osc}) as a function of log_{10}(L/E_\nu). The graph includes data points and shaded areas representing statistical uncertainties on the MC predictions for $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations and for no oscillations.](image-url)
The semiconfined downgoing muons (ID) are due to $\nu_\mu$-induced downgoing tracks with vertex in the lower MACRO (Fig. 2). The two types of events are identified by means of topological criteria; the lack of time information prevents to distinguish the two sub-samples. An almost equal number of UGS and ID events is expected. In case of oscillations with the quoted parameters, the flux of the UGS should be reduced by 50%, the same amount of the ID muons at $\cos \theta \simeq -1$. No reduction is instead expected for the semiconfined downgoing events (coming from neutrinos having path lengths of $\sim 20$ km).

MC simulations for the low energy data use the Bartol neutrino flux and the neutrino low energy cross sections of ref. [65]. The number of events and the angular distributions are compared with MC predictions in Table 1 and Figs. 10a,b. The low energy data show a uniform deficit of the measured number of events for the whole angular distribution with respect to predictions, $\sim 50\%$ for IU, 75% for ID + UGS; there is good agreement with the predictions based on neutrino oscillations with the parameters obtained from the upthroughgoing muons.

The average value of the double ratio $R = (Data/MC)_{IU}/(Data/MC)_{ID+UGS}$ over the measured zenith angle range is $R \simeq 0.77 \pm 0.07$; the error includes statistical and theoretical uncertainties; $R = 1$ is expected in case of no oscillations [50].
Table 1: Summary of the MACRO $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \mu$ events in $-1 < \cos \theta < 0$ after background subtraction. For each topology (see Fig. 2) the number of measured events, the MC prediction for no-oscillations and the ratio $(\text{Data}/\text{MC}_{\text{no osc}})$ are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>MC-No oscillations</th>
<th>$R = (\text{Data}/\text{MC}_{\text{no osc}})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up throughgoing</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>$1122 \pm 191$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Up</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>$285 \pm 28_{\text{sys}} \pm 71_{\text{th}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up Stop + In Down</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>$375 \pm 37_{\text{sys}} \pm 94_{\text{th}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Search for Astrophysical Point Sources of High-Energy Muon Neutrinos

High energy $\nu_\mu$ are expected to come from a large class of galactic and extragalactic sources. Neutrino production requires astrophysical accelerators of charged particles and some kind of astrophysical beam dumps. The excellent angular resolution of our detector allowed a sensitive search for upgoing muons produced by neutrinos coming from celestial sources, with a negligible atmospheric neutrino background. An excess of events was searched for around the positions of known sources in $3\degree$ (half width) angular bins. This value was chosen so as to take into account the angular smearing produced by the multiple muon scattering in the rock below the detector and by the energy-integrated angular distribution of the scattered muon, with respect to the neutrino direction. Using a total livetime of 6.16 y (normalized to the complete configuration) we obtained a total of 1356 events, see Fig. 11. No excess was observed and the 90% c.l. upper limits on the muon fluxes from specific celestial sources lay in the range $10^{-15} - 10^{-14} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$, see Fig. 11b; preliminary data were reported at the 2001 conferences [37, 43, 55].

We searched for time coincidences of our upgoing muons with $\gamma$-ray bursts as given in the BATSE 3B and 4B catalogues, for the period from April 91 to December 2000 [33]. No statistically significant time correlation was found.

We have also searched for a diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux for which we establish a flux upper limit at the level of $1.5 \cdot 10^{-14} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ [55].

5 Indirect Searches for WIMPs

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) could be part of the galactic dark matter; WIMPs could be intercepted by celestial bodies, slowed down and trapped in their centers, where WIMPs and anti-WIMPs could annihilate and yield upthroughgoing muons. The annihilations in these celestial bodies would yield neutrinos of GeV or TeV energy, in small angular windows from their centers.

For the Earth we have chosen a 15$\degree$ cone around the vertical: we find 863 events. The MC expectation for atmospheric $\nu_\mu$ without oscillations gives a larger number of events. We set a conservative flux upper limit assuming that the measured number of events equals the expected ones. We obtain the 90% c.l. MACRO limits for the flux of upgoing muons as shown in Fig. 12a (it varies from about 0.8 to 0.5 $10^{-14} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$). If
the WIMPs are identified with the smallest mass neutralino, the MACRO limit may be used to constrain the stable neutralino mass, following the model of Bottino et al. [66], see Figure 12a.

A similar procedure was used to search for muon neutrinos from the Sun, using 10 search cones from 3° to 30°. In the absence of statistically significant excesses the muon upper limits are at the level of about $1.5 - 2 \times 10^{-14} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ are established. The limits are shown in Fig. 12b as a function of the WIMP (neutralino) mass.

6 Magnetic Monopoles and Nuclearites

The search for magnetic monopoles (MM) was one of the main objectives of our experiment. Supermassive monopoles predicted by Grand Unified Theories (GUT) of the electroweak and strong interactions should have masses of the order of $m_m \sim 10^{17}$ GeV.

These monopoles could be present in the penetrating cosmic radiation and are expected to have typical galactic velocities, $\sim 10^{-3}c$, if trapped in our Galaxy. MMs trapped in our solar system or in the supercluster of galaxies may travel with typical velocities of the order of $\sim 10^{-4}c$ and $\sim 10^{-2}c$, respectively. Monopoles in the presence of strong magnetic fields may reach higher velocities. Possible intermediate mass monopoles could reach relativistic velocities.

The reference sensitivity level for a significant MM search is the Parker bound [68], the maximum monopole flux compatible with the survival of the galactic magnetic field. This limit is of the order of $\Phi \lesssim 10^{-15} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$, but it could be reduced by almost an order of magnitude when considering the survival of a small galactic magnetic field seed [68]. Our experiment was designed to reach a flux sensitivity well below the Parker bound, in the MM velocity range of $4 \times 10^{-5} < \beta < 1$. The three MACRO sub-detectors
Figure 12: (a) The solid line is the MACRO upwardgoing muon flux upper limit (90% c.l.) from the Earth plotted vs. neutralino mass $m_\chi$ for $E_\mu^{th} = 1$ GeV. (b) The same as in (a) but for upwardgoing muons from the Sun [28]. Each dot is obtained varying model parameters. The open circles indicate models excluded by direct measurements (in particular the DAMA/NaI experiment [67]) and assume a local dark matter density of about 0.5 GeV cm$^{-3}$.

have sensitivities in wide $\beta$-ranges, with overlapping regions; thus they allow multiple signatures of the same rare event candidate. No candidates were found in several years of data taking by any of the three subdetectors.

The MM flux limits set by several different analyses using the three subdetectors over different $\beta$-range were combined to obtain a global MACRO limit. For each $\beta$ value, the global time integrated acceptance was computed as the sum of the independent portions of each analysis. Our limits are shown in Fig. 13 versus $\beta$ together with the limits set by other experiments [68, 70, 71]; other limits are quoted in [36, 40, 44, 56, 72]. Our MM limits are the best existing over a wide range of $\beta$, $4 \times 10^{-5} < \beta < 1$.

A specific search for monopole catalysis of nucleon decay was made with the streamer tube system [54]. Since no event was found, we can place a monopole flux upper limit at the level of $\sim 3 \cdot 10^{-16}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ for $10^{-4} \leq \beta \leq 5 \cdot 10^{-3}$, valid for a large catalysis cross section, $5 \cdot 10^2 < \sigma_{cat} < 10^3$ mb. The flux limit for the standard direct MM search with streamer tubes is valid for $\sigma_{cat} < 100$ mb.

The MM searches based on the scintillator and on the nuclear track subdetectors were also used to set new upper limits on the flux of cosmic ray nuclearites (strange quark matter), over the same $\beta$ range, Fig. 14. If nuclearites are part of the dark matter in our galaxy, the most interesting $\beta$ is of the order of $\sim 10^{-3}$. Fig. 14 shows our limit plotted vs nuclearite mass for $\beta = 2 \times 10^{-3}$ (at ground level). Other experimental limits are also shown.

Some of the nuclearite limits apply also to Q-balls (agglomerates of squarks, sleptons and Higgs fields) [54, 56].

The energy losses of MMs, dyons and of other heavy particles in the Earth and in different detectors for various particle masses and velocities were computed in [69].
Figure 13: Magnetic monopole flux upper limits at the 90% c.l. obtained by MACRO and by other experiments [68, 70, 71]. The limits apply to singly charged \( g = g_D \) monopoles assuming that catalysis cross sections are smaller than a few mb.

Figure 14: 90% c.l. flux upper limits vs. mass for nuclearites with \( \beta = 2 \cdot 10^{-3} \) at ground level. Nuclearites of such velocity could have galactic or extragalactic origin. The MACRO direct limit (solid line) is shown along with the other direct limits [70, 71]; the indirect mica limits of [73, 74] are at the level of \( 2 \cdot 10^{-20} \text{cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}\text{sr}^{-1} \). The limits for nuclearite masses larger than \( 5 \cdot 10^{22} \text{GeV} \) correspond to an isotropic flux.
7 Neutrinos from Stellar Gravitational Collapses

A stellar gravitational collapse (GC) of the core of a massive star is expected to produce a large burst of all types of neutrinos and antineutrinos with energies of 7 – 30 MeV and with a duration of ~ 10 s. The $\bar{\nu}_e$'s can be detected via the process $\bar{\nu}_e + p \rightarrow n + e^+$ in the liquid scintillator. About $100 \div 150 \bar{\nu}_e$ events should be detected in our 580 t scintillator for a stellar collapse at the center of our Galaxy.

We used two electronic systems for detecting $\bar{\nu}_e$'s from stellar gravitational collapses. The first system was based on the dedicated PHRASE trigger, the second one was based on the ERP trigger. Both systems had an energy threshold of ~ 7 MeV and recorded pulse shape, charge and timing informations. Immediately after a $> 7$ MeV trigger, the PHRASE system lowered its threshold to about 1 MeV, for a duration of 800$\mu$s, in order to detect (with a $\simeq 25\%$ efficiency) the 2.2 MeV $\gamma$ released in the reaction $n + p \rightarrow d + \gamma_{2.2\text{MeV}}$ induced by the neutron produced in the primary process.

A redundant supernova alarm system was in operation, alerting immediately the physicists on shift. We defined a general procedure to alert the physics and astrophysics communities in case of an interesting alarm. Finally, a procedure to link the various supernova observatories around the world was set up [23].

The effective MACRO active mass was $\sim 580$ t; the live-time fraction in the last four years was $\sim 97.5\%$. No stellar gravitational collapses were observed in our Galaxy from the beginning of 1989 to the end of 2000 [39].

8 Cosmic Ray Muons

The large area and acceptance of our detector allowed the study of many aspects of physics and astrophysics of cosmic rays (CR). We recorded $\sim 6 \times 10^7$ single muons and $\sim 3.7 \times 10^6$ multiple muons at the rate of $\sim 18,000$/day.

**Muon vertical intensity.** The underground muon vertical intensity vs. rock thickness provides information on the high energy ($E \gtrsim 1.3$ TeV) atmospheric muon flux and on the all-particle primary CR spectrum. The results can be used to constrain the models of cosmic ray production and interaction. The analysis performed in 1995 covered the overburden range $2200 \div 7000$ hg/cm$^2$ [16].

**Analysis of high multiplicity muon bundles.** The study of the multiplicity distribution of muon bundles provides informations on the primary CR composition model. The study of the decoherence function (the distribution of the distance between two muons in a muon bundle) provides informations on the hadronic interaction features at high energies; this study was performed using a large sample of data and improved Monte Carlo methods, see Fig. 15a [29]. We used different hadronic interaction models (DP-MJET, QGSJET, SIBYLL, HEMAS, HDPM) interfaced to the HEMAS and CORSIKA shower propagation codes [75].

We studied muon correlations inside a bundle [75], using the so called correlation integral [76], to search for correlations of dynamical origin in the bundles. Since the cascade development in atmosphere is mainly determined by the number of "steps" in the "tree formation", we expect a different behaviour for cascades originated by light and
heavy CR primaries. For the same reason, the analysis should be less sensitive to the hadronic interaction model adopted in the simulations. This analysis shows that, in the energy region above 1000 TeV, the composition model derived from the analysis of the muon multiplicity distribution [19, 20] is almost independent from the interaction model.

We also searched for substructures ("clusters") inside muon bundles [77]. The search for clusters was performed by means of different software algorithms; the study is sensitive both to the hadronic interaction model and to the primary CR composition model. If the primary composition has been determined by the first method, a choice of the bundle topology gives interesting connections with the early hadronic interaction features in the atmosphere. The comparison between our data and Monte Carlo simulations allowed to place constraints on the used interaction models. The same Monte Carlo study has shown that muon bundles with a central core and an isolated cluster with at least two muons are the result of random associations of peripheral muons. A combined analysis with the study of the decoherence function for high multiplicity events has shown that the hadronic interaction model that better reproduces the underground observables is QGSJET.

**The ratio double muons/single muons:** The ratio $N_2/N_1$ of double muon events over single muon events is expected to decrease at increasing rock depths, unless some exotic phenomena occur. The ratio $N_2/N_1$ was studied in underground experiments and in phenomenological papers [78, 79]. The IVD collaboration reports that the ratio of multiple-muons to all-muons increases for rock depths $h > 7000 \, hg/cm^2$.

We measured [49] the ratio $N_2/N_1$ as a function of the rock depth, using also multiple muon events at large zenith angles. A detailed Monte Carlo simulation was made using the HEMAS code, where the event zenith angle can be extended up to $89^\circ$. The event direction is reconstructed by the tracking system. The rock depth is provided by the Gran Sasso map function $h(\theta, \phi)$, which extends up to $\theta = 94^\circ$. The "true" muon multiplicity is the largest value among $N_{\text{HW}}$ and $N_{\text{VW}}$, the multiplicities in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. Monte Carlo simulations have shown that the percentage of events with mis-reconstructed multiplicity is less than 3%. Attention was devoted to the "cleaning" of the events from spurious effects (electronic noise, radioactive background, etc); in many cases, we made a visual scanning of the events. Our measured ratios $N_2/N_1$ as a function of the rock depth, Fig. 15, are in agreement with the expectation of a monotonic decrease of $N_2/N_1$ down to $h \sim 10000 \, hg/cm^2$. Above this value, the low statistics does not allow to state a firm conclusion on a possible increase of $N_2/N_1$.

**Muon Astronomy.** In the past, some experiments reported excesses of modulated muons from the direction of known astrophysical sources, i.e. Cyg X-3. Our data do not indicate significant excesses above background, both for steady dc fluxes and for modulated ac fluxes. The MACRO pointing precision was checked via the shadow of the Moon and of the Sun on primary cosmic rays. The pointing resolution was checked with double muons, assuming that they are parallel. The angle containing 68% of the events in a $\Delta \theta$ bin is $0.8^\circ$, which we take as our resolution.

All sky d.c. survey. The sky, in galactic coordinates, was divided into bins of equal solid angle, $\Delta \Omega = 2.1 \times 10^{-3} \, sr$, $\Delta \alpha = 3^\circ$, $\Delta \sin \delta = 0.04$; they correspond to cones of $1.5^\circ$ half angles. In order to remove edge effects, three other surveys were done, by shifting the map by one-half-bin in $\alpha$ (map 2), by one-half bin in $\sin \delta$ (map 3) and with both $\alpha$ and $\sin \delta$ shifted (map 4). For each solid angle bin we computed the deviation from the average
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Figure 15: (a) True unfolded experimental decoherence distribution for an infinite detector (black points) compared with MC expectations (open points); the measured decoherence distribution before unfolding is shown as an histogram [29]. (b) Ratio of double muon events to single muon events as a function of the rock depth. The black points are our data; the open circles are Monte Carlo predictions made using the MACRO composition model. Monte Carlo predictions using pure proton and iron primaries are shown as dashed lines.

Figure 16: Present situation of the searches for a modulated muon signal from Cyg X-3. The Soudan 1 and Nusex collaborations reported positive indications, while all other experiments give flux upper limits.
measured muon intensity, after background subtraction, in units of standard deviations

\[
\sigma(i) = \frac{N_{\text{obs}}(i) - N_{\text{exp}}(i)}{\sqrt{N_{\text{exp}}(i)}}
\]

where \(N_{\text{obs}}(i)\) is the observed number of events in bin \(i\) and \(N_{\text{exp}}\) is the number of events expected in that bin from the simulation. No deviation was found and for the majority of the bins we obtain flux upper limits at the level of \(\Phi_{\text{steady}}(95\%) \leq 5 \times 10^{-13} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\).

*Specific point-like d.c. sources.* For Cyg X-3, Mrk421, Mrk501 we searched in a narrower cone (1° half angle) around the source direction. We obtain flux limits at the level of \((2 - 4) \cdot 10^{-13} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\). There is a small excess of \(2\sigma\) in the direction of Mrk501.

*Modulated a.c. search from Cyg X-3 and Her X-1.* No evidence for an excess was observed and the limits are \(\Phi < 2 \times 10^{-13} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\); see Fig. 16.

*Search for bursting episodes.* We made a search for pulsed muon signals in a 1° half angle cone around the location of possible sources of high energy photons. Bursting episodes of duration of \(\sim 1\) day were searched for with two different methods. In the first method we searched for daily excesses of muons above the background, also plotting cumulative excesses day by day. In the second method we computed day by day the quantity \(-\text{Log}_{10}P\) where \(P\) is the probability to observe a burst at least as large as \(N_{\text{obs}}\). We find some possible excesses for Mrk421 on the days 7/1/93, 14/2/95, 27/8/97, 5/12/98.

*Seasonal variations.* Underground muons are produced by mesons decaying in flight in the atmosphere. The muon flux thus depends on the ratio between the decay and the interaction probability of the parent mesons, which are sensitive to the atmospheric density and to the average temperature. The flux is expected to decrease in winter, when the temperature is lower and the atmosphere more dense, and to increase in summer. We find the expected variations at the level of \(\pm 2\%\) [21], see Fig. 17.

*Solar daily variations.* Because of variations in the day-night temperatures we expect solar daily variations similar to seasonal variations, but of considerably smaller amplitudes. Using the total MACRO data, we find these variations with an amplitude \(A = (0.88 \pm 0.26) \cdot 10^{-3}\) with a significance of about \(3.4\sigma\), see Fig. 18a.

*Sidereal anisotropies* are due to the motion of the solar system through the “sea” of relativistic cosmic rays in our galaxy. They are expected to yield a small effect. After a correction due to the motion of the Earth around the Sun, we observe variations with an amplitude of \(8.6 \cdot 10^{-4}\) and a phase \(\phi_{\text{max}} = 22.7°\) with a statistical significance of \(3\sigma\), Fig. 18b.

*Moon and sun Shadows of primary cosmic rays.* The pointing capability of MACRO was demonstrated by the observed “shadows” of the Moon and of the Sun, which produce a “shield” to the cosmic rays. We used a sample of \(45 \cdot 10^6\) muons, looking at the bidimensional density of the events around the directions of the Moon and of the Sun [26][51]. In Fig. 19 we show two-dimensional plots of the muon deficits caused by the Moon and the Sun. For the Moon: we looked for events in a window \(4.375° \times 4.375°\) centered on the Moon; the window was divided into \(35 \times 35\) cells, each having dimensions of \(0.125° \times 0.125°\) (\(\Delta \Omega = 1.6 \cdot 10^{-2}\text{deg}^2\)). In the bidimensional plot of Fig. 19a one observes a depletion of events with a statistical significance of \(5.5\sigma\). The observed slight displacement of the maximum deficit is consistent with the displacement of the primary protons due to the geomagnetic field. We repeated the same analysis for muons in the sun.
Figure 17: Seasonal variation of the muon flux from above (black triangles); the open circles are measurements of the temperature of the upper atmosphere.

Figure 18: Deviations of the muon rate from the mean muon rate (a) versus the local solar diurnal time at Gran Sasso, and (b) versus the local sidereal time.
Figure 19: Moon and sun shadows. (a) Two dimensional distributions of the muon event density around the moon direction. The various regions of increasing gray scale indicate various levels of deficit in percent. The darkest one corresponds to the maximum deficit. (b) Same analysis for the sun direction.

Figure 20: Residual average muon energy at the underground Gran Sasso lab versus standard rock depth for single muons and for double muons [27], see text.
window, Fig. 19b. The difference between the apparent sun position and the observed muon density is due to the combined effect of the magnetic field of the Sun and of the Earth. The observed depletion has a statistical significance of 4.5 $\sigma$.

9 Muon energy measurement with the TRD detector

The underground differential energy spectrum of muons was measured with the three TRD modules detector. We analyzed two types of events: “single muons”, i.e. single events in MACRO crossing a TRD module, and “double muons”, i.e. double events in MACRO with only one muon crossing the TRD detector. The measurements refer to muons with energies $0.1 < E_\mu < 1$ TeV and for $E_\mu > 1$ TeV [27]. In order to evaluate the local muon energy spectrum, we must take into account the TRD response function, which induces some distortion of the “true” muon spectrum distribution. The “true” distribution was extracted from the measured one by an unfolding procedure that yields good results only if the response of the detector is correctly understood. We used an unfolding technique developed according to Bayes’ theorem. Fig. 20 shows the average muon energies versus standard rock thickness for single and double muons. Systematic uncertainties are included in the error bars. The average single muon energy at the Gran Sasso underground lab is 320 GeV; for double muons it is $\sim 400$ GeV. Double muons are more energetic than single muons; this is in agreement with the predictions of interaction models of primary CRs in the atmosphere.

10 EAS-TOP/MACRO Coincidence Experiment

For coincident events, EASTOP measured the e.m. size of the showers above the surface (at Campo Imperatore), while MACRO measured penetrating muons underground. The purpose is to study the primary cosmic ray composition versus energy reducing the dependence on the interaction and propagation models. The two completed detectors operated in coincidence for a livetime of 960.1 days. The number of coincident events is 28160, of which 3752 have shower cores inside the edges of the EASTOP array (“internal events”) and shower sizes $N_e > 2 \cdot 10^5$; 409 events have $N_e > 10^{5.92}$, i.e. above the CR knee. The data have been analyzed in terms of the QGSJET interaction model as implemented in CORSIKA [84].

The e.m. detector of EASTOP is made of 35 scintillator modules, 10 m$^2$ each, covering an area of $\simeq 10^5$ m$^2$. The array is fully efficient for $N_e > 10^5$. The reconstruction capabilities of the extensive air shower (EAS) parameters for internal events are: $\Delta N_e / N_e \sim 10\%$ for $N_e \gtrsim 10^5$, and $\Delta \theta \sim 0.9^\circ$ for the EAS arrival direction [85].

We considered in MACRO muon tracks with at least 4 aligned hits in both views of the horizontal streamer tube planes. The muon energy threshold at the surface inside the effective area of EAS-TOP, for muons reaching the MACRO depth, ranges from 1.3 TeV to 1.8 TeV. Event coincidence is made off-line, using the absolute time given by a GPS system with an accuracy of better than 1 $\mu$s. Independent analyses of the MACRO and of the EAS-TOP data are described in [20] and [86], respectively.
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The main experimental features considered are the muon multiplicity distributions in six different intervals of shower sizes. For each size bin the muon multiplicity distribution was fitted with a superposition of (i) pure p and Fe components, or (ii) light (L) and heavy (H) admixtures containing equal fractions of p and He or Mg and Fe, respectively. All spectra in the simulation have slope $\gamma = 2.62$. In each of the six windows we minimized

$$\chi^2 = \sum_i \frac{(N_{i,\text{exp}} - p_1 N_{i, \text{p}} - p_2 N_{i, \text{Fe}})^2}{\sigma_{i,\text{exp}}^2}$$

where $N_{i,\text{exp}}$ is the number of observed events in the $i$-th bin, $N_{i, \text{p}}$ ($N_{i, \text{L}}$) and $N_{i, \text{Fe}}$ ($N_{i, \text{H}}$) are the number of simulated events in the same bin, $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the parameters (to be fitted) defining the fraction of each mass component in the same multiplicity bin.

For each size bin we take from the simulation the $\log_{10}(E)$ distributions of contributing mass groups weighted by the parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$ with weights $w_k$ representing the relative efficiency to trigger the underground apparatus. The resulting distributions from different size bins are summed together, and we obtain the simulated energy spectra of the two basic components that reproduce the experimental data. The values of the fitting parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$ have been used to compute the average $\langle \ln A \rangle$; Fig. 21 shows $\langle \ln A \rangle$ versus $\log_{10}E$ (E in TeV); the shaded regions include the uncertainties in the fitting parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$ for (a) the p/Fe composition model and (b) for the light/heavy model.

Fig. 21 shows the results of the fits, plotted as $\langle \ln A \rangle$ versus $\log_{10}E$ (E in TeV); the shaded regions include the uncertainties in the fitting parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$ for (a) the
Figure 22: \( p = v_T / v_B \) vs. REL for CR39 exposed to \(^{207}\text{Pb}^{82+}\) ions of 158 A GeV and \(^{56}\text{Fe}^{26+}\) ions of 1A GeV at different times after production. This was done to estimate possible aging effects. The dashed lines indicate the systematic uncertainty arising mainly from fluctuations of the bulk etching rate \( v_B \).

p/Fe composition model and (b) for the light/heavy model. The results show an increase of \( \langle lnA \rangle \) with energy in the CR knee region. The results are in agreement with the measurements of EAS-TOP alone at the surface using the same (QGSJET) interaction model. Our data also agree with the results of the Kascade experiment. The EAS-TOP and MACRO coincidences offered the unique opportunity of measuring the lateral distribution of Cherenkov light in the 10 ÷ 100 TeV energy range by associating the Cherenkov light collected by the EAS-TOP telescopes with the TeV muon through MACRO. We compared the measured Cherenkov light lateral distribution with simulations based on the CORSIKA-QGSJET code used for the composition analysis; this check provided an experimental validation of the code [84].

11 Nuclear Track Detector Calibrations

We performed further calibrations of the nuclear track detector CR39 with both slow and fast ions. In all measurements we have seen no deviation of its response from the Restricted Energy Loss (REL) model. To complete the calibration, nuclear track detector stacks of CR39 and Lexan foils, placed before and after various targets, were exposed to 158 A GeV \(^{207}\text{Pb}^{82+}\) ions at the CERN-SPS and to 1 A GeV \(^{56}\text{Fe}^{26+}\) ions at the BNL-AGS. In traversing the target, the beam ions produce nuclear fragments with \( Z < 82e \) and \( Z < 26e \) for the lead and iron beams, respectively; this allows a measurement of the response of the
detector in a $Z$ region relevant to the detection of magnetic monopoles. Previous analyses have shown that the CR39 charge resolution is about $0.19e$ in the range $72e \leq Z \leq 83e$ (obtained by measurements of the etch-cone heights); at lower $Z$ the measurement of the cone base diameters allow to separate the different charges. Tests were made looking for a possible dependence of the CR39 response from its age, i.e. from the time elapsed between the date of production and the date of exposure ("aging effect"). Two sets of sheets, 0.8 y and 2.5 y old, were exposed in 1994 to 158 A GeV Pb$^{82+}$ ions. For each detected nuclear fragment the reduced etch rate $p = v_T/v_B$ ($v_T$ and $v_B$ are the track and bulk etching rates, respectively) was computed and plotted in Fig. 22 vs REL. The dashed lines represent the systematic uncertainties coming mainly from the uncertainty on $v_B$. A recent test was made by exposing 10 years old CR39 samples to 1 A GeV Fe$^{26+}$ ions; the detector response is shown as a black star in Fig. 22. Thus within experimental uncertainties, aging effects in the MACRO CR39 are negligible. Until now we etched 821 $m^2$ of CR39 detectors, of which 626 $m^2$ have been completely analyzed. As no candidates were found, the CR39 90% c.l. limit for an isotropic flux of monopoles with $\beta > 0.1$ is at the level of $2 \cdot 10^{-16} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\text{sr}^{-1}$ [83].

12 Search for Lightly Ionizing Particles

Fractionally charged particles could be expected in Grand Unified Theories as deconfined quarks; the expected charges range from $Q = |e|/5$ to $Q = e \times 2/3$. They should release a fraction $(Q/e)^2$ of the energy deposited by a muon traversing a medium. Lightly Ionizing Particles (LIPs) have been searched for in MACRO using a four-fold coincidence between three layers of scintillators and the streamer tube system [32]. The 90% c.l. flux upper limits for LIPs with charges $2e/3$, $e/3$ and $e/5$ are presently at the level of $1.5 \cdot 10^{-15} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\text{sr}^{-1}$.

13 Conclusions

The MACRO detector took data from 1989 to the end of year 2000. In 2001 we have extended most of our analyses and searches. We would like to stress that MACRO obtained important results in all the items listed in the proposal:

- GUT Magnetic Monopoles. We now have the best flux upper limit over the widest $\beta$ range, thanks to the large acceptance and the redundancy of the different techniques employed. This limit value is a unique result and it will stand for a long time.

- Atmospheric neutrino oscillations. In this field MACRO has had its major achievements. Analyses of different event topologies, different energies, the exploitation of Coulomb multiple scattering in the detector give strong support to the hypothesis of $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations.

- High energy muon neutrino astronomy. MACRO has been highly competitive with other underground experiments thanks to its good angular accuracy. It has been limited only by its livetime and the size of the detector.
Figure 23: Time evolution of the MACRO publications: (a) in refereed journals, (b) in proceedings of conferences, (c) MACRO theses (the dashed boxes indicate Laurea theses, black boxes American PhD theses, white boxes Italian PhD theses, points theses de Doctorat Nationales).

- Search for bursts of $\bar{\nu}_e$ from stellar gravitational collapses. In this field MACRO was sensitive to supernova events in the Galaxy; it started the SN WATCH system, and for a certain time it was the only detector in operation.

- Cosmic ray downgoing muons. MACRO observed the shadows of primary cosmic rays by the Moon and the Sun; this is also a proof of our pointing capability. We observed the seasonal variation ($\sim 2\%$ amplitude) over many years. We observed solar and sidereal variations with reasonable statistical significances even if the amplitudes of the variations are small (0.08%). No excesses of secondary muons attributable to astrophysical point sources (steady, modulated or bursting) were observed. The limits obtained are the best of any underground detector.

  We used multi-parameter fits and improved Monte Carlo simulations to explore the CR composition around the “knee” of the primary CR energy spectrum.

- Results have been obtained by studying the coincidence events between MACRO and the EASTOP array. This item represents a unique occasion as no other two experiments in such configuration exist. The number of events is limited due to
the small common acceptance and short combined livetime. The data indicate an increase with increasing energy of the average Z of the primary CR nuclei.

- Sensitive searches for exotic particles have been carried out for possible Dark Matter candidates: (i) WIMPs, looking for upgoing muons from the center of the Earth and of the Sun; (ii) Nuclearites and Q-balls (obtained as byproducts of MM searches). (iii) Other limits concern possible Lightly Ionizing Particles.

Several of the above results (in particular the multiple Coulomb scattering analysis, the low energy neutrino data, etc) would have reached a greater significance if MACRO could have been granted an extension in data taking.

The dismantling of MACRO went regularly and essentially on schedule. We recuperated part of the electronics (modules, circuits, cables, etc) to be used in our Institutions, and donated the photomultipliers and part of the streamer tubes to other experiments.

The MACRO scientific and technical results have been

- published in 36 papers in refereed journals (we expect to publish 10 more)
- published in 226 contributions to conferences and in invited papers
- discussed in about 534 Internal Memos
- used for 83 italian Laurea theses
- used for 22 italian Dottorato theses
- used for 23 US PhD theses
- used for 5 moroccan theses of Doctorat Nationales

Fig. 23 shows the time evolution of the published papers, conference proceedings and of the theses (Laurea, Dottorato, PhD, Doctorat Nationale).
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Abstract

The progress achieved during 2001 by the MIBETA and CUORICINO experiments at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso is reported.

1 Introduction

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay searches represent a unique tool to assess the Dirac/Majorana nature of neutrino and to check the Lepton Number Conservation law. The experimental approach is usually based on the observation of a large number of nuclei, stable in normal beta decay but for which a double weak interaction process, changing the nuclear charge by two units, is allowed. The decay involving the simultaneous emission of two electrons and two neutrinos is allowed by the Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions. However, if neutrinos have a Majorana nature (and mass), a process without the emission of any neutrino is possible. A neutrinoless double beta decay ($0\nu\beta\beta$) is an unambiguous signal of a Majorana mass and of a violation of the lepton number conservation. Most sensitive experiments are presently based on the uniform approach in which the nuclei under observation (decay source) act at the same time as detector for the occurrence of a decay. The sensitivity of such experiments scales with the square root of their masses and
the inverse of the observed background rate (Eq. 1); they are therefore usually indicated also for many searches of rare events.

Because of their very good intrinsic energy resolution and the quite absolute absence of any limitation on the choice of the detector material, low temperature detectors (LTD) represent an ideal experimental approach for such searches. Proposed almost 20 years ago [1] they are finally becoming a competitive approach also with respect to Germanium diodes.

2 Experimental setup

Two low temperature experimental setups have been installed at LNGS by the Milano group. The first is used for the presently running experiment MIBETA on neutrinoless DBD of $^{130}$Te (Hall A), while the second (Hall C) is strictly connected to the research and development for the already approved experiment CUORICINO in view of the larger, second generation experiment CUORE [3]. Both cryogenic setups (Fig. 1) consist of a dilution refrigerator having respectively a power of 1000 $\mu$W and 200 $\mu$W at 100 mK and having the former a larger useful experimental volume than the latter. The two refrigerators are realised with preliminarily tested low radioactive materials and are surrounded by heavy Lead shields and anti-Radon boxes. They are both equipped with an “embedded” Helium liquefier, providing a substantial recovery of the Helium and preventing Helium contamination in the tunnel atmosphere.

All the materials used for the setup construction are analysed to determine their radioactive contamination levels. These measurements are carried out by means of two large Ge detectors installed by the group itself in the underground Low Radioactivity Labora-
The level of the radon contamination in the air of the Laboratory is continuously monitored.

An array consisting of 20 crystals of TeO$_2$ of $3 \times 3 \times 6 \text{ cm}^3$ each (MIBETA), for a total mass of 6.8 kg (by far the largest cryogenic mass operating underground), is presently running in the dilution refrigerator operating in Hall A. The array is held in a copper tower-like frame mounted inside the inner vacuum chamber (IVC) of the Hall A dilution refrigerator and it is maintained at a constant temperature of about 10 mK. Each detector is a $3 \times 3 \times 6 \text{ cm}^3$ TeO$_2$ crystal of with a mass of 340 grams. A Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) thermistor and a Si doped resistor are glued on the surface of each crystal. The former is used to read-out the thermal signal, the latter acts as a heater to generate a reference heat pulse in the crystal in order to monitor continuously the gain of each bolometer. The electronic readout is accomplished with a room temperature low noise differential voltage-sensitive preamplifier, followed by an amplifier and an antialiasing Bessel filter. The excellent reproducibility of the detectors is shown in Fig. 2 where the total calibration spectrum obtained by summing the spectra of the 20 detectors is presented.

Figure 2: An U+Th calibration, sum spectrum of the 20 array detectors.
The array is shielded with an internal layer of Roman lead of 1 cm minimum thickness, while the cryostat thermal shields provide a 2 cm minimum thickness of electrolytic copper. The dilution refrigerator is shielded with two layers of lead of 10 cm minimum thickness each. The outer layer is of commercial low radioactivity lead, while the internal one is made with special lead with a $^{210}\text{Pb}$ contamination of $16 \pm 4 \text{ Bq/kg}$. In order to shield the detectors against the unavoidable radioactive contamination due to some fundamental components of the dilution refrigerator (as the silver powder in the heat exchangers and stainless steel tubes) a layer of 10 cm Roman lead is placed above the tower of the array inside the cryostat. A similar layer, also inside the cryostat, is placed below the tower. The external lead shield is surrounded by an air-tight box fluxed with nitrogen to avoid radon contamination of the gas contained between the cryostat and the external lead shield. The entire apparatus is inside a Faraday cage to suppress electromagnetic interference. A big effort has been carried out during 2001 in order to check both our knowledge of the background sources and the performance of the new detector mounting system proposed for CUORICINO and CUORE. The 20 detector array was in fact completely rebuilt in march, after a surface treatment of all TeO$_2$ crystals and
of the mounting structure and an enlargement of the internal Roman lead shields. An external neutron shield (borated polyethylene) was added in June. More details of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [3].

![Graphs](image)

Figure 4: Comparison between the background levels obtained in the $\gamma$ and $\alpha$ region with the different MIBETA setups: single crystal (dashed line), MIBETA 2000 (continuous line), MIBETA 2001 (dotted-dashed line).

Various arrays realized with both 340 $g$ ($3 \times 3 \times 6 \; cm^3$) and 760 $g$ ($5 \times 5 \times 5 \; cm^3$) $TeO_2$ crystals (same as the ones used in MIBETA and proposed for CUORE/CUORICINO respectively) were operated in the dilution refrigerator installed in Hall C. Several R&D runs were carried out in order to assess both the performance of the various changes brought to the experimental setup (detector structure, suspension system, setup thermalisation, wiring, front-end electronics, etc.) and to check the effectiveness of the surface treatments ($TeO_2$ crystals and mounting box) aiming at a reduction of our radioactive background sources.

3 The MIBETA experiment

Main goal of this experiment is the search for $^{130}Te$ double beta decay both in the lepton conserving two neutrino and in the lepton non-conserving neutrinoless channel. Though allowed by the standard model of electro-weak interactions, the two neutrino channel is nevertheless attractive, since a direct result on its lifetime would solve a long standing problem arising from the data provided by geochemical experiments, in strong disagreement among themselves. For this reason four isotopically enriched $TeO_2$ crystals (two in $^{130}Te$ and two in $^{128}Te$) have been installed in the dilution refrigerator operating in Hall A (together with 16 natural tellurium crystals) in order to observe the process by a direct comparison (subtraction) of the respective spectra.

Most of the interest of the group is however addressed to the neutrinoless double beta decay channel, which would unambiguously imply a non-zero Majorana neutrino
mass. Such an interest is even more stronger in this moment, after the results of neutrino oscillation experiments which could imply a neutrino mass absolute value within the reach of the next generation of $0\nu\beta\beta$ experiments. Since the experimental sensitivity can be parametrised as

$$S = \ln(2) \frac{a N_A}{A} \epsilon \sqrt{\frac{M t}{b \Gamma}}$$

(1)

(where $A$ is the atomic mass, $a$ is the isotopic abundance, $M$ the detector mass (kg), $b$ the background in counts keV$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$, $\Gamma$ the FWHM energy resolution (keV) and $\epsilon$ the detector efficiency) the only possibility is to select a very large amount of candidate nuclei with a high natural isotopic abundance (or isotopically enriched) with an experimental setup characterised by a very good energy resolution and the lowest background level. Thanks to their excellent energy resolution and to the possibility to select any material with very low restrictions (with its 34\% natural i.a. Te is actually a very good candidate), low temperature detectors (LTD) are ideal devices for $0\nu\beta\beta$ searches, the only remaining requirements being the long term stability and the background exhaustion. Such requirements are actually characteristic of any high sensitivity search for rare events and usually WIMPS direct interaction searches are therefore another primary goal (as a matter of fact LTDs are characterised by a very high detection efficiency for nuclear recoils).

3.1 Results obtained in 2001 with the MIBETA experiment

The substantial improvements obtained during the last years for what concerns the increase of the single detector mass and the background level reduction (through the potentiation of the detector shields and the proper choice of the setup materials), brought
our group to propose the realisation of a second generation high sensitivity experiment for $0\nu$ $\beta\beta$ named CUORE (Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events) characterised by a large mass (760 kg of TeO$_2$) and a low background level. After demonstrating, during 2000, the good performances (stability and energy resolution) of the single CUORE detector (characterised by a double mass with respect to the MIBETA ones) we mainly tried, during 2001, to check our understanding of the background sources.

Data collected previously with MIBETA and with dedicated runs carried out with the
Figure 7: Coincident events in the 20 array detector. The straight lines with negative (-1) slope originates from radioactive $\alpha$ decays on the surface of the crystals and external $\gamma$ emissions ($^{40}$K and $^{208}$Tl).

Hall C setup, demonstrated the existence of a substantial contribution to the background in the region of interest for $0\nu \beta\beta$ arising from surface radioactive contaminations of the detector crystals and their mounting structure.

In particular, this was demonstrated by several facts: i) the analysis of the coincident events in different detectors showed the characteristic trend (Fig. 7) for $\alpha$ decays of surface radioactive contaminations; ii) the powders used by SICCAS to prepare our TeO$_2$ crystals were measured with the LNGS Germanium detectors and found heavily contaminated with $^{238}$U and $^{232}$Th (in particular for what concerns the CeO$_2$ used in the last surface treatment); iii) the characteristic breaks in the secular equilibrium of the contaminants observed in the MIBETA data analysis and in the powders measurements showed an unambiguous coincidence; iv) a strong reduction of the observed $\alpha$ lines was obtained in dedicated runs carried out in the Hall C setup, after a surface treatment of the TeO$_2$ crystals (both acid attack and polishing with radioclean powders, Fig. 8); v) a substantial reduction of the continuum in the energy region above 3 MeV was observed after a surface
We decided therefore to completely dismount the MIBETA setup and remount it only after: 1) polishing the surfaces of all TeO$_2$ crystals (30-40 $\mu$m) in order to completely eliminate the surface contaminants following crystal preparation (radioactive powders) and exposition to air ($^{224}$Rn and $^{210}$Pb); 2) use a new mounting system identical to the one proposed for CUORE/CUORICINO (Fig. 9); 3) select very low activity materials for all the mounting system structure and treat all the surfaces with chemical etching and a radioclean passivating procedure. Moreover, thanks to the more compact structure proposed for CUORE/CUORICINO, a larger free vital space for improved inner shields would be available (in particular, for an additional 2 cm side and 5 cm top layer of Roman lead). A 10 cm external neutron shield realised with borated (10%) polyethylene was added in June; no notable background reduction was observed after this addition improving further on our background sources knowledge.

Such a work was started at the beginning of 2001 and carried out partly at LNGS (crystal polishing and detector remounting) and partly at LNL (mounting system cleaning procedure), for a period of about three months. The “old” and “new” structure are compared in fig. 3, while details of the new detector tower (mounting system, surface quality) are shown in fig. 6. The results can be summarised as follows:

- the background level in the region of $0\nu\beta\beta$ was halved (from $0.59\pm0.06$ to $0.33\pm0.11$
counts/keV/kg/y, Figs. 4 and 5); no evidence for $0\nu\beta\beta$ was yet found (Fig.5, where the peaks at 2615 and 2447 keV due to $^{208}\text{Tl}$ and $^{214}\text{Bi}$ can be easily seen) and a new lower limit of $2.08 \times 10^{23}$ years at 90% C.L. on the process half-life (total exposure: 4.3 kg y) was obtained, corresponding to upper limits in the range 0.9-2.3 eV (depending on the different nuclear matrix calculations) for the effective neutrino mass $<m_\nu>$. Such result makes MIBETA the most sensitive experiment after those based on Ge diodes. A summary of all the updated DBD results is given in Tab. 1.

- a preliminary check of our knowledge of the MIBETA background sources was carried out; in particular, the effectiveness of the surface treatments was proved while the ineffectualness of the neutron shield helped us to exclude them as a dominant contribution to our background;

- a “large scale” test of the CUORE/CUORICINO detector structure (characterised mainly by a lower passive mass per detector) was carried out; merits and defects of the new structure were identified and the collected informations will be very useful to improve the performance of CUORICINO. A suspension system based on the use of a calibrated spring (for a substantial damping the whole detector vibrations) was also adopted, while few detectors were read-out by a low temperature electronics in order to check the possibility to improve our results also in the low energy (few keV) region.

- The appreciable difference between the counting rates of the isotopically enriched TeO$_2$ crystals observed in the previous MIBETA measurements almost disappeared.
(at least within the statistical significance of the 2001 measure) after the crystals surface treatment. No evidence for $2\nu\,\beta\beta$ can be obtained however by comparison of the enriched crystals spectra consistently with our present statistics. Enriched crystals will be probably remounted within the structure of CUORICINO in order to improve the statistical significance of the measurement.

- from the analysis of the low energy region of the background spectrum, a new limit on the occurrence of the $^{123}\mathrm{Te}$ EC decay was obtained [2] ($T_{1/2}^{K} > 5 \times 10^{19}$ years); neutron activation was finally identified as a possible background source for the process through the production of the EC unstable $^{121}\mathrm{Te}$ and $^{121m}\mathrm{Te}$ isotopes.

MIBETA measurements were definitely stopped by the end of the year in order to allow the CUORICINO installation preparation phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Limit on Half-Life [years] at 90% c.l.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 0^+ (0\nu)$</td>
<td>$5.0 \pm 7.2$</td>
<td>$2.08 \times 10^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 2^+ (0\nu)$</td>
<td>$-19.6 \pm 8.5$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 0^+ (2\nu)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 0^+ (1\chi)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 0^+ (2\chi)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{21}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0^+ \rightarrow 0^+ (0\nu)$</td>
<td>$-18.7 \pm 19.7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Limits obtained on double beta decay of $^{130}\mathrm{Te}$ and $^{128}\mathrm{Te}$.

## 4 CUORICINO R&D

Immediately after the approval of the experiment CUORICINO by the Gran Sasso Scientific Committee and by the National Scientific Commission (Gruppo II) of INFN, we have started an intense activity for the preparation of this experiment using our Hall C cryogenic setup. The CUORICINO detector, which will be installed in the Hall A dilution refrigerator presently housing the 20 crystal array, will consist in an array of 44 cubic crystals of natural $\mathrm{TeO}_2$ of $5 \times 5 \times 5 \, cm^3$, plus 18 of the 20 MIBETA crystals (arranged in two planes of 9 crystals each) for a total mass of about 40 kg. This setup will make possible not only an improved search for neutrinoless double beta decay, but also a more sensitive search for direct interactions of WIMPs. Moreover, possible subdiurnal modulations of the signal induced by electromagnetic interactions of axions coming from the sun could be observed.

Due to the larger mass of CUORICINO (both total and of the single $\mathrm{TeO}_2$ crystals) a careful optimisation of the detector performance (and design) was necessary. On the other hand the critical role played by the setup materials radiopurity on the observed background level, required both a careful selection and a detailed analysis of the effects
of the possible surface treatments. We decided therefore to develop a “hybrid” detector allowing us to carry out both R&D activities using our Hall C cryogenic setup. It consists of two 4 crystal arrays mounted in separate copper boxes as shown in Fig. 10. The upper one is made by $3 \times 3 \times 6 \, cm^3$ crystals (MIBETA), and is dedicated to the study of the background contributions from the radioactive contamination of the detector materials (mainly from the surface). The lower one consists of four $5 \times 5 \times 5 \, cm^3$ crystals (CUORICINO) and is intended to optimize the design and performance of these bolometers.

Started during 2000, such an R&D program produced a series of results (concerning both detector design and background reduction) which convinced us of the necessity to rebuild the MIBETA setup as described above.

4.1 CUORICINO R&D results during 2001

The CUORICINO R&D program continued during 2001 mainly to fix the final details of the CUORICINO detector structure. In particular the goals and results of the series of measurements carried out in the course of the year can be summarised as follows:

- **Suspension**: the performance of different suspension systems was tested. The use of a calibrated spring showed the best results in terms of mechanical vibrations damping and will be the final choice for CUORICINO. A critical item is then the tower thermalisation (thermal connection to the coldest cryostat structure) which...
will be realised by means of calibrated copper strips. A series of dedicated measurements aiming at a best choice for the copper quality and strip geometry has recently concluded.

- **Single detector structure**: slight modifications of the originally proposed mounting system (copper frames and PTFE joints) were tested. Since similar performances were obtained, the design implying the minimum quantity of PTFE was selected. The use of brass screws was finally avoided (Fig. 10).

- **TeO$_2$ crystal surface polishing**: because of the impossibility to use radioclean powders during the preparation of our TeO$_2$ crystals at SICCAS, all CUORICINO crystals were ordered with a minimal surface treatment. Since surface quality strongly affects detector performance (pulse duration and detector response), raw crystals could not be used (their performance was checked and found unsatisfactory). A careful selection of radioclean polishing powders and a development program for a surface polishing procedure was then started by the CUORICINO collaboration. After several measurement tests (including both the polishing procedure and the corresponding detector performance measurement), the use of certified 7 $\mu$m AlO$_2$ Sumitomo powder plus different pads (Lamplan and Ultapad) was finally selected.

- **Tower setup**: a critical contribution to the background level from passive elements of the detector structure (mechanical system) was demonstrated. Different material choices and surface cleaning processes were checked. The use of any material other
than copper for the mechanical structure and the same cleaning procedure adopted for the new MIBETA structure was finally selected.

5 Conclusions

The CUORICINO preparation phase is finally concluded. Our group is now going to install the CUORICINO setup by spring 2002 (after the due changes to the Hall A cryogenic setup), while continuing R&D measurements with the Hall C cryogenic setup for the CUORE project (a large array consisting of one thousand $5 \times 5 \times 5$ cm$^3$ TeO$_2$ crystals). The results obtained so far with MIBETA and CUORICINO R&D make us confident to reach with the CUORICINO detector the expected background level of 0.1 counts/keV/kg/yr in the $0\nu\beta\beta$ region.

We would like to acknowledge the help of P. Gorla, S. Parmeggiano and L. Tatananni in various stages of the experiment. Special thanks are due to M. Perego for assembling the electronic read-out and to A. Rotilio for the realization of mechanical parts.
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The OPERA experiment

The OPERA experiment aims at the direct observation of $\nu_\tau$ appearance from $\nu_\mu \to \nu_\tau$ oscillations in the CNGS long baseline beam from the CERN SPS to the Gran Sasso Laboratory. The detection of $\tau$ decays is achieved by the use of Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC) technology (lead - nuclear emulsion sandwich), providing a total target mass of about 1800 t. Overall, low background levels are expected (0.75 events) for the $\tau$ search. During 2001 the detector design has been finalized with extensive tests on full scale prototypes. The experiment is now entering the final construction phase.
1 Design principles

The OPERA experiment is designed for the direct observation of $\nu_\tau$ appearance from $\nu_\mu \to \nu_\tau$ oscillations in the CNGS long baseline beam from the CERN SPS to the Gran Sasso Laboratory. The measurements of atmospheric neutrino fluxes performed by the Super-Kamiokande experiment indicate a deficit of muon neutrinos and an anomaly in their zenith angle distribution, consistent with $\nu_\mu \to \nu_\tau$ oscillations with $\Delta m^2 \approx 1.2 \div 5.4 \times 10^{-3}$ eV$^2$ (90% CL) and full mixing. The Soudan2 and MACRO experiments also made observations compatible with this result. Therefore, the primary goal of OPERA is to obtain direct evidence for $\nu_\tau$ appearance, which would confirm the oscillation hypothesis.

A long baseline of 732 km is used between the neutrino source (the CERN beam line) and the detector (located in the underground Gran Sasso laboratory) in order to be sensitive to the oscillation parameters indicated by the Super-Kamiokande data. The CNGS neutrino beam has been optimized for the detection of $\nu_\mu$ charged-current (CC) interactions and provides an average $\nu_\mu$ energy of about 20 GeV. For the evaluation of the performance of the experiment an integrated fluence of $2.25 \times 10^{20}$ protons on target is assumed, corresponding to a 5 year SPS operation in a shared mode.

The main principle of the $\nu_\tau$ search is the direct detection of the decay of the $\tau$ lepton produced by CC interactions. This is achieved by a massive (about 1800 t) neutrino target based on the ECC design which combines, in a sandwich-like cell, the high precision tracking capabilities of nuclear emulsions (two 50 $\mu$m layers on both sides of a 200 $\mu$m plastic base) and the large target mass provided by lead plates (1 mm thick). This technique has been recently demonstrated to be effective for $\tau$ detection by the DONUT collaboration.

The basic element of the target structure is the brick, composed by a consecutive series of individual cells with transverse dimensions of $10.2 \times 12.7$ cm$^2$. Bricks are arranged into planar structures (walls), which are interleaved with electronic tracker planes (Figure 1). These planes are built from vertical and horizontal strips of plastic scintillator, 2.6 cm wide. The main purpose of the electronic target tracker is to localize the particular brick in which the neutrino interaction occurred, once an interaction trigger is recorded. This brick is then extracted for the emulsion development and scanning in a quasi-online sequence. Large emulsion areas can be scanned with automatic microscopes equipped with fast track recognition processors. This allows the measurement of both track momenta from their multiple scattering in the brick and electron and gamma energies from shower development.

The target and the tracker sections are further arranged into three independent super-modules (Figure 1). Each supermodule is followed by a downstream muon spectrometer. A spectrometer consists of a dipolar magnet made of two iron walls, interleaved by pairs of vertical drift tube planes. Planes of RPC’s are inserted between the magnet iron plates to allow a coarse tracking inside the magnet and a measurement of the stopping particles from the upstream supermodule.

The OPERA design is optimized to achieve low background levels for the $\tau$ appearance search. The experiment aims at the analysis of all single-prong $\tau$ decay modes ($e, \mu, h$). Signal events are classified as long or short decays depending whether the $\tau$ track traverses an emulsion sheet or not. The main background sources are charm production in CC
Figure 1: Schematic view of the OPERA detector.
Figure 2: Sensitivity of the OPERA experiment to $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations for 5 years of CNGS running ($2.25 \times 10^{20} \text{pot}$), defined as the average 90% upper limit obtained, in the absence of a signal, by an ensemble of experiments. The region allowed by the analysis of Super-Kamiokande data (Lepton-Photon 2001) is also shown.

interactions, hadronic interactions in lead and large angle muon scatterings. These events are rejected by the identification of the primary lepton in CC interactions and either by requiring the presence of a $\tau$-like kink topology (long decays) or by an impact parameter method (short decays). In addition, a kinematic analysis is used to enhance the signal to background ratio. Overall, a total background of 0.75 events is expected. If $\nu_\mu \rightarrow \nu_\tau$ oscillations occur, the average number of detected signal events ranges from 2.7 at $\Delta m^2 = 1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ to 53.5 at $\Delta m^2 = 5.4 \times 10^{-3}$ (full mixing). The achieved sensitivity at 90% C.L. is shown in Figure 2 and broadly covers the region of the parameter space allowed by the Super-Kamiokande data. Within this region, the probability to obtain a statistical significance on the detected signal of at least $4\sigma$ (gaussian equiv.) is 90% after a 5 year run.


2 Milestones achieved during 2001

2.1 Emulsion target

2.1.1 Emulsion refreshing facility

Due to their continuous sensitivity, the emulsion plates will collect latent track images, mainly from cosmic-rays and ambient radioactivity, since the very beginning of their lifetime at the production firm Fuji Co. in Japan, and all along their way to the OPERA detector in the Gran Sasso cavern.

In the study of events induced by the CNGS beam, background tracks may affect the pattern recognition and may cause degradation of the measurements of the energy of electromagnetic showers. The remedy was proposed and successfully tested at Nagoya University: a treatment of the emulsion plates at moderate temperature (see Section 2.1.2) and very high humidity for a few days will cancel out a significant fraction of the previously stored latent track images. This is known as a "refreshing" procedure and reduces the number of reconstructed track segments by more than a factor of ten.

In the strategy described in the Proposal, refreshing should be performed inside the Gran Sasso cavern soon after the delivery of the emulsion plates and just before the brick assembly. However, taking into account the limited space available underground and the need to carefully handle a huge number of individual plates in darkroom, almost synchronously with the preparation of bricks and their insertion into the apparatus, an alternative scenario is now under investigation. The idea is to perform the refreshing in Japan, possibly in the Sakashita or Tono mines. The sheets that will ultimately be part of a given brick would then be packed together but without lead. Shipment and delivery to Gran Sasso could be carefully timed. The tracks collected after this provisional packing could be recognized and rejected at the scanning stage since the segments in the emulsion sheets would appear staggered, due to the subsequent insertion of the lead sheets.

2.1.2 Preparation for production of emulsion films

After the proposal submission, ten small batch productions and one large production of emulsion films were performed in order to refine and tune the specifications for mass production of the OPERA emulsion films.

The samples also underwent a refreshing procedure designed to erase tracks accumulated between the production of the emulsion and its exposure to the neutrino beam. The procedure involves storing it for three days at 30°C and 95% relative humidity. The characteristics of the refreshed samples are:

- Initial sensitivity before refreshing: 36 grains/100µm
- Surviving grain density of recorded tracks after refreshing: 8 grains/100µm
- Sensitivity after refreshing: 33 grains/100µm

These characteristics are satisfactory for OPERA.

Complete tests involving refresh-transport- ECC assembling-beam exposure- development and read-out by UTS systems are currently being analyzed. We are planning to report the results at the presentation of the Status Report.
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2.1.3 Status of brick packing in Japan

Designing of the "Origami" packing system is now in its final stage. We will have a prototype packing system at the end of September in Nagoya. It will be used as a test machine to define the final specifications for OPERA. Mass treatment tests with this machine are planned this autumn. In parallel, the design of the laminated multilayered paper is also in progress. The combination of the materials constituting the multilayered paper and their thicknesses is under investigation.

2.1.4 Brick Assembly Machine (BAM)

The BAM has to perform the following tasks:

- Intake of the emulsion films, lead plates, spacer sheets, protective paper and packing material.
- Stacking and wrapping if needed (light tight).
- Packing (light and vacuum tight).
- Bar code labelling.
- Insertion of the brick on a support, if needed.
- Storage of the bricks.

In order to establish contact with potential industrial partners a BAM specification document has been produced. It gives the list of operations to be performed by the BAM, and the constraints for handling lead, emulsion and packing material. Several companies already gave a positive reaction to the submission of the BAM specification document. Different stacking and packing strategies have been suggested. The stacking can be automated or hand made. Packing materials such as multilayered paper and rubber are being considered. Welding tests on the paper have been performed. The paper packing can be either pre-formed or folded in place. Within one month one vendor, Fuji, will deliver to the Nagoya University a prototype of a packing machine based on the Origami technique. It will be used to produce prototype bricks. An alternative packaging solution based on the use of rubber pre-shaped envelopes and proposed by the French Company Jeantet is being studied. First rubber envelope prototypes have been delivered to CERN. The main rubber component, called "Butyl", is under tests in Nagoya University for emulsion compatibility.

2.1.5 Brick Manipulator System (BMS)

The OPERA bricks are moved in and out of their supporting trays in the walls by means of an automated system called Brick Manipulator System (BMS). The study of this system has made substantial progress in the past twelve months.

The principle of forming horizontal rows of bricks and sliding them collectively along their supporting trays has been assessed in full detail. In this scheme the initial operation of loading the 235,000 bricks into the detector can be performed at a rate larger than the brick production rate. Even with quite moderate speeds in the movements this operation
has been evaluated as being safe. Sliding together "trains" of bricks allows the daily
exchange of the 30 bricks where a neutrino interaction occurred, in about an hour with
the same moderate speeds.

The supporting structure of the bricks will be composed of two half walls which are
vertically separated. This has led to the design of two symmetric manipulators, moving
along either side of the detector and operating independently.

Mechanical tests have shown that the sliding friction was larger for a sliding stainless
steel band supporting a train of bricks than for the same train of bricks equipped with
plastic skates. Bricks with skates have then been adopted.

By means of a jack the bricks will first be pushed out of the carousel storage, onto the
manipulator platform. Once the carousel is empty, the bricks will then be moved towards
the detector centre by means of a special device included in the bridge connecting the
platform to the supporting trays.

During the insertion of the bricks, a thin metallic band is connected to the first brick
and is drawn between the brick skates. For retrieving a brick row, this band is wound
by a motor to the platform where it is locked to a platform resident metallic band. An
alternate scheme using suction grips to retrieve bricks back to the carousel is a possible
back-up solution and will be tested experimentally in the coming months.

Recent measurements to evaluate the resistance of the lead-emulsion sandwich under
vacuum to relative movements of the plates have shown that it is possible to push or
pull together a full line of 26 bricks on skates, without protective bricks holders and
with a significant safety factor relative to brick deformation. If these measurements are
confirmed, brick holders would not be used, leading to a large reduction of the inter-brick
gap within a brick plane.

In parallel, a large amount of the work on the brick manipulator has been devoted
to the development of the lift structure and the platform design (precision X-Y tables,
carousel storage, bridge system, winding foil system, positioning system). A full scale
prototype of the platform is presently being mounted at LAPP for tests with a prototype
brick supporting wall. A large effort is also underway to prepare the automation of the
various movements, using different types of sensors to control the corresponding motors,
including video cameras for the positioning.

2.1.6 Wall support structure

The wall support structure is made of thin stainless steel vertical bands welded to light
horizontal trays where the bricks are positioned with a precision of one millimeter. Using
high resistance stainless steel bands of 0.8 mm thickness, the structure weight is less
than 0.4% of the total target weight. This design limits as much as possible neutrino
interactions in the target area outside of the bricks themselves, ensures easy and quick
removal of bricks from lateral sides and permits a minimum separation between bricks
in transverse and longitudinal directions. The structure is suspended through rods and
joints from the general support structure and tensioned from the bottom through a spring
system.

The structure design has been accomplished and the whole system including sus-
pensions and tensioning system checked against the effect of earthquakes in the general
support structure frame. After many destructive tests on the critical welding points, the stainless steel band material has been chosen and the welding procedure established. One prototype (full height and 1 m wide) has been assembled at the Frascati Laboratory, suspended and loaded with dummy bricks. The expected positioning precision has been achieved. Long term mechanical stability tests are underway. A second prototype (full width and 1 m high) is under construction and will be equipped with a more compact tensioning system. This prototype will be used for the brick manipulator tests.

2.2 Target Tracker

The main purpose of the Target Tracker (TT) is to identify the brick where a neutrino interaction occurred. An additional TT requirement is provided by the need to minimize the number of wrong associations between a genuine \( \mu^- \), as measured in the TT and muon spectrometers, and a hadron track in the emulsion. These wrong associations become a source of background if the hadron suffers a scattering consistent with a \( \tau^- \) decay kink. Their rate depends on the uncertainty of the reconstructed \( \mu^- \) track parameters.

2.2.1 Plastic scintillators

In the 2001 we finalized the TT design: it consists of two orthogonal planes of plastic scintillator strips installed behind each brick wall. These strips are 2.6 cm wide, 1 cm thick, and are read out by wave-length shifting fibres. All estimates of \( \tau^- \) detection efficiencies and backgrounds were based on this design, which represents the TT baseline option.

A full scale prototype module (Figure 3) was constructed and completed by March 2001 according to schedule. Very preliminary results had been presented at the March LNGS Committee meeting; since then several tests have been performed. The prototype is composed of 64 plastic scintillator strips, 670 cm in length and 2.6 × 1.0 cm² in cross section. All the strips have been scanned using an electron spectrometer (1.8 MeV electrons). An average number of 3 photoelectrons per read-out end has been observed in the middle of the strips which is the most unfavourable position for readout at both ends.

Using cosmic rays, the track detection efficiency has been found to be higher than 98% even in the middle of the strips.

Since then, efforts have been made to improve the WLS fibre gluing inside the scintillator grooves. The shape and the depth of the grooves have also been optimized. After these improvements, using the same industrially produced scintillator strips as for the prototype construction, the number of photoelectrons in the middle went up to 5 per readout end.

Extra efforts have been made by the prototype scintillator producer Pol.Hi.Tech. to improve the quality of scintillators. They made new extrusions using, as previously, PPO+POPOP but under a nitrogen atmosphere. With these new strips more than 5.5 photoelectrons have been measured in the middle of the strips. They also extruded strips under normal atmosphere but with BDB instead of POPOP (BDB is known to react less with oxygen than POPOP), also resulting in 5.5 photoelectrons in the middle of the strip.

Promising results were also obtained recently with plastic scintillator samples extruded
at the Kharkov factory using the technology of polimerisation and extrusion in one production step (thus avoiding the contact with oxygen).

Tools are now under development for large-scale production of plastic scintillator modules. For all aspects, decisions will be also based upon compatibility with schedule.

2.3 The veto system

A veto system, required to flag events from neutrino interactions in the rock surrounding the OPERA detector, we also studied.

In a “minimal” scheme, a veto detector could be placed in front of the first supermodule. Two planes with about $10 \times 10$ m$^2$ cross section made of RPC chambers can be mounted attached to the so called “arch” support structure, composing a supermodule. If backscattering from the target interactions would turn out to be relevant, another similar module, placed 1-2 m upstream, would allow a TOF measurement to flag backward going tracks. A time resolution of about 1 ns seems to be adequate and achievable with RPCs. One can also accommodate similar veto detectors in front of the other supermodules. A detailed study of this veto configuration is in progress.

Another task of the veto detector is the monitoring of the neutrino beam. By counting neutrino interactions in the rock upstream of the OPERA target through the detection of muons one can obtain valuable information on the CNGS beam right at start up.

The envisaged veto system configuration includes two RPC modules each of $10\times10$ m$^2$, separated by a distance of $\sim 1$ m and placed in front of the first supermodule, plus
a single $\sim 7 \times 7$ m$^2$ RPC module in front of supermodules 2 and 3.

A Monte Carlo simulation shows that the rate of triggers from neutrino interactions in the rock is as large as that of genuine neutrino interactions. The use of VETO reduces the trigger rate from rock events by nearly 94%. The surviving rock events can be further reduced by a factor of 3 by applying pattern recognition and brick finding algorithms. However, a study of the effect of this additional rejection on the efficiency for signal events has not yet been performed.

### 2.4 Spectrometers

#### 2.4.1 Magnets

A full scale prototype of part of the dipole magnet has been constructed in Frascati. It consists of two vertical walls of rectangular cross section and of top and bottom flux return path. The walls are made up of four iron layers (5 cm thick) interleaved with 2 cm of space allocated for the housing of RPC. Each iron layer is made up of two plates $50 \times 1250 \times 8200$ mm$^2$ (Figure 4). The final OPERA spectrometer will have the same structure but consists of seven plates instead of two (overall length 8750 mm) and 12 layers instead of 4. Studies have been made in order to understand its mechanical construction, and the performance of the final magnets, as well as to measure and monitor the magnetic field.

#### 2.4.2 Inner trackers

The design of the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) inserted in the magnets has been studied and measurements have been performed.

RPC prototypes have been tested at CERN, Frascati, Gran Sasso and Padova, as well as at the T9 test beam from the CERN PS. These prototypes are RPC’s of the latest generation, where the bakelite foils have more melamine content than earlier chambers, the surface of the backelite is much smoother and the plastic corners and spacers are made with LEXAN instead of PVC.

Efficiencies as well as spatial and time resolutions have been studied as a function of various parameters (high voltage, gas mixtures, etc.).

Sixteen full scale prototypes have been constructed and tested, in particular to check their performance around the 6 cm diameter holes which house the bolts of the magnet. Full scale prototypes for the layers of the x-view strips have already been produced by Pol.Hi.Tech (12 layers). They will be tested to measure the degradation of the signals over their 8 m length.

A prototype of the front end electronic card has been developed in Padova, based on the commercial discriminator LM361, double register to avoid dead time, in-line test calibration, VME controller. A second prototype with an optimized layout is under construction.
Figure 4: Full scale prototype of part of the dipole magnet constructed and tested at Frascati, as seen during construction.
2.4.3 Precision trackers

Since autumn last year progress has been made in drift tube prototype development, design and construction. Elongation tests have shown that the 45 µm gold-plated tungsten wires from the company LUMA fulfill our requirements, in a cost effective way.

Long prototype tubes in brass and in aluminum with a length of 8.1 m have been tested. A satisfactory attenuation length has been measured: \( \lambda = (22.2 \pm 0.7) \) m with brass and \( \lambda = (25.9 \pm 0.7) \) m with alluminium. With a \( \pm 250 \mu m \) alignment no wire motion > 40 µm has been observed up to 3.2 kV. In addition, two brass (1 m long) and one aluminum (30 cm long) tubes have been used for tests. The operation voltage range will be 2.3-2.5 kV for the current gas mixture of Ar/CO\(_2\) (80%/20%). The gas gain was measured to \( 8 \cdot 10^4 \) at 2.3 kV and the maximal drift time to 1.1 µs. Up to 2.5 kV no after pulsing was observed.

The optimal tube staggering in a module has been studied with MC simulations in order to minimise the loss of tracks due to left/right ambiguities.

The design of the tube end caps is almost finished. A method to fix the end caps by shrinking has been tested successfully and negotiations with industry for the mass production can start. The support of the modules is being designed and the first version of the drawings has been produced.

The production of two 1 m long OPERA drift tube prototype modules (each consisting of three layers with eight tubes per layer) with the final staggering has been started in July. These modules will allow the understanding of the resolution and the efficiency, as well as to test the electronics electronics and HV board.

2.5 Emulsion laboratories at Gran Sasso

As stated in the OPERA Proposal, facilities for emulsion handling are expected to be operational at the Gran Sasso Laboratory both during the construction of the apparatus and in the course of data taking.

During construction, the infrastructures for emulsion storage, for any pre-treatment of the plates, namely the so-called refreshing, and for hosting and operating the Brick Assembly Machine (BAM) will be needed inside the cavern. In the course of data taking, the extracted bricks will be equipped with additional veto sheets and exposed to cosmic-rays outside the cavern. The disassembly of the bricks, the development of the plates and their delivery to the scanning stations will follow.

Candidate sites to locate underground and outside Emulsion laboratories at LNGS, have been identified, with the help and advice of LNGS staff. Project designs are in progress, as will be reported below. Meanwhile, small laboratories for emulsion tests underground and cosmic ray exposures outside the cavern were set-up, in order to tune the final choice of operating conditions. Tests are in progress, as will also be reported below.

Even considering that emulsion refreshing at the production will be carried out in Japan (Section 2.1.1), a rather large and well equipped area for emulsion storage will be needed in the Gran Sasso cavern. This area must be adjacent to the BAM area. The candidate site for both functions is a 50 m long, 5 m wide tunnel connecting Hall A
and Hall B, crudely finished and presently not in use ("Bypass"). Note that the Bypass solution is the only viable hypothesis, irrespective of the Hall assigned to OPERA.

The Bypass was surveyed, and the Radon and wall radioactivity monitored by LNGS Services on request by OPERA. The access from the Hall B side must be enlarged. The floor and the walls need surface coverage and protection from water flow. A clean area of over 40 m x 5 m could be made available for the BAM, the emulsion storage and all the peripheral operations.

The specifications given to industrial companies require that the BAM fits the available space. Conveniently shaped barracks have to be placed in the Bypass to host, partly as darkrooms, the emulsion handling underground and to allow the dispatching of the target components and of the bricks ready for installation. A detailed plan will be presented in the next few months.

2.5.1 Cosmic-ray exposures and processing

During the run, the cosmic-ray exposure of bricks selected for event location and study is expected to provide enough good through-passing tracks for plate-to-plate alignment. Unwanted electromagnetic showers, still abundant at mountain sites, and the soft muon component must be minimized by installing suitable shielding (rock or metal) above the cosmic-ray exposure station.

The brick disassembly and development which follow this exposure also benefit from shielding.

In agreement with LNGS, it is planned to take advantage of a new building, that could be partly devoted to the post-trigger brick handling and processing. The request has been made by OPERA to connect this new building to a pit for cosmic-ray exposures, to be excavated nearby a few meter below-ground. The pit should be covered by an iron disk, 0.5 to 1 m thick, in order to select hard muons. We have also proposed an optimal internal subdivision of the part of the new building assigned to OPERA.

This building is expected to be constructed early enough to allow the setting-up and extensive test of the emulsion facilities before the CNGS beam starts.

2.5.2 Emulsion tests at LNGS

An extensive test program is in progress in order to study the environmental radioactivity and the cosmic-ray flux and spectrum at LNGS, and to test all steps of the emulsion handling on site.

Two small laboratories were implemented.

i) Inside the cavern, in the corridor connecting Hall B and Hall C, a darkroom was installed. It is a 12 m x 2.2 m barrack, well equipped to pour emulsion plates and to develop either locally or commercially produced plates. The two activities can operate independently. Many test plates were already succesfully produced and processed. Scanning of these plates allowed to measure the ambient radioactivity in several places underground and outside. Compared to similar measurements performed at home institutions, it was confirmed that the local radioactivity is about 1/3 of the level usually detected in conventional civil engineering sites. Indeed, low-activity concrete was adopted on purpose at
LNGS. Also, cosmic-ray exposures were already performed, and more are in progress, as explained below.

ii) A cosmic-ray station was set-up at the LNGS surface, in the parking area where the above-mentioned new building will be located. It consists of a 5m x 2.2 m barrack, hosting an iron structure designed to allow exposures to cosmics at different depths, ranging from 0 to 100 cm of iron. Gaps between the iron sheets allow the insertion of standard OPERA bricks. Scintillator counters could also be inserted inside the same gaps to perform independent and complementary tests on cosmics.

Since late June extensive tests have started. Full results are expected by the end of the year, so that the design and shielding of the exposure pit can be finalized. More complete tests with full bricks are planned in the near future. The support of the LNGS staff and of local workshops, which allowed the setting-up of these facilities in a very short time is very gratefully acknowledged.

2.6 Preparation of Scanning Stations

2.6.1 Reformed scanning lab in Nagoya

The scanning laboratory in the Nagoya F-lab has been renovated in February 2001. The new scanning laboratory has enough space and infra-structures such as electricity and air conditioning to setup the new fast scanning systems for OPERA (S-UTS).

2.6.2 Plan for a Scanning Station in Europe

The brick emulsion scanning can be subdivided in three parts:

- the vertex location inside bricks, requiring a 24 hours per day scanning load with dedicated people working in shifts as in a running experiment;
- the selection of events with decay like topology;
- precision measurements on selected events.

The first part requires a Scanning Station. The last two imply a smaller scanning load but more detailed measurements. Therefore, in order to optimise the use of resources, the following scanning strategy is envisaged: the Scanning Station will perform the vertex location and distribute bricks among the measurement laboratories that will take the scientific responsibility of the event selection and/or precision measurements.

The construction of a Scanning Station, handling 15 bricks per day, is planned in Italy and its location is under investigation. It is intended to be a European facility. In 2003 the design of the scanning system will be finalized and the construction of the Scanning Station is foreseen to start. The present studies indicate the need of about 200 $m^2$ to host: a brick handling area, 13 automatic microscopes (assuming a scanning speed of 20 $cm^2$/hour) and a control room. Technicians, physicists and hardware/software experts have to be on site.
2.7 Preparation of Scanning Systems

2.7.1 S-UTS preparation

The type A scheme described in the proposal has been chosen and is being developed. A prototype of a piezo-controlled objective lens is completed. The achieved fluctuation of the microscope stage movement is below 0.5% which satisfies the requirement (better than 1%) to guarantee a stable image taking. The synchronization of the stage and of the objective lens is being tested extensively. We plan to use this system combined with the existing CCD camera and electronics for the UTS in September to scan emulsion sheets exposed for tests. A fast CCD camera is being prepared by industry and a prototype should be available soon. Then the UTS will be upgraded with this fast CCD camera and new electronics to form a complete S-UTS system.

2.7.2 Progress in automatic scanning in Europe

A scanning system (SYSAL) developed in Salerno is operational for the CHORUS experiment with a scanning speed of 1.6 $cm^2$/hour in the OPERA emulsions. In order to reach a scanning speed of 20 $cm^2$/hour as required by OPERA, Italian (Bari, Bologna, Naples, Rome and Salerno) and other European (Bern, Münster) groups are carrying out an R&D program to develop a new scanning system based on SYSAL. Also Lyon intends to participate in R&D on automated scanning. In addition, several laboratories will participate in the scanning of the emulsions.

The R&D approach is based on the use of commercial technology to profit from the continuous improvements in speed of CPUs, Image Processors and TV cameras.

Prototypes of small stage microscopes (OPERA emulsions are smaller than the CHORUS ones) are under test, and encouraging results were obtained. The small stages show better performance in terms of speed, accuracy and reproducibility with respect to the larger ones used in CHORUS. A settling time of better than 80 ms was obtained moving from one field of view to the next (350 $\mu m$). The image grabbing and processing was performed using a 1 Mpixel CCD TV camera working at 60 frames/sec with a set of 3 parallel image processors. First preliminary results show that a scanning speed of about 10 $cm^2$/hour is feasible. This system is ready to support CCD frame speeds up to 120 frames/sec. Studies on new CCD cameras and CMOS sensors are under way. Additional speed improvement can be obtained by faster processors being available on the market.

Tests on new optics are in progress to optimise the use of large (350x350 $\mu m^2$) fields of view (CHORUS typical field size was 100x100 $\mu m^2$ due in part to the bad planarity of the image edges). The aim is to use objectives without immersion oil and with full planar image. The present optics production on the market proposes infinity corrected optics that was adapted to the microscope prototypes. First results show good planarity and tests are in progress to evaluate their performance when connected to the image processing chain.
2.7.3 R&D on dedicated scanning systems for precise measurements

A dedicated optics of higher magnification and thinner focal depth is required to separate each grain for precise measurements such as: i) dE/dx measurement to reject the charm background to the $\tau \rightarrow \mu$ decay channel by muon identification in the emulsions of the bricks and ii) precise momentum measurement for $\tau$ candidate events. R&D for such an optics is being started in Nagoya.

2.8 Scanning strategy and related tests

2.8.1 Changeable Sheets

We are considering the possibility to use Changeable Sheets (CS) instead of the Veto sheets surrounding the brick during the cosmic ray exposure (see Proposal p. 130). A CS is an emulsion sheet which is placed downstream of a brick along the neutrino beam direction. Assuming that this CS is refreshed before its exposure in order to reduce the recorded track density, it is possible to locate the tracks produced in neutrino interactions in the CS by the "general scan" technique. These tracks are then followed back through a "scan back" procedure in order to locate the position of the primary vertex. The CS approach has been used in several experiments (E531 and E653 at FNAL, CHORUS at CERN and E176 at KEK) and it is therefore a well-established technique.

The use of CSs results in two main advantages:

- Reduction of the overall scanning load.
  The scheme foreseen in the Proposal requires the scanning of both SS and Veto sheets (4 emulsion layers in total) in order to subtract the tracks found on Veto sheets from those recorded on SS. Instead, only two emulsion layers have to be scanned with CS, thus reducing by a factor of two the scanning load for the vertex location. This would allow, in turn, an increase of the neutrino flux with respect to the Proposal without a corresponding increase in the number of S-UTS systems.

- Increase of the brick finding efficiency (if needed).
  As described in Section 2.2, one of the main sources of ambiguity to find and extract the brick where a neutrino interaction occurred is related to back-scattering tracks. A sizable fraction of these back-scattering tracks are low momentum $\pi$s, which are not minimum ionizing particles, and electrons, which are not straight tracks even in a single emulsion layer. Moreover, their angular distribution is much wider than that of secondary particles from neutrino interactions (m.i.p.). This means that most of the back-scattering tracks could be discriminated from minimum ionizing base tracks with appropriate cuts.
  Suppose that there is an ambiguity among two bricks, one downstream of the other. This ambiguity can be resolved by extracting the CS between the two candidate bricks and by searching for a minimum ionizing track in this CS. If the actual vertex is in the downstream brick and back-scattering occurred no m.i.p. track is expected.
An increase of the brick finding efficiency would naturally reduce the number of empty bricks which are extracted and, consequently, also the scanning load.

The refreshing of CSs requires much less space than the emulsions of the bricks and should be performed in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory before their exposure.

For the second purpose, the CSs have to be extremely clean so that less than about 0.1 m.i.p. tracks are present on a CS surface. Mis-connection of a fake micro-tracks due to Compton electrons from underground environment can be a problem at such level of cleanness with the present Track Selector algorithm. However, most of such tracks can be easily rejected by eye scan since they are not straight tracks, even in a single emulsion layer. In addition, the grain information from a single emulsion layer can also be used to fit the track trajectory and eliminate Compton electrons.

The CSs are first packed in a laminated paper. They are then put into a "ribbon" like envelope made of carbon fiber sheets. Each ribbon holds all the CSs of a single row of bricks. These ribbons are then inserted into larger envelope stuck behind the wall support structure. Overall, this mechanical solution requires an additional space of $\leq 5 \text{ mm}$ along the beam direction.

### 2.8.2 Track erasing in emulsion analysis

Suppose that a set of emulsion sheets are unpacked and then packed again in between two different exposures. Two groups of tracks, tracks recorded before and after re-packing, can be distinguished easily, because each group of tracks can be connected or reconstructed only in the configuration in which they were recorded. In CHORUS, 1996 and 1997 exposures used this technique without any problem. Emulsion sheets exposed in 1996 were unpacked and packed again in a stack and then exposed in 1997.

Using this technique, micro tracks recorded in emulsion sheets while transportation can be "virtually" erased if a set of emulsion sheets are packed together. One should note that there is a maximum tolerable track density around $10^6/\text{cm}^2$ in emulsion sheets which should, of course, not be exceeded. An accumulation of cosmic rays during the transportation of the emulsion sheets from Japan to Europe is expected to be $10^3/\text{cm}^2$ assuming 1 month on ship. This should not be a problem.

Tests on this new scheme are planned to check the remaining isolated base-tracks after rejecting all the base-tracks recorded while emulsion sheets are packed for transportation. The emulsion sheets of a brick, used in May test exposure, were refreshed and packed in Nagoya ground lab, transported to CERN by air and then assembled as a brick at the CERN ground lab. Those sheets were analyzed and the remaining base-tracks were amounting to $176/\text{cm}^2$. This is consistent with the accumulation of cosmic rays at ground level for 3 hours.

For a complete test, we also plan to analyze emulsion sheets refreshed and packed in an underground laboratory in Japan. They will be exposed to cosmic rays on surface and then unpacked and developed underground.
2.8.3 Track reconstruction efficiency

The micro-track reconstruction efficiency of the latest emulsion sheets developed by Fuji Co. (H416-01) was evaluated using the UTS. About 98% efficiency for micro tracks was observed. The tuning of the readout chain (thickness of the emulsion layer, optics, ADC gain, etc.) is in progress and thus the final efficiency could be higher. The detailed information is contained in an OPERA internal note.

2.8.4 Momentum measurement by Angular Method

We present a test of the momentum determination in an ECC brick using a Multiple Coulomb Scattering measurement by the "angular method". The results achieved with a 3X₀ brick exposed to 2 and 3 GeV/c π⁻ are shown.

The ECC used here is made of 19 cells, each of them consisting of 1 mm lead plate followed by 305 µm thick Emulsion Sheet (ES). An ES is made up of a pair of emulsion layers 60 µm thick on either side of a 185 µm plastic base. Emulsion sheets are produced by the Fomos company.

2.8.5 γ detection

The detection of γs or electron pairs is being studied in CHORUS, DONUT and in a test exposure performed in May for OPERA. The pointing accuracy and the detection efficiency are essential, since the identification of the γs originating from τ decays among the γs produced in neutrino interactions is very important to increase the sensitivity to the τ → h decay channel.

The pointing accuracy was evaluated with CHORUS and DONUT data. We indicate with ∆θ the difference between the average angle of an electron pair, immediately after conversion, and the angle of the line which connects the interaction point to the conversion point.

In CHORUS, all electron pairs in about 100 cm³ emulsion volume (about 0.5 X₀ in beam direction) were first reconstructed by the NetScan method and then they were checked by eye to confirm that they are really electron pairs. In the same volume, 140 neutrino interactions were also reconstructed by NetScan. Neutrino interaction vertices are defined by requiring at least two tracks with angle less than 0.3 rad with respect to the beam direction. The average charged multiplicity for these vertices amounts to about five.

In DONUT, a search for electron pairs has been performed in a volume of 2.6 mm × 2.6 mm × 13 mm (about 0.5 X₀ along the beam) around the located neutrino interactions. Up to now, 50 electron pairs were confirmed by eye check among the reconstructed down-going stopping tracks from 97 interactions. An evaluation of the reconstruction efficiency is in progress.

The energy resolution for γs and the reconstruction of the π⁰ mass peak is also being studied.
3 Status of the experiment

The experiment has been approved as CNGS1 and it is now entering the construction phase after the completion of the design studies and of the tests of prototypes. An organization structure has been formed in order to fulfill the detector construction. The spokesperson is P. Strolin. The OPERA collaboration includes about 150 physicists from 32 institutes.
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The activity of the group in year 2001 has concerned research in three fields: Astroparticle Physics, Particle Phenomenology and Lattice Gauge Theory. The activities are more specifically reported below.

1 Astroparticle Physics

The Astroparticle group of LNGS in 2001 included V.Berezinsky, F.Vissani and visitors V.Dokuchaev (Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow), B.Hnatyk (Lviv University, Ukraine) , S.Grigorieva (Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow) and O.Petruk (Lviv University, Ukraine). The group worked in close collaboration with A.Vilenkin (Tufts University, USA), M.Kachelriess (CERN), P.Blasi (Fermilab), A.Strumia (Pisa University), G.Senjanovich (ICTP, Trieste) and others.

Scientific work

The main field of the work is astroparticle physics, including solar neutrinos, physics in underground detectors, massive neutrinos, ultra high energy cosmic rays, topological defects, and relativistic astrophysics. From several works finished in 2001 two following results can be mentioned.

V.Berezinsky, B.Hnatyk and A.Vilenkin developed the model of GRB production by cusps of superconducting strings suggested by them in 2000. The short pulse of low frequency e-m radiation emerges during a cusp event. It produces the beam of accelerated particles, which plays a role of fireball in GRB. This model has essentially one free parameter and successfully explains the range of observed fluences, rate of GRBs, rate-fluence dependence, and the range of durations. Acceleration of particles is now studied in details. It is demonstrated how galactic GRBs can be generated. The calculated diffuse X-ray and gamma-radiation agrees with observations of EGRET. The generation of gravitational pulses in cusp events is calculated. The paper is published in Phys.Rev. D64 (2001) 034007.

A.Strumia and F.Vissani have evaluated the sensitivity of KamLAND and Borexino to the parameters of solar neutrino oscillations. The error on $\Delta m^2$ will be few per-mille in (Q)VO, a few percent in LMA, and around 10% in LOW regions; the error on $\sin^2 2\theta$ is $\sim 5\%$. KamLAND and Borexino will tell us which new measurement devoted to $pp$ neutrinos is able to improve on these parameters. The paper is published in JHEP 0111 (2001) 48.
Conferences

V.Berezinsky and F.Vissani have organized the 5th International Topical Workshop “Solar Neutrinos: Where are the Oscillations?” (Gran Sasso, March 12 - 14, 2001. The workshop collected most active people in the field from Europe and USA. The emphasis was traditionally given to the discussions. About 100 participants attended the workshop. V.Berezinsky was a member of the Organizing Committee of TAUP 2001 in Gran Sasso, and F.Vissani - a convener of astrophysical session at Europhysics Conference HEP 01 in Budapest in July 2001.

F.Vissani works (together with O.Palamara) as the organizer of the LNGS seminar.

V.Berezinsky participated as invited speaker in Conferences “Neutrino Telescopes” in Venice, in NNP 2001 in Dubna, in SUSY 2001 in Dubna, and in “Astroparticle workshop” in Heidelberg.

F.Vissani presented the talks at Europhysics Conference HEP-01 (Budapest), at Int. workshop “Matter, Antimatter and Dark Matter” (Trento) and at TAUP 2001 (Gran Sasso).

Journal and Proceedings publications of 2001


15. B. Bajk, G. Senjanovich and F. Vissani, “How neutrino and charged fermion masses are connected within minimal supersymmetric SO(10)” Proc. of EPS Int. Conf. on HEP, Budapest, 2001 (eds D. Horvath, P. Levai, A. Patkos), JHEP Proceedings Section, PrHEP-hep2001/198

**Preprints of 2001**

1. V. Berezinsky, M. Kachelriess, and S. Ostapchenko, “Extensive air showers from ultra high energy gluinos” astro-ph/0109026

2. V. Berezinsky, “Exact analysis of the combined data of SNO and Super-Kamiokande” astro-ph/0106166


**2 Particle Phenomenology**

The particle phenomenology group which included Z. Berezhiani, P. Ciarcellutti, D. Delepine, L. Gianfagna and M. Giannotti worked in close collaboration with A. Rossi (Padova), D. Comelli, A. Drago, F. Villante (Ferrara), A. Kobakhidze (Helsinki), L. Bento (Lisbon) and others.
Scientific work

The main field of the groups activity is the particle phenomenology, including supersymmetry and grand unification, flavour problem, CP violation, neutrino physics, and various implications of particle physics for the Early Universe, like inflation, baryogenesis, dark matter etc. From several works done in 2001 the following results are to be mentioned.

Z. Berezhiani, D. Comelli and F. Villante have studied a cosmological evolution of the hidden mirror universe, an identical copy of the observed particle world interacting with the latter only gravitationally. Its existence can be motivated in the context of string or brane world theories, namely the epochs of the inflation, baryogenesis, nucleosynthesis and photon decoupling. The primordial nucleosynthesis bounds demand that at the Big Bang the mirror particle sector is born with a lower temperature than the ordinary one. As it was suggested by Z. Berezhiani and L. Bento, the concept of such a hidden sector offers new mechanism for the primordial baryogenesis. Namely, non-zero lepton and baryon numbers in the Universe can be generated by out-of-equilibrium scattering processes which transform ordinary leptons and Higgses into their hidden partners, while the same scatterings generate analogous asymmetry in mirror sector and thus mirror baryons can constitute dark matter, with strong implications for the large scale and galactic halo structures, CMBR angular anisotropies, microlensing, etc.

Z. Berezhiani and A. Rossi have studied the fermion mass and mixing structure in supersymmetric theories with the flavour symmetry between families. It was shown that the concept of spontaneously broken symmetry $SU(3)_H$ can allow to naturally explain the origin of the fermion mass and mixing hierarchy and provide fermion mass textures with testable predictions in confronted of the experimental situation concerning the quark and lepton mixing angles and CP-violation parameters.

Z. Berezhiani, L. Gianfagna and M. Giannotti have suggested a new type of axion, which emerges in the context of the mirror sector models with spontaneously broken parity. Such an axion can have mass order 1 MeV for the decay constant order $10^5 - 10^6$ GeV, in a sharp difference with the conventional axion models. It was shown that such an axion can be tested with future reactor or beam dump experiments, and various astrophysical implications have been discussed. In particular, it can explain the origin of Gamma Ray Bursts via mechanism suggested by Z. Berezhiani and A. Drago, related to emission of such axion-like particles from collapsing objects and their further decay into $e^+e^-$ pairs.

Participation in conferences

Z. Berezhiani presented invited talks at Fifth Topical Workshop ”Solar Neutrinos: Where are the Oscillations?” (Assergi, Italy, 12-14 March 2001); Int. Workshop on extra dimensions ”Living on the Wall”, (Minneapolis, USA, 21 May - 1 June 2001); Joint UK BSM - Cosmology Conference (Ambleside, UK, 27-28 Aug. 2001); Int. Workshop on QCD ”Ioffe-fest: 75 Anniversary of B.L. Ioffe”, (Gif-sur-Yvette, Paris, 3-5 Sept. 2001); 18th Symposium ”100 Years of Werner Heisenberg”, (Bamberg, Germany, 26-30 Sept. 2001); and delivered lectures on supersymmetry and grand unification at National Summer School on Particle Astrophysics ”Astroscuola”, (Conca Specchiula, Otranto, Italy, 11-16 June 2001).
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3 Lattice Gauge Theory

The group consisted in G. Di Carlo (also LNF), A.F. Grillo and A. Galante from the University of L’Aquila, in collaboration with V. Azcoiti (Zaragoza), V. Laliena (Zaragoza), E. Follana (Glasgow), R. Scimia (Perugia).

We have analyzed the phase diagram of SU(2) at finite baryonic density; in particular we have addressed the diquark condensation phenomenon using an original technique that eliminates the need of an explicit di-quark source in the action.

We have also studied from the point of view of numerical non perturbative renormalization the non compact formulation of lattice gauge theories proposed by F. Palumbo. We have shown that the results coincide to those in the Wilson formulation with the advantage of larger physical volume for fixed number of lattice sites without the use of improved actions with empirical parameters. In this sense this non compact formulation is nearer to the continuum and less affected by discretization artifacts.

We have recently approached the study of QCD with a topological term in the action. This analysis is related to our work on finite density since in both cases the action is complex, and the importance sampling cannot be used in simulations. All the earlier attempts failed to reproduce the analytically known results in simple 2-dimensional models (CP(N-1) and U(1)); in particular the methods based on binning and/or reweighting introduce spurious transitions for theta smaller than pi, transitions that are pure numerical artifacts.

To address this problem we have developed an evaluation method for the free energy density as a function of theta that, using analysis methods in arbitrary precision arithmetics, allowed us to reproduce the analytical results with a precision better than one per cent. We are presently writing two papers on the argument describing the numerical scheme and the continuum limit of the CP(3) model. These results will be extended to other statistical models with complex actions like the Hubbard model and to gauge theories (e.g. SU(2)) with a topological term.
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Abstract

TRIS, a set of three absolute radiometers for measurements of the absolute temperature of the sky at 600 MHz, 820 MHz and 2.5 GHz, has been prepared by the Milano Radio Group and installed at Campo Imperatore with the aim of detecting deviations from a Planck distribution in the spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Background, relic of the Big Bang. Observations ended in December 2000. During the first six months of 2001 we planned to carry on supplementary observations before closing the experiment. Unfortunately very bad weather conditions which affected the power supply line forced us to turn off the receivers at the end of January. In May when snow melted the experiment was definitely closed and the Campo Imperatore area cleared. Data reduction is now underway.

1 Introduction

TRIS was set up at the beginning of the '90 with the aim of detecting deviations from a Planck Distribution in the low frequency spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), relic of the Big Bang ([1]). Observations were made with a set of three absolute radiometers at 600 MHz, 820 MHz and 2.5 GHz and included: i) absolute measurements of the sky temperature, ii) measurements of the spectral shape of the galactic diffuse background, superimposed to the CMB, iii) evaluation of undesired contribution, namely ground and atmospheric radiation.

2 2001 activity

The observational program was completed in December 2000 when the last run of absolute measurements of the sky temperature, made using a large cryogenic (Liquid Helium) calibrator were finished ([2], [3], [4], [5]). Because at that time moving heavy equipment from Campo Imperatore to Assergi was impossible because of snow, we planned to use the first six months of 2001 to carry on additional measurements. Unfortunately very bad weather conditions affected the power supply line and forced us to turn off the receivers at the end January. In May when the snow melted, the experiment was definitely closed and the equipment sent back to Milano. We are now reducing the data.
3 Conclusions

The data we collected in the past years are promising: we expect to be able to improve the accuracy of the measured values of the CMB temperature at frequencies close to 1 GHz. Detection of distortions in this region are interesting because they offer the opportunity of evaluating $\Omega_b$ the barionic density in our Universe.
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ENVRAD. Radon groundwater analysis
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\textbf{Abstract}

During the radon groundwater monitoring some \textit{anomalies} have been recorded in geophysical and geochemical groundwater parameters emphasizing an high correlation with tectonic deformation processes and local seismicity \cite{1,4}. In particular, during 2001 strong long and short time variations in pH and electrical conductivity have been recorded. These are probably related to seismic clusters located near the measurement site.

\section{Introduction}

The hydrological properties of the Gran Sasso aquifer are characterized by an high dynamics behaviour due to high permeability of the rocks. From May 1996, geophysical investigations by an automatic multiparametric equipment have being performed at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso-INFN to better define the hydrological setting near the overthrust fault and, particularly, to study the link between the possible radon variations and the seismic activity \cite{1,4}.

\section{Results}

The trends of the geochemical parameters monitored during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001 are shown in figure 1.

The data of the groundwater temperature sensor from July, 1997 to September, 1997 are not supplied for the breakdown between the thermocouple output and the analogic input channel.

The trends of the setting parameters monitored during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001 are shown in figure 2.

The $\varepsilon$ Dobrovolsky’s parameter \cite{5} is computed by means of the seismic events of INGV (National Institute for Geophysics and Volcanology) catalogue recorded within a
Figure 1: The trends of the geochemical parameters monitored during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001.
Figure 2: The trends of the setting parameters monitored during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001.
distance of 100 km from the measurement site and available from May, 1996 to December, 2001 [6]. We have considered an inferior limit of \( \varepsilon \) equal to \( 0.1 \cdot 10^{-8} \).

The \( \varepsilon \) Dobrovolsky's parameter during the above mentioned period is shown in figure 3.

![Dobrovolsky's parameter during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001.](image)

Figure 3: Dobrovolsky's parameter during the period from May, 1996 to December, 2001.

### 3 Discussion

The analysis of raw data shows long time variations in pH, radon and pressure of solved gases highly correlate with the Umbria-Marche seismic sequence (1997-1998) and probably due to the occurrence of transient compression phase producing a change of the carbon dioxide content in groundwater. Also, electrical conductivity spike-like anomalies are related to local seismic events emphasizing variations in groundwater dynamics [1,4].

During the period from January, 2000 to February, 2000 and from July, 2000 till now pH spike-like anomalies have been point out. Furthermore, from May, 2001 to December, 2001 a long time pH variation superimposed to the above mentioned pH anomalies has been recorded. Also, electrical conductivity spike-like anomalies have been point out
during the above mentioned periods and a long time variation from December, 2000 to December, 2001 has been recorded. The groundwater temperature shows during the period from June, 1998 to December, 2000 a rise trend with a maximum excursion of 0.2°C and a long time variation from February, 2001 to December, 2001. The long time temperature and pH variations are directly related and inversely related to the long time electrical conductivity variation. This phenomenology is probably due to mixing of groundwater through the tectonic discontinuities which separate dolomitic limestones from sileceous limestones emphasizing a local deformation process. Furthermore, during the above mentioned periods any radon anomalies have been recorded because these are related to strong variations of carbon dioxide content in groundwater as shown during the Umbria-Marche seismic sequence (1997-1998) [2,4]. Using the ε Dobrovolsky’s parameter, seismic clusters probably related to detected pH and electrical conductivity long time and spike-like anomalies have been identified. This seismic activity is located in NW-W-SW direction from the measurements site.

4 Conclusion

During 2001 the analysis of the geophysical and geochemical parameters has emphasized strong anomalies in pH and electrical conductivity probably related to mixing of the groundwater through mylonitized faults. The occurrence of this phenomenology may be justified by local deformation process producing rock permeability variations and related to seismic clusters occurred in NW-W-SW direction respect to LNGS.
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Abstract

During 2001 strain data have been recorded continuously, apart from an unexpected four-month interruption in summer, due to the unusually long time required for changing the laser tube. Several months of tidal records have been analyzed and modelled. As regards slow earthquakes (the main scientific results obtained so far) we have performed a detailed study of ground deformation at the interferometer site caused by slow slips on nearby capable faults. All faults but one give expected signals quite different from observations. The possibility of a slow slip diffusion has been related to the presence of a gouge layer between fault faces, with a visco-plastic rheology.

1 Introduction

The interferometric station at LNGS consists of two 90-m long laser interferometers for geophysical purposes. Their azimuth are N66E and N24W, i.e. approximately perpendicular and parallel to the Apennines. Any interferometer measures the difference in extension between two baselines. From May 1994 to October 1995 we have monitored the extension of a 90-m long baseline (azimuth = N66E), using a 20-cm long reference baseline (unequal-arm configuration). Laser frequency fluctuations can give spurious signals whose amplitude depends on the difference in length between the two baselines. In order to check for the effects of fluctuations of the laser wavelength on the recorded signal from December 1995 to October 1998 both arms were 90-m long and one component of shear strain was measured (equal-arm configuration). Some instrumental changes in 1999, which caused the instrument to stop working for several months, allowed to measure extensions of the two baselines independently, so that now also areal strain can be obtained. After a few months of test runs, and several interruptions due to problems with the hard disks, from August 2000 we are routinely recording the extension of both baselines at 5 Hz, apart from an unexpected four-month interruption in summer 2001, due to the unusually
long time required for changing the laser tube. In what follows, extensions are expressed as dimensionless strain, $\Delta l/l$, where $l$ is instrument length, and $\Delta l$ is positive for an increase in length. We use the symbol $n_\varepsilon$, nanostrain, for $\Delta l/l = 10^{-9}$. The instruments are characterized by very high sensitivity ($\approx 3 \times 10^{-3} n_\varepsilon$), wide frequency band (from d.c. up to hundreds of Hz), large dynamic range (unbounded in principle), and good reliability. During the transit of teleseismic waves it recorded signals as large as 600 $n_\varepsilon$ and as fast as 100 $n_\varepsilon$/s without any nonlinearity or abnormal behavior. The experiment has been planned for a better knowledge of crustal deformation processes, due to tectonics (strain accumulation and release, aseismic slips, coseismic steps and earthquakes - regular and slow) as well as to earth tides.

2 Earth tides

Tidal strain depends on local elastic properties. These could change during earthquake nucleation (dilatancy effects). As previously mentioned, the Gran Sasso interferometer is producing shear-strain data since 1996, apart from interruptions caused by technical works to improve the instrument. So we can search for possible changes in the local response to tidal forcing before, during, and after the slow earthquake crisis. As a first step, we have decided to analyze data recorded for several months starting from August 2000, since the knowledge of areal and shear strain gives better information about the strain field and bigger check opportunities. Records from August 2000 to March 2001 have been preliminarily analyzed and compared with theoretical predictions in the case of an elliptic rotating Earth and taking into account ocean loading effects. Theoretical predictions have been generated by using the GOTIC2 code [1] and satellite altimetric data from TOPEX/POSEIDON. The period under examination was brief and lacking any noticeable event. As expected, tidal response was constant during it. Ocean loading effects account for about 10% of total expected tidal signal, in the case of the reference layered Earth (PREM). Both areal and shear strain are about 20% smaller than predicted. Such differences could be caused by topographic effects, but the release of GOTIC2 available at that time had a severe bug which resulted in erroneous loading estimation for shear stress and further work is necessary. Difficulties in obtaining a good model of topographic effects make the retrieval of local lithospheric properties from ocean loading effects a quite hard task. Topographic effects could be estimated comparing interferometric records of long-period seismic waves with seismograms recorded by the very-broad-band seismometer of the INGV at work in L’Aquila. Work in cooperation with Andrea Morelli (INGV - Rome) is in progress.

3 Slow earthquakes

Several clustered slow earthquakes have been recorded by the geodetic interferometer from March to October 1997 (see 1999 LNGS Annual Report). Half of the events were recorded from mid March to mid April. The swarm was preceded by few events occurring since the end of 1996 and followed by other episodic events. As mentioned in the Introduction, until 1999 the interferometer measured difference in strain between one baseline oriented
N66E and another baseline oriented N24W, i.e. one shear-strain component. Sampling frequency was 0.5 Hz. Slow earthquakes appear as nearly-exponential strain changes with duration from tens to thousands of seconds and amplitudes of a few nanostrains. Three more slow earthquakes have been recorded on May 2001. The shear-strain component of the signals is very similar to that of the 1997 events, and sources are presumably on the same fault. All the 2001 signals give negative (compressive) areal strain. No strong historical earthquake has been associated with the faults of the Gran Sasso region (central Italy), despite the evidence of relevant quaternary activity. Average slip rate from paleoseismological investigations is of the order of 1 mm/year, similar to that observed in the Fucino area (about 40 km south of Gran Sasso), struck by a destructive earthquake in 1915 (moment magnitude \( \approx 7 \)). In cooperation with Andrea Morelli (INGV - Rome), we have tried to locate the fault responsible for the slow earthquake swarm. Comparison of observations with synthetic strain signals not only suggests that the slow earthquakes ruptured a single fault, but also allows to identify the fault. Synthetic seismograms are in agreement with the lack of seismometer observations at L’Aquila. These observations suggest the important role of episodic aseismic faulting through slow earthquakes in regions other than subduction zones, characterized by the presence of shallow, unconsolidated sediments, and would have important consequences on evaluating seismic hazard. A paper concerning the results of such researches is about to be submitted for publication. A mechanical model of slow earthquakes has been proposed in collaboration with Michele Dragoni and Antonello Piombo (Physics Department, University of Bologna). According to our model, a slow diffusion-like slip propagation can occur in the presence of an unconsolidated fault gouge imbibed with water, with a visco-plastic rheology. The model shows that when the plastic stress threshold is exceeded at a given point in the fault, a pressure gradient is produced in the gouge layer, originating the viscous flow of the gouge. This entails the slow propagation of slip along the fault. The model succeeds in predicting the observed scaling law between seismic moment and rise time of strain records, i.e. \( M \propto \sqrt{\tau_s} \), as well as the shape of recorded straingrams. Although an extension of our model to other environments is not obvious, it might also account for other slow events characterized by a square-root scaling law between seismic moment and duration, and for tsunami earthquakes, which are characterized by larger tsunamis than expected from their seismic moments and by slow rupture velocity.
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Abstract

Since 1999 the Rn concentration in the groundwater from the fault in the interferometric tunnel of the underground Gran Sasso Laboratory has been monitored. The main goal of the experiment is the search for possible correlations between changes of the radon concentration in water and seismic activity.

Water is directly collected from the fractured rock and radon gas is extracted by nitrogen bubbling from samples of water. The detector is a silver activated zinc sulfide scintillator located in an electrostatic chamber.

The apparatus is remotely controlled via internet; a new software for displaying data and monitoring the acquisition has been installed. New data have been collected in 2001; during this period there was some seismic activity.

1 Introduction

Radon contents in groundwaters and in air are being monitored by several experiments with the aim of studying possible correlations between radon concentration variations and seismic phenomena [1-6].

We developed and implemented an automatic instrument for monitoring the radon concentration in groundwater. Since the middle of 1999 this apparatus is collecting data in the interferometric tunnel of the underground Gran Sasso laboratory, near the fault. The fault is one of the most important features of the Gran Sasso Massif.

The apparatus may be considered to complement other instruments that are monitoring seismic activities in the underground laboratory: a geodetic interferometer [2], tiltmeters and the apparatus for groundwater analysis of the University of Roma Tre [3].

Since year 2000 we made measurements of the radon concentration in water with a sampling rate of 2 measurements per day [7].
2 The apparatus

The apparatus consists of three sections: the system for the extraction of radon from water, the detection system and the data acquisition and control system. The layout of the extraction system is shown in Fig. 1.

The process starts by flushing the radon extraction system with nitrogen gas; background counting starts immediately after this phase. Then a sample of 1.9 liters of water collected directly from the rock fault is pumped into the bubbler. Radon gas is then extracted from water by nitrogen bubbling. After radon extraction all the valves are closed and radon counting starts. At the end of each counting run, the water is pumped out, and the process restarts.

The detector is a Pylon mod. PMT-EL, which is a silver activated zinc sulfide scintillator ZnS(Ag) located in a 5 litre electrostatic chamber. The scintillator is covered by an aluminized mylar foil that acts as cathode of the electrostatic chamber and collects the positively charged radon daughters. A power supply polarizes the chamber creating a potential difference of about 1000 Volts.

Control processes and data acquisition are performed by a PC with a Pentium processor and two I/O interface boards. The temperatures of the devices, the pressure and air flow in the circuit, the water level and the environmental temperature and pressure are monitored. The computer is remotely controlled via Internet; measurements of parameters and raw data are displayed on web pages.
3 Measurements

A plot of the radon concentration in water in the period June 2001-Feb 2002 is shown in Fig. 2. Atmospheric pressure and detector and bubbling temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. During this period there was a considerable seismic activity around the Gran Sasso Laboratory, as shown by the $\epsilon$ deformation parameter in Fig. 4. The data are presently under study.

4 Conclusions

An apparatus for monitoring radon concentration in the water from the Gran Sasso fault has been designed and implemented. The extraction technique and the detector system allow to have a good reproducibility and good count ratio between radon and background.

Data have been taken from June 2001 to February 2002 (Fig. 2). The time series of the data are under study.

Several improvements are in progress. In order to improve the stability of radon extraction and of the detection efficiency, a new air-conditioning system has been installed in the hut. A new system for collecting water is being designed in order to minimize radon exchange phenomena between air and water.
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Figure 2: Radon concentration in water during the period June 2001 - Feb 2002.

Figure 3: Atmospheric pressure (1) and detector (2) and bubbling (3) temperatures during the period June 2001 - Feb 2002.

Figure 4: Parameter of Dobrovolksy during the period June 2001 - Feb 2002.
TELLUS. Ground deformations and their effects on the near-Earth Space
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Abstract

During 2001, to the tilt monitoring of local deformation processes carried out by a network of three tiltmeters installed at LNGS, has been added the study of coupling phenomena between ground emissions caused by such deformation events and perturbations and instabilities in the ionosphere-magnetosphere region. Tilt observations at LNGS as well as two scientific projects (ARINA and ESPERIA) devoted to the investigation of lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling mechanisms will be briefly reported. TELLUS (Telluric Emissions and Local Lithospheric Uppermost Strains) is the new coin for the geophysical experiment at LNGS which takes into account the above-mentioned extension in the geophysical research activities.
1 Aim of the TELLUS Experiment

The primary aim of the experiment is to carry out a continuous tilt monitoring at LNGS in order to detect aseismic creep strain episodes associated with earthquakes preparation. The observation of numerous seismic precursors and the development of theoretical models on this subject aim at seeing in perspective the phenomenon ”earthquake” within the framework of a unique theory able to explain the causes of its genesis, and the dynamics, rheology, and micro-physics of its preparation, occurrence, post-seismic relaxation, and inter-seismic phases.

More in general, seismo-associated phenomena also include electromagnetic, acoustic and gas emissions from the Earth’s surface which perturb the surrounding medium and can reach large distances up to the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Therefore, in our investigation of local deformation processes we also decided to include the study of possible perturbations and instabilities in the near-Earth space as a consequence of such local ground processes. In doing this, both ground monitoring, atmosphere radio-sounding and satellite observations are necessary.

At this purpose, the scientific space mission ESPERIA (Earthquake investigation by Satellite and Physics of the Environment Related to the Ionosphere and Atmosphere) based on a low-orbit micro-satellite has been proposed. On board the satellite ULF, ELF, VLF, HF electromagnetic fields, charged particle fluxes, and ionospheric plasma parameters will be detected. Simultaneous ground based measurements of mechanical and electromagnetic fields will be carried out in several test areas one of which is the Central Apennines where an instrumental network is operational. The LNGS tilt sites constitute one point of this network.

2 Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus consists of three bi-axial tiltmeters, of the ESPERIA satellite configuration resulting from a phase A study, and of the ARINA particle detector design.

2.1 Tiltmeters

The two-component-horizontal-pendulum tiltmeters, with Zöllner bifilar suspension and relative analog detecting and digital acquisition systems, have been described in the LNGS Annual Report 2000 [1].

2.2 The ESPERIA satellite overview

Some main elements of the ESPERIA phase A study [2] carried out during 2001 is reported in subsection 3.2. In figure 1 is shown an overview of such satellite configuration. In the same figure some instrumental allocations of the payload are also reported.
In the following are schematically indicated the fundamental characteristics of the ESPERIA mission and spacecraft.

**Payload Composition**

- **Electric Field Analyzer (EFA):** frequency range: DC-10 MHz; accuracy: 300 nV/m; dynamic range: 120 dB

- **Magnetic Field Analyzer (MAFA):**
  - **FLUX-GATE:** frequency range: DC-10 Hz; accuracy a few pT; resolution 24 bit
  - **SEARCH-COIL:** frequency range: 10 Hz - 100 kHz; sensitivity $10^2 pT/(Hz)^{1/2}$ (at 1 kHz)

- **Langmuir Probe and Retarding Potential Analyzer (LP&RPA)**
  - **LP:** electron temperature: 300 - 15000 K; electron density: $10^2 - 10^7 cm^{-3}$
  - **RPA:** ionic temperature: 300 - 10000 K; ionic density: $10^2 - 10^7 cm^{-3}$
• Particle Detector Analyzer (PDA): electrons and protons with energy $E \sim 300\text{keV} - 2\text{GeV}$ (by two different detectors)

**Orbit Characteristics**

Ground track repetition with an accuracy of $\leq 10\text{km}$ and $\leq 24\text{hours}$
Geo-synchronous: 14 orbits/day
Altitude: 813 km
Inclination: $11.5^\circ$
Eccentricity: 0

**Spacecraft**

Platform MITA
Nadir pointing
FEEP applied

**Possible Launchers:** START-1, PEGASUS, SOJUZ-Fregat.

The Mission Operation and Ground Segment will be based on the ASI Scientific Data Center, the single equatorial S-Band TT&C Ground Station located at the ASI Facility in Malindi (Kenia), and the Ground Control Facility located at the Telespazio FUCINO Space Center.

### 2.3 The ARINA particle detector design

The ARINA particle detector has been design during 2001. It will be illustrated in subsection 3.3

### 3 Results obtained with regards to year 2001

#### 3.1 Aseismic creep strain episodes revealed by tiltmeters and their numerical modeling

The primary local source of preseismic signals demonstrated to be constituted by the anelastic volumetric increase (dilatancy) caused by microfracturing processes associated with the preseismic strain accumulation during frictional locking in a fault asperity. During such preseismic dilatancy period several characteristic signals of different nature (mechanical, electromagnetic, chemical, etc.) are generated in the fault asperity (where stress concentration and dilatancy takes place) and propagate in the surrounding medium giving rise to the so-called preparation focal area. Among these typical signals (also called anomalies or earthquake precursors), intermediate-term preseismic ground tilt variations from a few weeks to several months revealed to be particularly informative within the framework of earthquake prediction studies. A number of interesting results concerning anomalous surface tilt variations observed at LNGS during earthquake preparation times.
have been reported over the years. This report deals with ground tilt investigations carried out in the seismic area of the Central Apennines of Italy where in previous studies intermediate-term tilt precursors were observed before earthquakes of moderate magnitude ([3], [4]). LNGS tilt site constitutes (see section 1) one site of a network of four tilt stations located in the Central Apennines (fig. 2): the ancient castle of L’Aquila (AQU), the Peschiera tunnel (PES), and the Stiffe cave. Figure 2 also illustrates the discrete structures which characterise this carbonate platform area.

The general character of raw tilts shows seasonal and long-(or secular)-term systematic tilts on which is superimposed an anomalous shorter-(or intermediate) term perturbation of a few months. The tilt signals, the monotonic linear tilt trend increasing in time is the manifestation of a well known long-term tectonic effect on the local faults. The very low-amplitude and short-term variations, which constitutes the background of tilt signals, is generally constituted by the instrumental noise with superimposed contributions of daily thermoelastic and tidal effects. The presence of tides K1 and M2 is particularly evident in the harmonic content of the hourly tilt background reported in figure 3. Finally, seasonal tilt variations demonstrated to be due to meteorological contributions. A time shift analysis for the meteorological data (atmospheric temperature, barometric pressure, and rainfall) confirms variations which seem to correlate quite well with the seasonal local tilt response. These variations are significant for atmospheric temperature and to a smaller extent for rainfall, while barometric pressure does not give relevant effects on tilt data. In order to look for intermediate-term tilt anomalies of preseismic origin, both linear and seasonal tilt trends of tectonic and meteorological nature were removed, and the strongest

Figure 2: The Central Apennines area of Italy including the Latium-Abruzzi platform and location of tiltmeters. The crustal block structures of the platform and their motions as well as the main folds and thrust faults of the region are also shown.
earthquakes occurred during 1996-1999 in the same area under study were considered. It is very easy to remove both the linear trend and thermoelastic contributions, while the climatic effects due to rain has been eliminated by subtracting a function of rainfall from the tilt data.

The rainfall function is:

$$f_i = \sum_{k=1}^{i} r_k e^{-\frac{(t_i-t_k)}{\tau}}$$

for $$t_i \geq t_k$$.

Where $$r_k$$ is the amount of rain recorded at $$t_k$$ and $$f_i$$ is the cumulative effect of all rain previous to $$t_i$$.

Finally, the rainfall function $$f_i$$ is fit to the tilt data $$\bar{\psi}$$, that is, an optimal $$\beta$$ is estimated for

$$\dot{\psi}_i = \bar{\psi} + \dot{\psi}_t + \beta [f_i - \bar{f} - \dot{ft}_i]$$

Where dots denote differentiation with respect to time and $$\bar{\psi}$$ and $$\bar{f}$$ are the average tilt and rain, respectively.

In order to look for a possible correlation between intermediate-term tilts and seismic events, the strongest earthquake were selected taking into account both magnitude, $$M$$, and tiltmeter-earthquake distance, $$R$$. According to previous results obtained in the same area ([3]) two selection criteria based on dilatancy model and dislocation theory were used.

Earthquakes selected in this way are constituted by the strongest ones belonging to the 1997 Umbria-Marche seismic sequence and by an event with $$M_L = 4.4$$ occurred on May 12, the peak event with $$M_L = 4.4$$ belonging to the seismic swarm which preceded the two
main shocks of September 26, the event with $M_L = 4.7$ of September 3, and the largest aftershocks which continued up to March 1998. All these events had epicentres in the Colfiorito area.

The selected earthquakes are reported in figure 4 (bottom) together with the residual intermediate-term tilts. These residual tilt changes (which are over the three standard deviation level of the signal background) are unaffected by any meteorological contribution over the entire period 1996-1999. The earthquake of May 12 is reported by a vertical bar, those of the Umbria-Marche seismic sequence, including swarm and aftershocks, are indicated by black and shadow areas.

Figure 4 shows that the onset times of all such residual tilts precede the time occurrence of the selected earthquakes. Then, such anomalous intermediate-term tilts can be tentatively considered as preseismic signals. They can be associated with the deformation processes (dilatancy or dislocation) caused by local stress-strain variations which occur in the focal area during the earthquake preparation time.

Ground tilts of figure 4 also show time shifts relatively to each other. In particular, those recorded at AQU and GRS sites (that are characterised by a distance $R$ of about 15 km
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greater than that of PES) have almost the same onset times, while both of them are delayed by about 35 days with respect to that obtained at PES, indicating the existence of a slow propagating strain field from the preparation focal area with an average velocity of about 0.5 cm/s. This result is in agreement with the location of tilt sites with respect to the selected earthquakes and to the 1-D and 2-D models of tilt and strain field propagation proposed by [4], [5], [6] and mentioned in the Introduction section.

We tentatively modelled residual tilts under the hypothesis that they are the manifestation of aseismic creep episodes in faults close to the GRS, AQU, and PES tilt sites and assuming, as in previous cases [3], that rheology of the fault gouge which divides rigid crustal blocks is viscoelastic.

According to previous results obtained in the same area [3], the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model has been applied.

The fit of residual ground tilts with this creep function (fig. 5) gives rigidity and dynamic viscosity values \( \mu \approx 10^{11} \text{Pa} \) and \( \eta \approx 10^{12} \text{Pa} \cdot \text{s} \), which are similar to those normally attributed to fault materials.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu & \approx 10^{11} \text{Pa} \\
\eta & \approx 10^{12} \text{Pa} \cdot \text{s}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5: Data fitting of GRS and PES intermediate-term residual tilts with the creep function from the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model.

Theoretical studies on tilt anomalies preceding earthquakes are rather poor. A 2-D numerical model was proposed by our team [4] to determine the tilt field during the earthquake preparation. We assume the crust to be divided into a set of trapezoidal blocks with horizontal (top and bottom) boundaries and inclined side boundaries. The geometry of the system of the blocks is shown in figure 6. The transition zones between blocks are filled by a material with Standard Linear Solid rheology.

The forces applied to each block are as follows:

1. ‘tectonic’ forces applied to the left and right side boundary of only the first and last block, respectively;
2. normal and tangential stresses arising within the transition zones and applied to the side boundaries;
3. friction applied to the bottom boundary;
4. gravity force applied to the centre of mass.

Figure 6: Geometry of four crustal blocks separated by zones with viscoelastic rheology. Arrows show directions of quasi-horizontal forces F1 and F2, applied to the side blocks

These forces move and rotate the blocks. The equations controlling their movements may be written in general form as follows:

\[ m_i \ddot{U}_i = \sum_k F_{xi}^{(k)} \]
\[ m_i \ddot{W}_i = \sum_k F_{zi}^{(k)} \]
\[ I_i \dddot{\phi}_i = \sum_k M_{yi}^{(k)} \]

where \( m_i \) and \( I_i \) are the mass and the moment of inertia of the i-th block, \( \phi_i \) indicates rotation, and \( U_i \) and \( W_i \) are the horizontal and vertical displacements. Summation in the right-hand sides is performed all over the horizontal and vertical forces \( F_{xi} \) and \( F_{zi} \) and over moments \( M_{yi} \) applied to the i-th block. These equations may be solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta method. For numerical calculations we assumed some arbitrary values for parameters, which are not associated with realistic parameters of the transition (fault) zone material, but selected in such a way that they allow to achieve a steady state of the system. All the parameters are assumed to be dimensionless.

To simulate the process of the earthquake preparation we assume that at some moment the rigidity \( \mu \) drops up to a given portion of its initial value. Correspondingly the viscosity \( \eta = \mu T \) also drops to the same portion of its initial value. This moment may be chosen arbitrarily, because it depends on many unpredictable factors, such as the penetration of fluid into the rocks, the variation of temperature and atmospheric pressure, chemical rock
processes, etc.
The moment of the ‘earthquake’ is also assumed to be arbitrary, though in reality the fracture may occur when the shear stress exceeds the strength, which is proportional to the normal stress (Coulomb failure criterion). In fact, during the second stage the shear stress increases while, on the contrary, the normal stress decreases, so at some moment the failure criterion can be achieved. But instead of assuming the parameters of the Coulomb criterion, we assume the moment, at which it is achieved. At this time the deformation in the transition zone drops by a given quantity, and the parameter $\mu$ is restored to its initial value.
The behaviour of tilts in a line of seven blocks is shown in figures 7.
Anomalies of all the functions decrease with increasing distance from the fracture zone. To make clearer how the tilt anomalies in the successive blocks are shifted in time, the tilts in blocks 3-7, reduced to their initial values, are normalised to their maximum values (fig. 8).

![Tilt anomalies in a line of seven crustal blocks.](image)

**Figure 7: Tilt anomalies in a line of seven crustal blocks.**

### 3.2 The ESPERIA project

The project ESPERIA has been selected by ASI (Italian Space Agency) for a phase A study. The final report of this study has been given to the same Agency last July 2001 and discussed during a workshop which took place in Rome last November 2001 [2] and on the occasion of other meetings [7] - [10].
The primary objective of the ESPERIA mission is to study ionospheric and magneto-spheric perturbations caused by seismicity, and in particular, to develop a method to reveal short-term earthquake precursors.
The secondary objective of the project is to study the influence of electromagnetic emissions on the ionosphere caused by anthropogenic activities. These are mainly constituted by power line harmonic radiation, VLF transmitters, and HF broadcasting stations.
Electromagnetic emissions (EME) in the ULF/ELF/VLF/HF range ($\approx DC - 10 MHz$) which are related with seismic activity will be investigated. They are known since a long time, even if their generation mechanisms and interaction processes with matter or charged particles is not yet completely understood. In addition to EME, two more types of emissions which cause acoustic-gravity waves will be considered: gas exhalation and elastic (seismic) ground vibrations or acoustic emissions (AE).

A specific study based on many events is required in order to support investigations on generation mechanisms of EME waves, gas exhalation and ground vibrations, as well as on their propagation and ionospheric and magnetospheric perturbations they produce [12], [13].

As a complementary approach to ground-based investigations, satellite observations may cover most of the seismic areas and offer the possibility to increase statistics useful for the study of both preseismic effects and anthropogenic activities.

In particular, ULF EME waves emitted from the Earth’s surface have shown a resonant interaction with trapped particles of the inner Van Allen radiation belt causing particle precipitation from the lower region of the magnetosphere into the upper ionosphere. The explanation of this phenomenon deals with a local disturbance of the particle fluxes inside the radiation belt caused by the ULF EME waves.

ULF EME waves may propagate upwards into the ionosphere without any significant attenuation. At certain altitude the EME can be captured by the geomagnetic field and then propagates as Alfvén wave along the geomagnetic field lines. Reaching the radiation belt boundary, the Alfvén wave begins to interact with trapped particles, causing particle precipitations as a result of pitch-angle diffusion. The precipitated particles drift around the Earth along the L-shell, which corresponds to the EME source location at the Earth’s surface. This process creates the wave of precipitated particles, and the wave may make one or more revolutions around the Earth due to the longitudinal drift of the particles. The instrumentation on board a satellite observes these waves as particle bursts, when
satellite crosses the disturbed L-shell. It should be stressed that due to the drift around the Earth, the particle bursts may be observed not only over the source at the Earth’s surface but also at any longitude, where satellite crosses the disturbed L-shell.

### 3.3 The ARINA project: Study of high energy charged particles bursts in the near-Earth space

Within the framework of the PAMELA mission (ASI, INFN, ROSAVIACOSMOS collaboration), which launch is scheduled for year 2003, the ARINA-PAMELA collaboration [14] consists of the:

- realization of the ARINA particle detector analyzer to detect electrons with energy from 3 MeV to 30 MeV and protons from 30 MeV to 100 MeV;
- spatialization of the ARINA instrument;
- study of high-energy particles precipitation due to the terrestrial ULF electromagnetic waves interaction with trapped particles of the inner Van Allen radiation belt;
- preliminary data from ARINA which will help in defining the better counting rate for the particle detector of the ESPERIA particle detector;
- participation of one proposer and many co-proposers of the ARINA-PAMELA experiment in the ESPERIA project.

So, the availability of preliminary data with respect to those that could be collected by ESPERIA, the complementarily between instruments and experiences, and their consequent fruitful integration, the possibility to detect long time series of data, the opportunity for the different teams to carry out common studies on similar scientific topics, will constitute some of the more relevant outputs of the collaborations between ESPERIA and PAMELA missions.

Partial funding needed to the Italian team for this experiment has been assigned by INFN (Fifth Commission) last December 11, 2001.

**Method of realization of ARINA project**

The ARINA particle detector will be installed on board the <<RESURS-DK1>> N1 satellite (where PAMELA spectrometer will be also placed). <<RESURS-DK1>> N1 satellite will be launched in the near-Earth orbit (altitude is about 390-600 km, inclination is about 70°). The mission duration will be of three years.

**Physical scheme of ARINA instrument**

The ARINA instrument (Figs. 9, 10) consists of the set of scintillation detectors C1-C12 made on the basis of polystyrene, which are viewed by photomultipliers (PMTs), the event recording system, the data acquisition and processing system (DAPS), the power supply system (PSS), and the command unit (CU). Detectors C1-C12 are functionally combined.
into three systems: the hodoscopic trigger system HTS (detectors C1-C3), the scintillation calorimeter SC (detectors C4-C9), and the anticoincidence system ACS (detectors C10-C12). Each of the detectors C1 and C2 consists of four strips directed perpendicularly and positioned just one under another. Detector C3 is situated below detectors C1 and C2 and has a mosaic structure (6 elements). Each mosaic element is viewed by its own PMT. Such detector's assembly allows to determine the angle of incident particles. The geometry and dimensions of detectors C1-C3 define the instrument aperture and the geometric factor. The scintillation calorimeter can comprise the detector C3 in addition to a set of detectors C4-C9. It provides the separation of the protons and electrons and allows to measure the particle energy by the number of detectors, passed by the particle up to its stop. That is, it is used the range of the particle in stack of detectors. The ACS consists of the detector C10 and lateral detectors C11 and C12, and it is needed to exclude from recording the particles moving in the opposite direction from the bottom to upward as well as in all directions beyond the aperture.

When the incident particle is in the aperture of instrument, the signals from detectors C1, C2, and C3 coincide with each other in the HTS (i.e., when the TS signal is generated) and the HTS generates preliminary trigger signal TS entering into the controlled coincidence circuit (CCC). The CCC circuit generates the main trigger signal of the instrument MTS, if there are no signals from the anticoincidence detectors AC. Thus, the main trigger signal of the instrument is generated for the particles stopped in one of the SC detectors. The CCC resolution time is 50 ns and the duration of the formed MTS pulse is about 30 ns. During the generation of the MTS signal, the instrument is blocked automatically for the time required for recording the source data (preliminary format). Thus, the instrument records all those particles that sequentially incident its aperture with a time interval more than the time equaled to the sum of the MTS pulse duration

![Diagram of ARINA instrument layout.](image)

Figure 9: ARINA instrument layout.
and the time required for data recording in the instrument electronic recording system. The fast electronics of HTS, SC systems, and ACS use the fast amplitude channel (FAC) for the particle identification. It consists of the PMT signal adapter and the dual-threshold shaper DTS. The DTS lower amplitude threshold is set to suppress the PMT noise and the upper threshold is tunable and serves for separation the electrons and protons. Amplitudes of the detector signals are separated in FAC into two ranges: the first range values are placed between the lower and upper thresholds of the shaper (this allows to detect electrons with energies of 3-30 MeV). The second range includes the values, which exceed the upper threshold (this corresponds to detection of the protons with the energies of 30-100 MeV). The main principle used for the separation of electrons and protons is based on the fact that, in the mentioned energy ranges, the protons are non-relativistic (have large energy losses in detectors) whereas the electrons are ultra relativistic (their energy deposition is much more low). This fact allows by setting an upper threshold of the shaper the identification of electrons and protons with an imitation probability of about 0.1%.

Figure 10: The block-scheme of the spectrometer-telescope ARINA for charged particle burst observation on the satellite.

**Electronics of ARINA instrument**

The event recording system (ERS) of the instrument operates according to the following algorithm. Generation of the preliminary trigger strobe signal STB initiates the data processing system and forms preliminary data format of the event. This format contains the following information: the elements of the triggered detectors in the HTS mosaic structure, the number of the SC detector in which the particle stopped, the particle type, counting rates of individual detectors, etc. ERS based on the fast buffer registers BF1-
BF4. The main trigger signal MST enters to the interrupt input of the microprocessor system unit MSU, which is the core of data acquisition and processing system DAPS. The input data array is read through the external bus by the input-output unit into the MSU memory. CCC is unblocked and the instrument is ready to detect new particle. The maximum event counting rate of the instrument is determined by the MSU speed and can be an order of one hundred kHz. When the spectrometer is unblocked, the MSU microprocessor returns to the background program for data processing of preliminary data up to the next interrupt. The preliminary format of the event is supplemented with a time mark, statistical data of the trigger counters, control and housekeeping data. Then, this format download into the data memory buffer for transmission to the telemetry system. The event recording system and the DAPS operate in two modes (normal and burst) depending on the frequency of the trigger signal. In the normal mode interrupts enter with an average frequency not more than 10 Hz, and the MSU executes full-scale data processing algorithm with record of maximum information for each event. For an interrupt frequency more than 10 Hz, the MSU compresses the information about events with different compression ratios depending on frequency of events. At maximum possible interrupt frequency (about 100 kHz), the compression ratio has maximum value about 100. In this case, only various histograms of the particle distributions (angular, temporal, energy) is accumulated for chosen time intervals.

**General characteristics**

The instrument includes a power supply system (PSS), which supports stabilized low voltages (+5 V and 5 V) for electronics and high voltage (1000 V) supplying the PMTs. The total power consumption of the instrument does not exceed 10 Watt. The instrument physical and technical characteristics are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Geometric factor, $cm^2sr$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Aperture, degrees</td>
<td>±25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Angular resolution, degrees</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Energy ranges, MeV:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>$3 \div 30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protons</td>
<td>$30 \div 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The probability of imitations of electrons and protons under their selection</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Energy resolution</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Trigger time resolution, ns</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Physical parameters of the ARINA instrument

The scientific information from the ARINA instrument is stored in the onboard memory and is transmitted to the ground-based receiving center every day. The separation of
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mass, kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Dimensions, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Power consumption, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Input voltage, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Number of telecommands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Maximum counting rates, Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Maximum dead time, $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Accuracy of time mark to UT, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Mass memory volume, Mbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Temperature range, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Total mass of materials in the field of view ($g/cm^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>On board installation of instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Orientation of instrument axis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Technical parameters of the ARINA instrument

Scientific data from the service information is immediately made during the data receiving, including the distinction of data concerning the satellite position and orientation.
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